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With foundations laid in 1956 by three civil engineers – Feyyaz 
Berker, Nihat Gökyiğit, and Necati Akçağlılar – Tekfen Holding 
today conducts its operations through thirty-nine companies and 
thirteen subsidiaries, each of which is a leading name in its 
respective business line, and that are active in five main areas: 
Engineering and Contracting, Chemical Industry, Agricultural 
Production, Services and Investment. Tekfen Holding is the 
umbrella company for all of the firms and subsidiaries in the 
Tekfen Group. Its shares are traded on the Borsa İstanbul and are 
quoted in that exchange’s BIST 30 and Sustainability Index. The 
Tekfen Group’s founding partners have served as the originators, 
benefactors and directors of many environmental, educational, 
and social NGOs. Those roles kept people, social welfare, and 
environmental wellbeing at the focal point of the Tekfen Group’s 
business culture and charitable activities since the very outset.

Profile and Basic Indicators
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SUMMARY BALANCE SHEET (thousand TRY)           31 December 2021 31 December 2020

Current Assets                          15,407,337       9,013,197   

Non-Current Assets                          6,506,236       4,903,836      

Total Assets                          21,913,573      13,917,033 

 

Current Liabilities                          13,073,283       7,474,512   

Non-Current Liabilities                              1,114,830       631,621 

Equity Attributable to Owners of the Parent                            7,595,637      5,730,139     

Non-controlling Interest                               129,823     80,761   

Total Shareholders’ Equity and Liabilities                           21,913,573       13,917,033      

 

SUMMARY INCOME STATEMENT (thousand TRY)     1 January - 31 December 2021 1 January - 31 December 2020

Revenue                         16,222,968      11,729,779      

Gross Profit                           1,280,065      913,997    

Operating Profit                             (478,221)       1,012 

Profit Before Taxation                             1,129,044      229,474 

Net Profit (Loss)                              829,390      (67,398)  

 

IMPORTANT RATIOS          31 December 2021 31 December 2020

Liquidity   

Current Ratio                                      1.18         1.21 
 

Liability and Indebtedness 

Total Liabilities / Equity Attributable to Owners of the Parent                             1.87         1.41 
 

Current Liabilities / Total Liabilities                                    0.92        0.92 

 

                                                                                            1 January - 31 December 2021                  1 January - 31 December 2020 

 

Profitability 

Gross Profit Margin                                   7.89%      7.79% 

EBITDA Margin                                  4.49%      3.91% 

Net Profit Margin                                     5.11%     -0.57%

Net Cash Calculation   (Thousand TRY) 

Cash and Cash Equivalents   5,064,108 

Financial Investments   51,845 

Short-term Borrowings   (3,088,485) 

Short-term Portion of Long-term Borrowings   (88,282) 

Long-term Borrowings   (324,786) 

Effect of TFRS 16 Adjustment   62,383 

Effect of TFRS 9 Adjustment    1,263 

Net Cash as of 31 December 2021   1,678,046 
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Management

Message from the 
Chairman

Dear Shareholders, 

Following 2020, a year where we gravely lived through the 
effects of the pandemic, the year 2021 was marked a year of 
recovery both due to the introduction of vaccines and thanks to 
the wheels of global economy starting to turn again despite the 
disruptions in the supply chain. The recovery observed in 
economies overall following the first shock being overcome, 
ensured that scenarios for “returning to normal” started to be 
discussed. However this optimistic atmosphere was replaced with 
uncertainty and concerns once again with the fast spread of the 
Omicron variant during the last months of the year. Falling 
behind in terms of the vaccination targets across the world, and 
the challenges faced by particularly low income societies in 
accessing vaccines made the virus a “global risk” again, as stated 
by the World Health Organisation. While this reduced the pace of 
economies, the uncertainties surrounding the post-pandemic stage 
and the return to monetary and fiscal policies of the pre-
pandemic also increased. 

On the other hand, increasing energy and commodity prices 
along with the disruptions encountered in the production chain 
caused a higher-than expected, and a wider-based inflation 
throughout the world. As inflationist pressures challenged all 
economies, the inflation figures in the US and in the Euro zone 
reached historical highs in the last months of the year. This in 
turn caused the central banks which maintained until recently 
that the price hikes were temporary to diverge from this opinion, 
and start to voice their concerns that the inflation could be 
permanent. The central banks which allocated resources to 
markets reaching 32 trillion USD in order to support the world 
economies from the beginning of the pandemic until the end of 
2021 are expected to tighten their monetary policies in the 
upcoming term. 

‘‘We revised our Group structure under the light of the 
changing circumstances and launched a renewal process to 

transform it into a more agile, more resilient, and sustainable 
organisation.”

Management
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Management

Developed economies opting for an increase in interest rates to this end is 
furthering the risks related with the capital flows, currencies, and financial 
positions of emerging economies particularly under a debt burden. The 
geopolitics tensions across the world and the likelihood of major natural 
issues due to climate change further increase these risks. On the other hand, 
the likelihood of the pandemic continuing for longer makes it inevitable for 
the fiscal policies, which have a much more limited maneuvering space as 
opposed to the pre-pandemic times, to prioritize health-related and social 
expenditures. This renders imperative an international collaboration to 
protect access to liquidity and to ensure that debts are re-structured when 
necessary. Moreover, the obligation to allocate resources for combatting 
climate change, with ever-increasing effects, remains a priority. 
 
These worldwide developments determined Turkey’s agenda as well for 
2021. Displaying a record-breaking growth in the first three quarters of the 
year, Turkey diverged from many developed countries in this regard. On the 
other hand, the fluctuation in the exchange rates and the accelerated 
inflation in the last months of the year heightened the economy-related 
uncertainties. Coupled with the effects of the pandemic on work force and 
working patterns, increased raw material and energy prices, supply-related 
difficulties and fluctuations in the market morphed the manufacturing 
industry into one of the industries affected the most by this uncertainty. 
Industry’s contribution to growth continued nevertheless, however, there 
was a contraction in agriculture and construction along with investments. 
Retail consumption and exports were the determining factors in growth 
performance.

Focusing on our current areas of business in 2021, a year marked by 
declining investments, we, as Tekfen Holding, targeted responding to an 
agenda that changed swiftly both at a global and a local scale. Along with 
the change of the Holding management in the first quarter of the year, we 
revised our Group structure under the light of the changing circumstances 
and launched a renewal process to transform it into a more agile, more 
resilient, and sustainable organisation. The appointment of Mr Ali Pandır, 
an experienced CEO from outside the organisation, as the President of 
Tekfen Group of Companies, a first in Tekfen’s history of 65 years, is an 
indicator of this desire for change. Tekfen merging these values, built on a 
range of values that are indispensable for today’s business world, with an 
agile organisation that is in line with today’s changing conditions is of 
crucial information for building a corporate structure with a more confident 
outlook towards the future, that is dynamic, competitive, and that can 
create value for all its stakeholders.

2021 was also a year when the topics surrounding sustainability for our 
Group remained on the agenda at all times. We believe that no company 
that is unable to sensitively address matters that constitute a risk for the 
future of our world, leading with the climate crisis, and is unable to develop 
its business model in such a way as to offer solutions for such issues, can 

‘‘Our sustainability activities are being shaped with an 
environmental, social, and governance (ESG) approach that 

is growingly internalised across our 
Group of Companies.”

exist in the future. Sustainability is not an obligation only for our Group 
but also for the sake of the future of our planet.  
 
Our sustainability activities, which we deem as an extension of the life 
philosophies of Necati Akçağlılar, Feyyaz Berker, and Ali Nihat Gökyiğit, 
who served as models for all of us, with their hardworking nature, love for 
their country, approach to embracing social and environmental 
responsibilities, and vast vision, are being shaped with an environmental, 
social, and governance (ESG) approach that is growingly internalised across 
our Group of companies. Integrating concepts such as digitalisation, 
innovation, environment, efficiency, and inclusiveness into their business 
processes, our Companies are developing their activities on a daily basis 
with sustainability at the focal point.

The fact that we have received “A” level ranking once again in 2021 in 
CDP’s both Climate Change and Water Security Programs, thanks to the 
measures we have taken against climate change and water crisis, some of 
the main risks that the world is facing, has become an encouraging 
development for us. Following the medium- and long-term emission 
reduction targets we had set in 2020, we have launched our “Tekfen Net 
Zero Roadmap” program with a view to shape our plan to transition to net 
zero emissions.

While fast-changing processes constitute a threat in the present for 
corporations that cannot keep up with the change, they provide unique 
areas of opportunities for companies that have internalised change 
management, and have created a relevant structure and decision 
mechanisms accordingly. As Tekfen, with the right structure and accurately 
formulated business processes, it will be our main priority going forward to 
be able to make best use of these areas and to be able to transform them 
into opportunities for our new ventures.

I would like to extend my eternal gratitude to all our employees and 
investors who share the same goals with us on our journey. 
 
 
Regards, 

Zekeriya Yıldırım  
Chairman of the Board of Directors

‘‘The fast-changing processes provide unique 
areas of opportunities for companies that have 

internalised change management.”
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Management

Dear Shareholders, 

We have left yet another year behind with considerable extraordinary developments and 
where the effects of the pandemic were still quite visible despite the normalisation trends 
across the globe. During this period shaped by ups and downs and unexpected challenges, 
the importance of agile and sustainable governance for businesses has been better 
understood. It became quite apparent that companies which successfully integrate agile 
practices in their business models have coped better with the adverse effects of the pandemic. 
The pandemic also demonstrated how crucial concepts such as resilience, re-learning, 
automation, and digitalization which are on the rise over the recent years, in terms of 
corporate sustainability, and had an effect that in a sense accelerated the trends. 

The pandemic provided an opportunity for our Group to both evaluate the current situation 
and renew itself in line with the changing conditions by planning its future. Tekfen has the 
know-how and the means to further the success it is enjoying today through its current 
knowledge and experience, well-established values, admirable reputation, and highly 
qualified human resources. And yet, the ever-changing conditions today render it imperative 
for our company to improve itself through constant learning, to achieve sustainable 
corporate level in the new world order, and to re-structure. 

With a background outside the realm of this company, and the industry for that matter, a 
first in the 65-year history of Tekfen, I consider the position of the President of Tekfen Group 
of Companies, which I was entrusted with in 2021, first and foremost as a reflection of a 
desire for renewal through a different perspective within this context. In line with this 
change, I consider the preference to delegate the operational responsibilities within the 
company to a professional and experienced team as an important decision in terms of the 
Holding and Group of Companies transitioning to sustainable governance. At this point in 
time, our duty is to safely further Tekfen, a significant cornerstone for Turkey’s economy, 
adding value to the sectors it operates in, while writing a new narrative for its future in 
today’s conditions, essentially a major paradigm shift. 

In this context, our primary agenda in 2021 consisted of ensuring safe navigation of our 
current operations in extremely unstable market conditions while preparing for the process 
of change. Accordingly, we accelerated our ongoing efforts to build a lean and agile 
organisation. In the meantime, we endeavoured in an intense planning process to formulate a 
correct business model whereby we can gain a competitive edge to create a difference 
through the utilisation of our strong aspects. Embracing the legacy of our esteemed founding 
partners, we used these values as our starting point to focus on how we can create new areas 
of opportunity for our organisation, an organisation that is open to learning and innovation, 

Message from the 
President 

‘‘The ever-changing conditions today render it imperative for our 
company to improve itself through constant learning, to achieve 

sustainable corporate level in the new world order, and 
to re-structure.”
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Management

highly capable of adaptation, hard-working, quality-focused, borne out of a culture of 
mutual agreement, talented, creative, and industrious, how we can diversify our portfolio, 
and how to implement a more agile mindset of management. 
 
Adaptation of high technology, one of the fundamental prerequisites for sustainability, to our 
business processes and digital transformation were among the topics we concentrated on the 
most. As a group named after “Technology and Science”, we analysed great detail how to 
better harmonize our technology and science background that is a part of genes and our 
engineering skills with today’s innovation-focused business approach as well as how to utilize 
our resources in a more efficient manner to this end. We are well aware of the fact that the 
successful integration of ground-breaking new technologies around the world into our areas 
of activity will give us a competitive edge. Evolving into a company which develops and 
creates technology through our existing engineering know-how, R&D efforts, and venture 
capital portfolio remains our primary objective during this process. 

At this point, I’d like to specifically mention Tekfen Ventures, our venture capital company 
with its headquarters in New York, USA. With 13 venture companies operating in various 
fields currently in its portfolio, Tekfen Ventures has clearly demonstrated a series of 
successful investment preferences in its mere five-year journey. Proving how profitable taking 
the right steps in the venture capital world is, our company provided a beacon, so to speak, 
for our Group of Companies as well, through its investments in technologies that will shape 
the future of our areas of activity.  The current synergy created between the ventures, Tekfen 
Ventures has invested in, and our Group of Companies, and the various collaboration 
opportunities will bring about significant avenues of expansion into new areas of 
opportunities for our businesses. 

Our Engineering and Contracting Group faced a rather challenging phase due to the fact the 
pandemic caused a postponement of new investments worldwide while disrupting our 
ongoing projects. Having primarily focused on business development and proposal 
preparation efforts during this period, the Group will be bolstering its portfolio with new 
projects along with normalization. I believe our ongoing intense process improvement, digital 
transformation, operational efficiency, and cost optimisation efforts throughout 2021 will 
bring about significant benefits in terms of resource efficiency during the new term where 
profitability targets will be more prominent instead of the backlog. 

Our Chemicals Group, specialised in fertiliser production, one of the most significant 
elements of agriculture along with our Agriculture Group, operating directly in agricultural 
production, have both been exposed to the adverse effects of the pandemic while witnessing 
the rising importance of agricultural activities throughout the world again due to the 
pandemic. The fact that both of our groups have agriculture as the common denominator 
despite operating in different areas means working closely for the sake of correct scaling and 

‘‘Evolving into a company which develops and creates technology 
through our existing engineering know-how, R&D efforts, and 

venture capital portfolio remains our primary objective.”
efficiency is paramount. Our organisational design processes are ongoing utilizing a 
synergetic approach to bring both these groups together to work towards common goals. 
 
As for transitioning into zero-carbon economy, a process that closely concerns all companies 
within our group, and therefore is the top item among our priority issues, our targets and 
plans are already in place. Our sensitive approach to environment means we focus both on 
greenhouse gases and water management as well. Water is vitally important not only for our 
own operations but also for our suppliers and clients because of our presence in agriculture. 
Developing seed and plant varieties requiring less water at our Agripark R&D Center, 
creating new formulations that will eliminate the adverse effects of fertilisers on water at our 
Toros R&D Center, offering farmers fertilisers choices that they can use with drip irrigation 
and instilling awareness in farmers in these matters while utilizing water in the most efficient 
manner in our own agricultural lands are among our priorities in this field.

The future we have devised for Tekfen, a leader in the industries it operates in and an 
exemplary company, a regional player, and the partner of choice for global companies 
includes carrying it to bigger aspirations and global goals driving it with the force brought 
about by these qualities. In this regard, extending our activities as far as the Far East and the 
USA, the power houses of the world economy, increasing our presence and our power of 
representation in international bodies, and most importantly, transforming our companies 
into “world class companies” are some of the chapters in Tekfen’s new story. During this 
exciting journey where we will be writing “Tekfen’s new story”, our human resources and 
particularly our younger employees, -in our words, our most valuable assets- will be playing 
the lead roles.

Regards,

Ali Pandır 
President, Tekfen Group of Companies

‘‘Transforming our companies, leaders in the industries they 
operate in, regional players, and the partners of choice for 

global companies, into “world class companies” are some of 
the chapters in Tekfen’s new story. ” 
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Engineering and Contracting Group

The Al Thumama Stadium, 
completed within the year by 
Tekfen-Al Jaber Engineering 
Joint Venture, opened its doors 
to the spectators with the Emir 
Cup final played between Al 
Sadd and Al Rayyan teams on 
22 October 2021.
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Engineering and Contracting Group

Having implemented numerous 
projects in a vast geography 
covering 10 different time zones 
in 20 different countries around 

the world up until now, the Group offers 
turnkey EPC (Engineering, Procurement, 
Construction) and Design & Build 
solutions in pipelines, oil and gas 
terminals, tank farms, oil refineries, 
marine oil platforms, pumping and 
compressor stations, power plants, 
industrial facilities, petrochemical 
facilities, highway and rail systems, sports 
complexes, and superstructure and 
infrastructure projects. The Group carries 
out a significant part of its projects 
overseas and is among the most reputable 
names in the Turkish contracting industry 
with the employment it provides and the 
overseas revenues it has generated.

The Group conducts all its activities in strict 
adherence to international Quality, 
Occupational Health, Safety, and 
Environmental Management System 
standards. This importance that the group 
attaches to people has led to a significant 
number of accident-free achievements to date. 
The Group has been rewarded many times by 
the employing administrations for its 
approach to HSE&Q (Health, Safety, 
Environment & Quality) and its high 
performance in its activities.

With its history of 66 years, nearly 17 thousand employees, and over 550 
projects undertaken up until the present, Engineering and Contracting Group 
is among the leading representatives of the Turkish contracting industry 
around the globe. With a vast experience across different industries, the Group 
is a solution partner preferred by employers in the international market with 
its sustainability-centred approach, unwavering dedication to offering global 
quality standards, and timely and successful completion of the projects 
undertaken regardless of the degree of their difficulties, in addition to the 
competencies it is equipped with. 

Profile

Engineering and 
Contracting Group

Engineering and 
Contracting Group is 
among the most reputable 
names in the Turkish 
contracting industry with 
the employment it provides 
and the overseas revenues 
it has generated.

Tekfen Construction and
Installation, Inc.

Tekfen Construction, Engineering and 
Contracting Group’s flagship company, is a 
contractor preferred in the international 
arena with its dedication to international 
standards in project management, 
innovative approach open to constant 
improvement, a business model based on 
the commitment to its undertakings, and 
the accomplishments attained up until the 
present. With its vast experience and 
competence in the fulfillment of 
“Engineering, Procurement, and 
Construction” (EPC) projects, Tekfen 
Construction undertakes the production of 
structural steel equipment and piping 
required for projects at its Ceyhan Steel 
Structure Fabrication Plant, at the CTS 
Bayıl Yard, located on the coast of the 
Caspian Sea in Azerbaijan, and at the 
Atyrau Pipe Spool Production Plant in 
Kazakhstan. Carrying out its activities in 
compliance with the ISO 9001:2015, ISO 
14001:2015, ISO 45001:2018, and ISO 
27001:2013 standards, the company 
contributes to a sustainable future with its 
high performance in occupational health 
and safety, quality, efficient use of 
resources, and environmental issues in all 
its activities.
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ACE Oil Drilling and 
Production Platform, Bayıl 
Shipyard, Azerbaijan

Engineering and Contracting Group
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Engineering and Contracting Group

Kiraz hasadı, Alanar  
Afyon BahçesiDus dest, 
nimpers perfero vidusciae 
ipsus dolore, sum non rat 
vel esti aditam et aut ut ium 
quae cuscien ientius eatisi

Tekfen Engineering, Inc.
Delivering engineering design, 
procurement, and project management 
services for group and non-group projects, 
Tekfen Engineering Inc. is one of the 
leading engineering companies with the 
competency to be the solution partner for 
technologically challenging contracting 
projects requiring a high level of know-
how. Having capabilities to provide 
engineering services, especially for 
refineries, petrochemical plants, terminals, 
fossil fuel, gas and renewable energy power 
plant projects, and infrastructure projects 
such as highways, rail systems, and large 
span bridges with its strong team of over 
500 people, Tekfen Engineering is one of 
the leading companies in its field in Turkey 
using innovative technologies in addition to 
its manpower and know-how.

Tekfen Manufacturing & Engineering, Inc. 
Producing storage and process equipment for 
oil, petrochemical and chemical industries, as 
well as industrial facilities such as gas plants, 
iron and steel mills, and power plants in 
international standards since 1970, Tekfen 
Manufacturing continues to carry out its 
activities at its Derince factory with an indoor 
area of 19,250 m2. Providing engineering, 
manufacturing and installation services in 
international standards, the company serves its 
customers with a broad portfolio which 
includes the production of cylindrical and 
spherical storage tanks, pressure vessels, 
process columns, reactors, heat exchangers, 
waste heat recovery boilers, pressurised pipe 
systems, and heavy steel structures. Besides the 
Tekfen Group Companies, international 
contracting companies, refineries, 
petrochemical plants, chemical plants and 
fertiliser plants, in addition to domestic and 
foreign companies that operate in LPG storage 
and distribution segments are also among 
Tekfen Manufacturing’s customers.

International Subsidiaries and Affiliates 
Hallesche Mitteldeutsche Bau, AG (HMB), a 
company under the umbrella of the Group, 
operates in Germany as a company specialised 
in procurement and procurement financing.

Founded in 1996 in partnership with the 
Azerbaijan State Oil Company SOCAR and 
Tekfen Construction, Azfen has been one 
of the most reliable solution partners for 
multinational companies in the region by 
undertaking many important projects in the 
fields of oil and gas plant construction in 
Azerbaijan and Georgia.

Founded in Kazakhstan in 2002, GATE has 
been continuing its journey as a 100% Tekfen 
Construction Company since 2018 and has 
successfully implemented many important 
projects in project design, construction, and 
installation works. 

Tekfen Construction 
manufactures its structural 
steel and piping at its 
premises. CTS Bayıl Yard, 
Azerbaijan.   

16,936
tons
The weight of the drilling 
and the production 
platform, built by Tekfen 
Construction at its Bayıl 
site, which will be placed 
at the Azeri-Chirag-
Guneshli Oil Field when 
completed is 16,936 tons.
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Engineering and Contracting Group

The Al Khor Expressway, 
the construction of which 
is ongoing in Qatar 
since 2016, has neared 
completion in 2021.
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Engineering and Contracting Group

2021 Operations 
The year 2021 has been a partial continuation of the year 2020 marked by the 
COVID-19 pandemic for the international contracting industry. Even though a 
global economic revival has been experienced, albeit irregular on a national 
and industrial level, with the widespread vaccination efforts throughout the 
year, the disruptions brought about by the pandemic, particularly in the 
production and supply chains have continued to affect the economy adversely. 
While this increased the inflationary pressure throughout the world, it has 
also caused the speed of growth to remain below the expectations.

With the Omicron variant 
dominating the world in 
the last months of the year, 
the economic recovery has 

lost acceleration and the likelihood of 
the reintroduction of lockdown 
measures has unsettled the markets. 

The oil prices sharply falling with the effect 
of the pandemic have increased from 50 
USD at the beginning of 2021 to as high as 
80 USD within the year, but have started to 
assume a fluctuating course in the last 
quarter of the year, because of the 
uncertainty caused by the Omicron variant. 
With the positive effects of normalization 
particularly in the first three quarters of the 
year and the support of the increasing oil 
prices, the Turkish contracting industry has 
attained a significant impetus in 
international markets. As indicated by the 
2021 industry report of the Turkish 
Contractors Association, the overseas new 
project amount which was at 15.2 billion 
USD in 2020 almost doubled in 2021, 

reaching 29.3 billion USD. As per the data 
of the Turkish Republic Ministry of Trade, 
the Turkish contractors have undertaken 
384 new projects in 67 countries in 2021 
(2020: 229 projects). Russia again ranked 
first among the countries where the highest 
number of projects was undertaken, 
followed by Iraq. The entrance of two 
sub-Saharan African countries (namely 
Tanzania and Zambia) for the first time in 
the top 10 markets in overseas contracting 
services is noteworthy in the sense that it 
demonstrates the business potential of this 
continent. 

One of the promising developments for the 
2021 contracting industry was the 
normalization tendency in Turkey’s 
relations particularly with the countries in 
its geography.  The political relations being 
on a path to recovery will expand the 
playing field for Turkish companies and will 
consequently bring about an increase in the 
business volume across the region.

Left: Al Thumama Stadium, 
Doha. Right: Azerbaijan 
Ministry of Taxes New 
Headquarters Building, Baku.

        With the positive 
effects of normalization 
particularly in the first 
three quarters of the 
year and the support of 
the increasing oil prices, 
the Turkish contracting 
industry has attained a 
significant impetus in 
international markets. 

‘    
 

’
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As the case was in 2020, the 
year 2021 also brought various 
differences in adaptation due 
to differences in countries in 

terms of pandemic-related practices. 
The unexpected and sudden changes in 
circumstances made it obligatory to 
develop alternatives to conventional 
business models in the contracting 
industry as the case has been in every 
industry. A flexible and solution-driven 
management style whereby decisions 
can be made fast has been more 
important than ever. 

Successful in fast adaptation to 
circumstances, Tekfen Construction has 
managed to keep its backlog from 2021 
at the level of 1.256 million USD with the 
support of the newly awarded projects 
as well. Tekfen Construction has ranked 
80th among the top 250 international 
contracting companies in the 2021 list of 
ENR (Engineering News Record) taking as 
the basis the 2020 data.
Intensive efforts have been made on 
business development and preparation of 
proposals in 2021, and proposals for 47 
projects totaling 17.2 billion USD have 
been prepared. With the improvement 
of the circumstances in 2022, and with 
the proposals submitted, an increase in 
new business volume is expected. Tekfen 
Construction has been awarded new 
business amounting to 610 million USD in 
2021. 

Tekfen Construction
Adversely affected by the decline in oil prices towards the end of 2019, and by 
the restrictive effects of the pandemic in 2020 just like all other industries, in 
2021, Tekfen Construction, concentrated to complete a priority of its ongoing 
activities under the best conditions and to enhance its portfolio with new 
projects. The measures geared for the protection of employees’ health have 
continued year-round and the work in the field has been carried out under strict 
measures. The project schedules have been discussed by the employing 
authorities and recreated due to the delays arising from the lockdowns and 
restrictions in addition to challenges encountered in terms of supplies. The 
failure of the employers to supply materials on time has continued to adversely 
affect the project as far as timing and costs are concerned. 

 At the beginning of the year, the Company 
signed the turnkey construction contract 
for the Azerbaijan Central Bank’s new 
building. Right after this Project, Tekfen 
Construction announced the resumption of 
the Dehydrator and Transfer Units Project, 
which was halted due to the pandemic, 
in the Rumaila Oil Field in Iraq with the 
expansion of the scope of operations. With 
the new contract signed as part of the 
Project, the size of the business reached 110 
million USD.  
The consortium of Tekfen Construction 
HMB undertook in June on an EPC basis 
the Sulphur Recovery Unit, planned to be 
constructed at the Kırıkkale refinery of 
Tüpraş. The worth of the project, planned 
to be completed in 36 months, is 53.9 
million USD and 10.1 million EUR. 
Tekfen Construction undertook in 
September, for a sum of 33 million USD on 
EPC basis the enforcement of the current 
approach road and the 1st stage 80,000 
DWT jetty expansion works for the West 
Dock for the Toros Agri Ceyhan Facility.  
In December, the Company has received 
the letter of intent from the Chiyoda 
Technip JV (CTJV) administration in 
Qatar to undertake the Common Offsites 
2 general works of the North Field East 
Onshore Project, and the contract for 
the Project has been signed at the time of 
this report was being prepared. Similarly, 
Tekfen Construction has received the 
letter of intent indicating that it has 
been awarded the tender to undertake 

       In the last quarter of          
2021, Tekfen Construction 
was awarded a new project 
by the  Chiyoda Technip 
Joint Venture (CTJV) 
administration in Qatar, 
within the scope of the 
North Field East Onshore 
investment, referred 
to as the biggest LNG 
development project across 
the world, and the contract 
for the project was signed 
in January 2022. 

‘

’

The Azerbaijan Ministry of 
Taxes New Headquarters 
Building was opened for 
service on 29 May 2021, 
with the attendance of 
President Ilham Aliyev.

1,256
million USD 
Tekfen Construction has 
managed to keep its backlog 
at the level of 1,256 million 
USD with the effect of the 
newly awarded projects as 
well.
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the civil works package planned to be 
constructed at the Basrah Refinery in Iraq 
by JGC Corporation. The contract for 
the 13-month project covering the FCC 
Unit civil works has been signed at the 
beginning of 2022.

Tekfen Construction’s interest in modular 
construction projects continues to grow.  
The experience acquired by the Ceyhan 
Steel Structure Fabrication Plant in this 
area constitutes a strong starting point 
for modular projects that are becoming 
increasingly popular in the contracting 
industry. Moreover, the presence within 
the Group of bodies such as Tekfen 
Engineering and Tekfen Manufacturing, 
with the capability to respond to different 
needs of modular projects, creates a 
significant synergy.

On the other hand, process improvement, 
operational efficiency, and cost 
optimization efforts have intensively 
continued in 2021 with the training 
programs to improve the competencies 
of employees. The automation system, 
allowing the monitoring of all vehicles 
in Tekfen Construction’s machinery and 
equipment park, has been introduced 
during the year within the scope of 
digital transformation. The development 
of the application which will enable the 
monitoring of fuel consumption by the 
machinery and equipment is ongoing. 
These technological advances also serve the 
sustainability goals of the Group in terms 
of the contributions they will have on 
reducing the carbon footprint.

Tüpraş İzmit Refinery 
is one of the important 
petrochemical industrial 
plants in Turkey, through 
which Tekfen Contracting 
Group delivers engineering, 
manufacturing, and 
construction services.

        The automation          
        system, ensuring the 
tracking of the vehicles in 
the machinery and 
equipment park of Tekfen 
Construction also serves 
the sustainability goals of 
the Group in terms of the 
contributions they will 
have to reduce the 
carbon footprint. 

‘

’
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90 km long and 48” 
diameter Kharampur 
Natural Gas Pipeline, Russia
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Overpage Toros Tarım 
fidecilik alanında “sektörün 
standartlarını belirleyen”  
bir marka haline gelmiştir.

Kharampur Natural Gas 
Pipeline, Russia

Kharampur Natural Gas Pipeline
Tekfen Construction and Rusfen, its newly 
established subsidiary in the Russian 
Federation, signed a contract with 
Kharampurneftegaz LLC in 2019 to 
construct the pipeline that would transport 
the natural gas extracted from Senoman 
and Turonian deposits in Western Siberia 
to Gazprom’s main gas transfer network. 
The Project, which is carried out under 
challenging geographical and climatic 
conditions, consists of three lots of 
approximately 30 kilometres each. A new 
schedule has been prepared for the project, 
which was planned to be delivered in the 
middle of 2021, due to unsuitable climatic 
conditions and the pandemic, with Lot-1 
and Lot-3 rescheduled to be delivered in 
May 2021, and Lot-2 in May 2022.  An 
82.4% progress has been attained in the 
project as of the end of the year.

Haradh Satellite Compressor 
Stations Pipelines
Under the Energy Efficiency Programme, 
Saudi Aramco, Saudi Arabia’s national oil 
and natural gas company, aims to improve 
and render sustainable gas production in 
866 wells in the Haradh and the Hawiyah 
regions. Within the scope of the contract 
signed with Saudi Aramco in 2018, Tekfen 
Construction has undertaken several works 
such as the construction of various 
pipelines, the renewal of the wellhead 
mechanical parts, the assembly of the valve 
station, and the modification of the gas 
pressurisation stations. Due to the 
expansion of the scope of work and the 
delays caused by the pandemic in 2020, the 
completion date of the project was updated 
as August 2022. By the end of 2021, the 
total progress in the project was 95.7%.

Petroleum, Gas and 
Petrochemical Projects 
Thanks to its expertise, especially in the 
petroleum, gas and petrochemical 
industries, Tekfen Construction has been 
involved in many giant-scale refineries, 
terminals, production facilities, and tank 
farm projects in different regions of the 
world.  İpraş, Tüpraş, and Star refineries in 
Turkey; the Aliağa Petrochemical Complex 
and the BTC Ceyhan Marine Terminal; the 
Samir Refinery in Morocco; the Sangachal 
Terminal in Azerbaijan; the Atyrau 

Projects
Pipeline Projects 
Pipelines are one of Tekfen Construction’s 
main areas of expertise and have had an 
important place in the company’s 
operations since day one. The company has 
built more than 7,500 kilometres of 
pipelines for different fluids and with 
various diameters in different geographies 
of the world to date and is a an established 
expert with significant global experience in 
this field.

Jeddah-Yanbu Pipeline
Within the scope of the project whose 
contract was signed between Saudi Arabia’s 
state oil company Saudi Aramco and 
Tekfen Construction in 2016, two parallel 
fuel pipelines with a total length of 682 km 
are being built between the cities of Yanbu 
and Jeddah. The delivery date of the 
pipelines with diameters of 20 and 24 
inches respectively has been planned as of 
April 2021 with a delay due to the 
pandemic. However, as the coating of the 
inner surface of the pipeline with a 
chemical preventing corrosion has been 
included in the work scope with the request 
of the employer, the project delivery date 
has been changed to 30 December 2021, 
and the project has been completed on the 
specified date.

BTC Turkey Pipeline Construction, 
Mechanical, Instrumentation and 
Electrical Repair Works
The repair and betterment works of the 
1,071 kilometres of the Baku-Tbilisi 
Ceyhan (BTC) Crude Oil Pipeline within 
Turkey’s borders, have been carried out by 
Tekfen Construction for nearly ten years.  
The contract, which was extended for three 
years in 2019, covers works such as route 
changes and building by-pass lines at 
designated points in the pipeline, and repair 
and strengthening of the damaged parts. 
The works that had been planned to be 
carried out in 2020 were postponed to 
2021, after reaching an agreement with the 
employer due to the pandemic. An 80.3% 
progress has been attained in the works 
which have proceeded as planned in 2021. 

1,071
km
The repair and betterment 
works of the 1,071 kilometres 
of the BTC Crude Oil Pipeline 
within Turkey’s borders, are 
being carried out by Tekfen 
Construction.

“We are building such 
a pipeline for the first 
time.” 

Evren Tokmak,  
Kharampur Project 
Manager 

“The scope of the 
project includes a 
90-km long 48” 
pipeline, 7 block valve 
stations, and a high 
voltage line. The 
construction methods 
are different, the style 
of civil works is 
different, the region is 
different, the ground is 
different… Tekfen has 
done many pipelines in 
its history, but such a 
pipeline is a first for us. 
This line will be used 
for feeding the pipelines 
carrying the natural gas 
Russia exports to 
Europe.”
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Refinery and the main works of the 
Kashagan Oil Field Development in 
Kazakhstan; the Fergana Refinery in 
Uzbekistan; the Yanbu and Petrorabigh 
Refineries in Saudi Arabia, and the LDPE 
Plant in Qatar are some of the projects 
Tekfen Construction has proven its 
competence in this field.

FGP Projects
Tekfen Construction’s company, GATE 
Construction, operates in Kazakhstan and 
takes part in two different projects within 
the scope of the Future Growth Project 
(FGP) investment initiative carried out by 
TengizChevroil in the country. After the 
Temporary Construction Facilities Project 
went into effect in 2019, the employer 
expanded its scope with the addition 
of a new work package. The Project, 
the delivery date of which had been 
postponed due to the pandemic, has been 
completed as of the end of 2021. The FGP 
Multi-Wellhead Project, which started in 
2017, is planned to be completed in May 
2023 following the contract. The overall 
progress is 73.7% as of the end of 2021 
with the inclusion of the section of the 
pipeline in the Project in 2021.

Rumaila General Assembly Works
Tekfen Construction signed a work order 
contract with BP Iraq NV in 2016 for the 
construction of the Dehydrator & 
Desalter Units Project to be built at the 
Rumaila Oil Field in Basra, Iraq, and 
despite a completion rate of 65%, the 
Project was terminated and liquidated due 
to the COVID-19 pandemic in April 2020 
(Phase 1). However, as a result of the 
negotiations that resumed in June 2020, it 
was decided to restart the Project for the 
remaining tasks as well as for additional 
EPC-based works (Phase 2). Field work 
has resumed as of January 2021, and 
several work orders have been issued 
during the year. Furthermore, a separate 
contract has been signed in December 
2021 for the remaining part of the work. 
The overall progress in the Project (Phase 
1 and Phase 2) is at 77%.

TÜPRAŞ İzmit Refinery Maintenance  
and Repair Services 
The contract initially signed in 2018 to 
provide the scheduled and unscheduled 
maintenance and repair services that may be 
required within the scope of the operation of 
the TÜPRAŞ İzmit Refinery was later 
extended until February 2022. The contract 
covers metal maintenance, tank 
maintenance, insulation works, painting and 
sandblasting works, construction works, 
and scaffolding works, as well as scheduled 
works upon request. Work orders are being 
sent by Tüpraş weekly.

TÜPRAŞ İzmit Refinery Fluid Catalytic 
Cracking Modernisation 
and Installation Works 
The project that will provide energy 
recovery in the FCC unit of TÜPRAŞ 
Refinery started in 2019. The materials 
used in the Project, for which Tekfen 
Construction has undertaken the 
procurement, manufacturing, and 
construction works, were produced by 
Tekfen Manufacturing. The project was 
completed as of November 2021.

Offshore Platform Projects
Offshore platforms are one of the 
most important indicators of Tekfen 
Construction’s competence in engineering, 
manufacturing, and construction. The 
company constructs its offshore platforms 
at the CTS Bayıl Yard, near Baku. The first 
14,500-ton Compressor and Water Injection 
Platform built in 2005 was followed by a 
13,500-ton platform in 2008, an 18,500-ton 
platform in 2013, and two simultaneously 
erected platforms with a combined weight of 
26,442 tons in 2017.

ACE Oil Drilling and Production Platform 
Azfen, Tekfen Construction’s subsidiary in 
Azerbaijan, in 2019, undertook the 
construction and assembly of a new drilling 
and production platform within the scope of 
the Azeri-Chirag-Guneshli Oil Field 
investment developed by BP Exploration in 
the Caspian Sea. The 16,936-ton platform, 
comprising a drilling module, service, and 
life units, will be launched into the sea in 
November 2022. 65.2% of the Project has 
been completed as of the end of 2021.

Rumaila Oil Field, Water 
and Salt Separation Units, 
Basrah, Iraq.

         Tekfen Construction’s 
offshore platforms are being 
built at the Bayıl Steel 
Manufacturing Plant 
near Baku. 

‘
’
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         Tekfen Construction,  
          who has undertaken 
many motorway projects in 
Qatar since 1995, completed 
the Eastern Industrial 
Road, in 2021.

‘
’

Superstructure Projects 
Tekfen Construction has an extensive 
experience in superstructure projects that 
define city skylines, such as high-rise 
buildings, and stadiums.  Tekfen 
Construction’s references in this field 
include the Tekfen Tower and the Atatürk 
Olympic Stadium in Istanbul; and the 
SOCAR Tower and the Baku Olympic 
Stadium in Azerbaijan, which was chosen 
as “The Best Project of 2015” in the world.  

Al Thumama Stadium 
The Al Thumama (Fifth Precinct) Stadium, 
whose contract was signed in 2017 by 
Tekfen-Al Jaber Engineering Joint 
Venture, in which Tekfen Construction 
has 50% of the shares, with it’s capacity 
of  40,000 seats, is one of the eight 
stadiums that will host the group, 
qualifying and quarterfinal matches of the 
2022 World Cup to be held in Qatar. After 
the tournament, the stadium and its 
surrounding facilities will be transformed 
into a sports city concept following the 
intended use of local football clubs. The 
stadium opened its doors to the spectators 
with the Emir Cup final played between 
Al Sadd and Al Rayyan teams on 22 
October 2021. 

Azerbaijan Ministry of Taxes New  
Headquarters Building  
The new headquarters building, whose 
construction started with the contract 
signed between the Ministry of Taxes of 
the Republic of Azerbaijan and Tekfen 
Construction in 2016, is one of the iconic 
projects of the capital city of Baku, with 
its unique architecture. The 33-storey 
striking building, which exhibits a total 
twist of 40 degrees, with each floor 
rotating 1.2 degrees to the lower one, is 
also a project that draws worldwide 
attention and is closely followed because 
of the technical challenges of its unique 
design and the innovative structural 
solutions developed to overcome them. 
The opening ceremony of the Project, 
which was completed in 2021, was made 
with the attendance of the President of the 
Azerbaijan Republic on 29 May 2021.

Central Bank of Azerbaijan Building 
Tekfen Construction has undertaken 
design and construction works of the 
new building of the Central Bank of 

Highway and Transportation 
Projects  
Highways are one of the main areas of 
expertise of Tekfen Construction, which 
has undertaken many important 
transportation projects in Turkey and 
abroad to date.  The Tarsus-Adana-
Gaziantep (TAG), Gaziantep-Birecik, 
Perşembe-Bolaman and Çiftehan-Pozantı 
highways in Turkey; the Fahaheel 
Highway in Kuwait; the Tangier-Port de 
l’Oued Rmel Highway in Morocco; and 
the Northern Highway Lot 2, 3 and other 
parallel roads in Qatar are Tekfen’s major 
projects in this field. 

Al Khor Expressway 
The Al Khor Expressway Project, which 
was added to Tekfen Construction’s 
highway projects in Qatar in 2016, 
includes the building of a 34-km long and 
10-lane (five in each direction) 
expressway, 10 multi-level junctions, and 
cables and underground pipework lines 
with a total length of some 900 km. A 
segment of the Al Khor Expressway, 
which will play an important role in 
connecting the stadiums where the 2022 
FIFA World Cup will be held, was put into 
service on 15 April 2019. The progress of 
the Project, which had initially been 
planned to be completed in 2020 but the 
final acceptance of which has not yet been 
made due to the pandemic, is at 99.3% as 
of the end of 2021.

Al Khor Expressway Connection Roads  
A separate agreement was signed in July 
2020 for 7 different connection roads with 
a length of 25.8 km, outside the 
boundaries of the Al Khor Expressway 
Project.  The Project, the progress of 
which is at 64.2% as of the end of 2021, 
is targeted to be completed in August 
2022.

Eastern Industrial Road 
The Eastern Industrial Road Project, which 
will provide access to the industrial zone in 
the south of the capital Doha in Qatar, is a 
transportation project with high standards 
and a length of approximately 2.5 
kilometres including two separate viaducts. 
The Project, which was signed with the 
Qatar Public Works Authority 
(ASHGHAL) in 2017, was completed in 
2021.

After the Istanbul Atatürk 
Olympic Stadium (2002) 
and the Baku Olympic 
Stadium (2015), the Al 
Thumama Stadium in Qatar 
is the third stadium built 
by Tekfen Construction by 
international standards.

“We are leaving yet 
another permanent 
signature of ours in the 
modern region of 
Baku.” 

Mustafa Kopuz,  
President

 
“We have added 
another superstructure 
project in our portfolio 
in the 26th year of our 
presence in Azerbaijan, 
in addition to the 
SOCAR Tower, Baku 
Olympic Stadium, and 
the Azerbaijan Ministry 
of Taxes Headquarters 
Building we have built. 
While proving the 
international EPC 
contracting identity and 
service diversity of 
Tekfen Construction 
once again, we are 
leaving yet another 
permanent signature in 
the modern region of 
Baku.” 
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Azerbaijan Project on a turnkey basis, 
with the contract signed in the first days 
of 2021. The Central Bank building will 
be a permanent landmark of Baku with 
a modern appearance, a 163.8 metres  
height with 37 floors, including two 
basements, on an area of 35,372 m2. 
The Project, planned to be completed in 
36 months, was designed by Austrian 
Coop Himmelblau, who also designed 
the European Central Bank based in 
Frankfurt. Another aspect setting the 
Project apart from its peers is the fact 
that there is an atrium as well as hanging 
gardens with wide spaces within them. 
While gaining energy is targeted with the 
use of solar energy panels and natural 
ventilation ducts integrated with the 
façade, a roomy working environment is 
offered for employees.

 
Fabrication 
Facilities

Structural steel and piping that 
Tekfen Construction needs for its 
domestic and international 
projects are provided by the three 

manufacturing facilities operating as part 
of the company. These facilities, which 
play an important role in providing steel 
construction and steel equipment 
solutions  on time, with high quality and 
high technological facilities to best meet 
the needs, are also critical for the Tekfen 
Engineering and Contracting Group to 
produce turnkey projects as an EPC 
contractor.

Ceyhan Steel Structure Fabrication Plant   
The Ceyhan Steel Structure fabrication 
Plant, which has been commissioned in 
1993 for mostly the steel fabrication 
works the Engineering and Contracting 
Group needs for its overseas operations, 
produces steel pipes and modular 
structures for refinery, petrochemical 
complex, power plant, marine terminal, 
oil and gas platform, bridge, and viaduct 
projects. Since 2004, the Plant, with the 

technology, equipment, and capabilities to 
meet the requirements of all kinds of 
contracting projects, has also produced 
stainless, duplex, super duplex, and carbon 
steel pipe spools. The  Facility, which is 
built on a total area of 160,000 m2 with an 
indoor area of 30,000 m2, has an annual 
production capacity of 30,000 tons of 
steel and 10,000 tons of pipe spools. 
Ceyhan Steel has produced approximately 
280,000 tons of steel since its 
establishment. The Facility realised 8,657 
tons of manufacturing in 2021, of which 
92.6% was for domestic projects and 
7.4% for overseas projects.

Over 1200 qualified staff members are 
employed at the facility at full capacity. 
The same high quality and HSE standards 
are implemented for employees of the 
facility, subcontractors as well employees 
working in production-related activities. 
The Plant also has a welding school to 
meet Tekfen Construction’s constant need 
for qualified technical staff. The school, 
where internationally certified welders are 
trained, can meet most of the needs of the 
construction sites. In 2021, a total of 72 
welders were trained and certified at the 
plant.

The services of the Ceyhan Steel Structure 
Fabrication Plant comply with 
international standards and the plant can 
meet its employers’ high expectations with 
comprehensive certification and quality 
management systems.  Efficiency and 
traceability of the works are ensured at 
every stage of production and quality 
control, thanks to the manufacturing and 
cost control software and the barcode 
system. 

The steps that started to be taken in 
efficiency, digital transformation, and 
sustainability issues, which are designated 
as priority development areas in 2019, 
continued in 2021 as well. The automated 
production line and robotic welding line 
technologies put into use have made 
significant contributions to production 
efficiency and minimised error rates. 
Thanks to the close collaboration with 

In 2021, a total of 72 
welders were trained and 
certified with international 
certificates at the Ceyhan 
Steel Structure Fabrication 
Plant.

       Efficiency, digital                  
       transformation, and a 
sustainable business model 
are designated as priority 
development areas to 
bolster Ceyhan Steel 
Structure Manufacturing 
Plant’s competitive edge. 
Steps have continued to be 
taken in this field 
throughout 2021.

‘

’
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Tekfen Engineering for design and 
drawing requirements, all means offered 
by modern technology and most current 
software programs are being utilised.

Within the triangle of engineering 
solutions, steel manufacturing capacity, 
and field operations, Engineering and 
Contracting Group considers transforming 
its technological capabilities, its know-
how and experience, and opportunities to 
achieve synergy into a true business 
potential. The topic of modular 
production, one of the areas whereby this 
triunity synergy has morphed into an 
efficient collaboration, is becoming 
increasingly popular in the recent years. 
This work model whereby steel structures 
such as refineries or offshore platforms 
which are difficult to be manufactured in 
the field are instead manufactured at the 
factory and assembled on-site is preferred 
more by employers across the globe. Work 
which started for the first time in Brazil in 
2008 at the Ceyhan Steel Structure 
Fabrication Plant for an offshore platform 
in Brazil, with labour, time, and cost 
savings, has increased in time and 
expanded with projects in other countries. 
Similarly, production for modular energy 
distribution stations (E-House) and 
compact, modular skid units have also 
become significant areas of business for 
the Ceyhan Steel Construction 
Manufacturing Factory. 

CTS Bayıl Yard (Baku-Azerbaijan) 
The “Cenup Tikinti Servis” (CTS) Bayıl 
Yard in Azerbaijan, was purchased from 
the state through privatisation in 2003 to 
support Tekfen Construction’s work in the 
Caspian Region and to meet the steel 
construction needs for the offshore works 
carried out in this region has been 
modernised with significant investments, 
and the Plant is located at a distance of 7 
km to the capital Baku, on the coast of the 
Caspian Sea, on an area of 122,600 m2, 
with a factory of 40,950 m2 indoor area. 
The  Plant, which manufactured and 
assembled as many as 1,400 oil platforms 
of various sizes on the Caspian Sea 
between 1949 and 2003, has created an 

entirely new work area with a competitive 
advantage for Tekfen.

Between 2003 and 2017, CTS Bayıl Yard, 
completed the production of five 
platforms weighing approximately 75,000 
tons, three of which were oil platforms 
and two were gas platforms, for the 
Azeri-Chirag-Guneshli and the Shah Deniz 
Projects. The construction of the sixth oil 
platform, weighing 16,936 tons, consisting 
of a drilling module, service, and life units, 
currently continues at the facility. The 
ACE Oil Drilling and Production Platform 
is planned to be completed in November 
2022 and transported to its location on 
the Caspian Sea.

Atyrau Pipe Spool Manufacturing 
Plant (Kazakhstan) 
Atyrau Pipe Spool Manufacturing Plant, 
which was commissioned in 2019 under 
Tekfen Construction’s GATE company 
located in Kazakhstan, operates in an 
indoor area of 4,000 m2 on 20 hectares. 
The Facility, with a capacity of 150,000 
WDI/year, allows for all the pipe 
manufacturing works of the whole region 
to be made in Kazakhstan and has thus 
added strength to Tekfen Construction’s 
manufacturing capabilities in the Caspian 
Region.

       Modular production    
       emerges as an 
important area where the 
synergy of the Group 
within the triangle of 
engineering solutions, steel 
manufacturing capacity, 
and field operations can be 
transformed into 
business potential. 

‘
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Real Estate 
Development

Tekfen Real Estate Group, which has 
drawn attention with its high quality 
and innovative projects, and which 
has been deemed worthy of many 

awards in the past, has been operating 
under Tekfen Construction since 2019.  The 
Company does not limit real estate 
investments only within Turkey but invests 
in overseas projects with favourable 
conditions as well. 

Denkmal in Dahlem 
The Project involves the renovation of two 
historic buildings in Dahlem, a prestigious 
high-income district of the city of Berlin in 
Germany. The historical buildings built in 
1907 with a total of 4,500 m2  of sellable/
leasable area will be renovated and 
transformed into 42 luxury residences for 
sale and rent within the scope of the Project.

The license of one of the two buildings 
within the scope of the Project has been 
obtained, while the Project and licensing 
formalities of the other building are still 
ongoing with the Board of Monuments. 
Despite the prolongation of the process due 
to the pandemic, the renovation works of the 
building the license of which was obtained 
began in the last quarter of 2021. It is 
targeted to obtain the license for the other 
building in March 2020, to subsequently 
commence modification works, and to 
complete the Project by the end of 2023. A 
company in marketing has been delegated to 
start selling the residences starting from 
March 2022.

Dortmund (Cucina) Office Building 
Investment 
This project involves the partial renovation 
and re-lease of an office building built in 
1993 in Dortmund, Germany.  The 
partnership agreement was signed on 2 May 
2019 with an international initiative, which 
was the executive of the Project, and the deed 
transfer was completed within the same year.

Approval for renovation has been obtained 
for the building, which is located in the 
centre of the city, in a privileged location in 
terms of accessibility and visibility, and has a 
leasable area of 23,953 m2, and work has 

been completed to a great extent. 
Renovation works are ongoing in common 
spaces and the former canteen area. The 
Project has reached 88.5% occupancy, and 
talks are continuing for leasing the 
remaining areas. The main tenants of the 
Project are Postbank, Medical Practice, 
Kieser Training, and HSPV companies.

Berlin (Berlin Light) Office 
Investment 
The real estate, which was established in 
Berlin in the early 1900s as Germany’s first 
light bulb factory, consists of five blocks 
and has a leasable area of 65,185 m2. With 
the international initiative established to 
partially renew the office campus in the city 
centre and continue its operation, the 
partnership agreement was signed on 17 
June 2019, and the deed transfer was 
completed.

Approvals for renovation have been 
obtained for the project the architectural, 
planning, and development works of which 
have been completed, and works have 
commenced primarily in the common areas. 
Currently operated by an international 
project manager and with 76% occupancy, 
the project has notable tenants such as the 
administrative units of the Charite Hospital, 
Kirchoff Berlin GmbH, German Heart 
Centre, ITW Institute, Flitt, and Drestate. 
Renovation works are proceeding in 
parallel with the leasing activities. 

HEP İstanbul 
Located at the intersection of the rapidly 
developing region of Istanbul, Avcılar, 
Beylikdüzü and Esenyurt districts, HEP 
Istanbul holds an important place among 
Tekfen’s real estate development investments 
with a total construction area of 253,000 
m2, a project value of 690 million TRY, and 
a land of approximately 57,000 m². 

All residential units and 18 commercial units 
have been sold as of the end of 2021 at HEP 
İstanbul, one of the most preferred brand-
name residential projects in the region.

HEP İstanbul is the first major residential 
development project in İstanbul’s Esenyurt 
township to be awarded LEED Silver and 
LEED Gold certification.

 

1,424
flats 
All residential units have 
been sold at HEP İstanbul as 
of the end of 2021.

 
“The steel, which is the 
load-bearing structure 
of the building, has 
been processed almost 
like lace.” 

Emre Acar,  
Architect (Acararch) 

“The FNN Sustainability 
Centre built on the 
Ceyhan Steel Structure 
Fabrication Plant has 
been designed as a 
building that is a mixture 
of reinforced concrete 
and steel. Tekfen 
producing its steel and 
using it in this building 
has transformed the steel 
itself into a part of the 
museum. The steel, 
which is the load-bearing 
structure of the building, 
has been processed 
almost like lace. 
Normally steel buildings 
are always used for 
industrial structures and 
are not planned in any 
way as an element to 
make a building stylish.  
We, however, turned steel 
into a delicate 
construction material 
with the touch of special 
details.”
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The engineering services for 
the 1915Çanakkale Bridge 
are being delivered by 
Tekfen Engineering.

Engineering and Contracting Group
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Aiming to provide digital solutions for its 
Group and non-Group clients in line with 
their operational requirements for their 
new investments and current operations, 
Tekfen Engineering has started to carry out 
its plans to this end in 2021, and to convert 
them into contracts. During the year, the 
company established strategic alliances 
with important technology providers and 
customers and developed collaborations for 
new projects. 

Collaboration agreements have been signed 
in 2021 with GE Digital on manufacturing 
management systems, with Aspentech on 
equipment maintenance management, and 
with Hexagon on digital twins and 
engineering integration, and joint projects 
have started to be monitored. The Tüpraş 
Kırıkkale Refinery WTP Digital Design and 
Integration Project has been awarded by 
Metito within the same year.

Tekfen Engineering has continued its talks 
with technology providers to improve its 
environmental technologies design 
capabilities. Topics such as European 
Union Green Deal and the changes it will 
bring about, technologies to reduce the 
carbon footprint, hydrogen technologies, 
electrolysers, carbon capture and storage, 
chemical and petrochemical production 
from sustainable sources were prominent 
as the focal points of its talks. 

Another important area of work that 
Tekfen Engineering focused on in 2021 was 
the national defense industry and aviation. 
The development of the test systems of the 

With a true competence to 
provide engineering 
services for refineries, 
petrochemical plants, 

terminals, fossil fuel, gas and renewable 
energy power plants, and infrastructure 
projects such as highways, rail systems, 
and large span bridges, Tekfen 
Engineering delivers services in a vast 
range of areas. The Company is notable 
with its identity combined with its 
experience in Turkey, quality, specialised 
manpower, and know-how with state-of-
the-art technology.

Digitalisation is one of the main priorities 
of Tekfen Engineering. Digital 
transformation, which already had a 
sizeable place in the agenda of the pre-
pandemic business world, has gained 
further acceleration in this period. With the 
main mission of contributing to the world 
economy by increasing efficiency, 
simplifying processes, and ensuring the 
concentration of human efforts in areas 
with higher added value, the digitalization 
processes will see engineering disciplines 
and engineering companies acting as a 
bridge, and Tekfen Engineering also devises 
its targets in this direction. 

Aiming to support better and to prepare for 
the future of the real economy industries 
and its stakeholders it mostly serves with 
its main and traditional engineering 
know-how through digital solutions, 
Tekfen Engineering has built the Digital 
Solutions Divisions in 2020 and bolstered 
its industrial digital transformation journey. 

Tekfen Engineering
Playing an essential role in the realisation of high added-value turnkey projects 
of the Tekfen Engineering and Contracting Group, Tekfen Engineering is a 
competent solution partner in large-scale EPC (Engineering-Procurement-
Construction), EPCM (Engineering-Procurement-Construction Management/
Audit) and Design & Build projects owing to the extensive know-how it has 
gained in numerous domestic and international projects it has undertaken 
since 1984 and with its expert staff of over 500 people.

       Tekfen Engineering has  
       continued its efforts to 
improve its environmental 
technologies and
design capabilities. 
‘

’

TS1400 turboshaft engine to be produced 
for Gökbey, the national general-purpose 
helicopter and the digitalization of the 
manufacturing processes at TEI’s Eskişehir 
Plant has continued successfully. New 
future opportunities in these industries are 
being closely monitored.

Tekfen Engineering aims to grow in 
different geographies in the field of 
industrial projects.  The company has 
qualified for more than 35 projects in 
Eastern Europe, North America, and the 
Middle East, and especially in Eastern 
Europe, within the scope of the business 
development activities carried out 
intensively in Serbia, Poland, Lithuania, 
Bulgaria, and Romania, potential refinery 
customers and license providers were 
contacted, and bids were submitted for 
numerous projects. In 2022, Tekfen 
Engineering plans to add offices in the 
USA, Germany, and the Russian Federation 
to the office it had opened in Kenya in 
2021. 

As for modular design related activities, 
becoming increasingly widespread 
throughout the world, development 
activities continued throughout 2021, and 
joint efforts in this field were carried out 
with other Group Companies. Tekfen 
Engineering played an active role in the 
EPC Partnership Framework Agreement 
signed between Honeywell UOP and 
Tekfen Engineering and Contracting 
Group. Significant progress has been 
attained in the Design & Build business 
model talks with the same company for 
modular projects. In 2021, the 
opportunities that the Group Companies 
will undertake within the scope of EPC in 
markets such as Iraq, Nigeria, and 
Uzbekistan were followed through. The 
Thiolex-Regen Project, whereby the design 
and the rotary equipment procurement 
were made by Tekfen Engineering,  the 
static equipment production by Tekfen 
Manufacturing, and the modular 
fabrication by Ceyhan Steel Fabrication 
Plant for the SUEZ Refinery in Egypt 
together with Merichem, of which it is an 
approved supplier, is a successful example 
reflecting the synergy among Group 
Companies.

Tekfen Engineering aims to grow in 
different geographies with an innovative 
approach by closely monitoring the global 
developments in transportation and 
infrastructure. The company can create 
teams with the necessary capacity and 
competence to serve at every stage of the 
process ranging from demand analyses and 
feasibility studies to control services in the 
field of transportation and infrastructure. 
In 2021, in line with this goal, international 
business development activities have 
continued at full speed through online 
channels. More than 60 potential projects 
have been pursued in 22 different 
countries, particularly in Africa, Europe, 
and the USA.

After the opening of the Kenya office in 
2021, the engineering contract signed with 
the Kenya National Highways Authority 
(KeNHA) is the first road supervision 
project to be carried out in this geography 
by a Turkish engineering company, 
financed by the African Development Bank. 
The Kenya office is going to undertake an 
important responsibility in the expansion 
of Tekfen Engineering in the sub-Saharan 
geography with the business development 
activities in the region in addition to the 
current project.

Having attended a workshop initiated 
under the leadership of the Turkish 
Republic Ministry of Environment and 
Urbanisation in 2021, and thanks to its 
team specialized in BIM (Building 
Information Modelling) and the gains it has 
attained overseas, Tekfen Engineering has 
supported the efforts for the creation and 
implementation of BIM standards across 
Turkey.

In 2021, Tekfen Engineering has initiated 
efforts on energy efficiency and 
sustainability with Group companies on 
themes such as solar power plant feasibility, 
feasibility for obtaining LEED Green 
Building Certificate, pre-assessment of grey 
water systems, and energy efficiency 
analysis, and aims to further such efforts 
with other private and public sector 
projects.
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Projects
R&D Projects

HiFlex Concentrated Solar Power 
Plant 
All engineering works in the solar field, one 
of the main pillars of the EU-funded Hiflex 
project that Italian Barilla, which is one of 
the world’s biggest pasta manufacturers, 
has started in collaboration with 11 
companies from 7 countries to reduce its 
carbon footprint in production are being 
carried out by Tekfen Engineering. Various 
prototype trials were made by Tekfen 
Engineering in 2021, a control software 
program was developed for the solar 
tracking system, and control cards started 
to be tested within the scope of the project. 
The demo facility consisting of 5 heliostats 
(sun tracking mirrors) is planned to be 
commissioned in 2022 in Istanbul 
Technopark, wherein Tekfen Engineering 
R&D office is also located.

P&ID Digitalisation Project 
The first phase with symbol processing 
content, within the scope of the P&ID 
Digitalisation Project, aiming to process 
engineering documents with image 
processing and artificial intelligence 
technologies successfully started. User 
interface design, the second phase in the 
project, carried out jointly with Simit Lab, 
the artificial intelligence laboratory of İTÜ, 
is continuing with the contributions of the 
Tekfen Engineering software team.

Industrial and Digital 
Solution Projects
Tüpraş Projects 
The detailed engineering works ongoing for 
the Vacuum Offgas Treatment Project that 
Tüpraş is carrying out simultaneously for 
the Kırıkkale, İzmit, and İzmir Refineries 
were terminated in May 2021, bringing 
them to the most final level possible in the 
absence of supplier information, upon 
Tüpraş’ decision to stop all procurement 
activities in December 2020. Furthermore, 
the engineering work consisting of the 

FEED design preparation for the oily 
condensate purification plant and the cost 
estimate preparation for the İzmir Refinery 
has been completed, and the new 
exchanger design has been made within the 
scope of additional works. As for the İzmir 
Refinery FCC Project, equipment and 
instrument procurement packages have 
been created, and the equipment-related 
technical offer assessment processes have 
been completed.  

Petkim Jetty Modernisation Project 
Tekfen Engineering is continuing with the 
detailed engineering work since July 2021 
in the project covering the renewal works 
for the two existing Petkim jetties. The 
procurement specifications for all project 
equipment, instruments, and electric 
equipment have been prepared during the 
year.

BTC Pipeline Projects 
Engineering work was carried out to 
enhance the security measures in Ardahan, 
Erzincan, Kahramanmaraş, and Kars fields 
of the Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) Oil 
Pipeline, and further work was carried out 
to increase the accessibility of some of the 
valves on the pier structure as well as on 
land at the Ceyhan terminal of the pipeline.

TEI TS1400 Turboshaft Test Systems 
The engineering, procurement, supplier 
management, and commissioning services 
for the test systems of the TS1400 
turboshaft engine, which is planned to be 
produced by TEI (TUSAŞ Engine 
Industries) to power the Gökbey national 
general-purpose helicopter have continued 
in 2021. The technical assessments for the 
main equipment in the compressor, turbine, 
and air supply units have been completed 
in this first defense and aviation industry 
project of Tekfen Engineering, and the 
employer has initiated the procurement 
processes. The producer monitoring 
activities for this equipment are being 
carried out by Tekfen Engineering.

Tekfen Engineering has 
undertaken the modular 
design of the Thiolex-
Regen units that Merichem 
will build at the SUEZ 
Refinery (Egypt).
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‘Metal Terzileri’, Tekfen 
İmalat Derince Fabrikası

SOCAR Framework Agreement 
Within the scope of the exclusive engineering 
framework agreement signed with SOCAR, 
the State Oil Company of the Azerbaijan 
Republic, the engineering services of all land 
facilities of the company in Turkey are being 
undertaken by Tekfen Engineering. 21 
tenders have been awarded from the Star 
Refinery and Petkim in this scope in 2021, 
and 17 engineering packages have 
successfully been completed. Commissioning 
services also started to be given to SOCAR in 
addition to engineering services.

PENEX, BUTAMER and ALKYPLUS 
Modular Design Project 
Honeywell UOP has agreed with Tekfen 
Engineering for PENEX® pentane 
isomerisation, BUTAMER® butane 
isomerisation, and the design of ALKYPLUS® 
alkylation modular units as part of the 
renovation works at the Dos Bocas Refinery 
of the Mexican oil company PEMEX. The 
PENEX and the BUTAMER units consist of 
24 and 18 main modules respectively. Tekfen 
Engineering has completed all design works 
within the scope of the contract as of the end 
of July 2021.

TEI Eskişehir Production Management 
Systems Project 
Tekfen Engineering Digital Solutions Division 
took part in the Production Management 
Systems Project (MES) being carried out at 
the TEI Eskişehir Plant as a subcontractor of 
GE Digital.  Tekfen Engineering teams have 
continued in 2021 as well to work to 
digitalise TEI’s manufacturing processes in 
coordination with GE Digital’s global 
workforce and TEI teams.

AKSA Uzbekistan Power Plant 
Tekfen Engineering, which successfully 
executed the relocation of four different 
power plants of Aksa Energy to Ghana in 
2015 within the scope of its engineering 
services, has now undertaken the basic and 
detailed design/engineering works for the 
relocation of Aksa Energy’s 240 MW 
Combined Cycle Power Plant in Antalya to 
Uzbekistan. Within the scope of the Project, 
the redesign of the infrastructure and 
construction projects in accordance with the 

The engineering services 
at SOCAR’s land facilities 
in Turkey are being 
undertaken by Tekfen 
Engineering. Star Refinery, 
Aliağa-İzmir
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site and country conditions, the design 
check and revisions of the buildings to be 
relocated are continuing.

Merichem SUEZ Refinery 
Thiolex-Regen Modular Design  
Having been awarded the modular design 
project of the Thiolex-Regen units to be 
built at the SUEZ Refinery in Egypt by 
Merichem in 2020, Tekfen Engineering has 
started the process of piping and steel 
design for manufacturing in 2021. The 
metering pumps procured by Tekfen 
Engineering have been delivered to the 
Ceyhan Steel Structure Fabrication Plant 
and the monitoring processes for the 
remaining procurement packages 
(centrifugal pumps, fire/gas detection and 
firefighting equipment, air filters) are 
continuing with suppliers.

SRU Complex SRU/AWS Units 
Project 
It is planned to start the work for the 
preparation of steel manufacturing 
drawings for the modular systems of SRU/
AWS units within the scope of Honeywell 
UOP’s Russia SRU Complex in 2022. The 
detailed manufacturing drawings for 31 
modules and approximately 80 sub-
modules the manufacturing of which will 
be carried out by Tekfen Construction 
within the scope of the project will be done 
by Tekfen Engineering.

Highway and Transportation 
Projects 
1915Çanakkale Bridge 
With a total length of 3,563 metres, the 
1915Çanakkale Bridge is a mega project 
that draws attention across the world, and 
when completed, it will have the world’s 
largest main span among all suspension 
bridges, with a length of 2,023 metres. 
Providing supervision services to such a 
project that requires the highest level of 
engineering has greatly increased Tekfen 
Engineering’s international recognition and 
is also paving the Company’s way to being 
qualified for similar mega projects alone. 
Malkara-Çanakkale Motorway and the 
1915Çanakkale Bridge supervision services 

have continued throughout 2021. A 
supervision team consisting of 123 people 
is working on the Project as of the end of 
the year.

Metro and Railway Projects 
The construction and electromechanical 
systems supply, installation, and 
commissioning works implementation 
projects for the Çekmeköy-Sancaktepe-
Sultanbeyli Metro and the Sarıgazi 
(Hastane)-Taşdelen-Yenidoğan Metro have 
continued in 2021. Furthermore, the 
construction and electromechanical systems 
procurement, installation, and 
commissioning works implementation 
projects for the Mahmutbey-Bahçeşehir-
Esenyurt Metro, and the Final Project 
Services for the implementation of the 
Otogar-Kemalpaşa Light Rail System Line 
tendered by the İzmir Metropolitan 
Municipality have commenced. Engineering 
works for the Afyon-Burdur Railway 
Project have continued in 2021. The 
Project in question is the first railway 
design project to be tendered by the 
Turkish State Railways as a whole 
consisting of infrastructure and 
electromechanical works.

Highways Projects 
In 2021, Tekfen Engineering has been 
entrusted with 3 new orders from the 
General Directorate of Highways and 
regional directorates in Turkey regarding 
the highway and state road projects in 
various regions, with a total length of 141 
km. Along with the 17 motorways and 
highways, design works with a length of 
858 km awarded the previous year, Tekfen 
Engineering is the engineering company 
with the highest number of projects from 
the General Directorate of Highways.

The study design work for the Merzifon-
Koyulhisar Highway, the Bodrum Ring 
Road, the Muğla-Kale State Road, and the 
Ağva-Kandıra-Kaynarca State Highway 
undertaken by the company have been 
completed in 2021, and their final 
acceptances have been made. In addition, 
the Bafra Samsun-Ünye Highway and the 
Marmaris-Bozburun Junction Road are the 

major projects that Tekfen Engineering has 
provided services during the year. 

Special Bridges and Tunnels 
The design and engineering services of 
seven special viaducts in Mersin have 
continued in 2021, also design and 
engineering services of various tunnel 
projects with a total length of 130 km have 
continued. Among them, the most notable 
ones are the four tunnels with a total length 
of 11 km in the Bodrum Ring Road 
Project, of which the longest is 6,400 
metres, and the tunnels of the Çekmeköy-
Sancaktepe-Sultanbeyli Metro and the 
Sarıgazi (Hastane) -Taşdelen-Yenidoğan 
Metro, which are approximately 25 km 
long, the tunnels of the Mahmutbey-
Bahçeşehir-Esenyurt Metro which are 
approximately 38 km long, and the 
Otogar-Kemalpaşa HRS line tunnels which 
are 56 km long. 

Superstructure and Building 
Projects  
Azerbaijan Projects 
The Company provides engineering services 
to various contracting projects carried out 
by Tekfen Construction. In this context, the 
detailed engineering services for the 
structural and steel construction design of 
the new administration building that 
Tekfen Construction will make for the 
Central Bank of Azerbaijan as well as the 
administrative permit follow-ups and 
approvals are being carried out by Tekfen 
Engineering.

The competencies of the engineering office 
that Tekfen Engineering opened in Baku in 
2013 are increasing every single day. After 
its capacity increased, the Baku office has 
come to a level whereby it can be awarded 
projects on its own, and execute them. 
Concentrating primarily on industrial 
projects in the previous years, the office has 
started to intensively monitor 
transportation and infrastructure 
opportunities in 2021. 

The works awarded in the previous years 
such as the manufacturing drawings for 
ACE platforms; Haydar Aliyev Refinery 
(HAOR) site engineering services; 

preparation of local permits, project author 
supervision, and process equipment 
technical passports within the scope of 
Tecnicas Reunidas - HAOR Package B; 
preparation of process equipment technical 
passports within the scope of Tecnimont 
- HAOR Package A, and the preparation of 
AS Texnoservis - steel manufacturing 
drawings have continued throughout 2021. 
The Baku Office has included in its 
portfolio the Kwangshin Compressor 
Project detailed engineering works, local 
permits, and procurement services, HAOR 
New Laboratory Building detailed 
engineering design, and the Radar Antenna 
Foundation Project detailed engineering 
works in 2021.

Kenya Projects 
The Kenya office was founded in July, and 
it started its operations in Nairobi in 
October. On the other hand, the 
construction engineering contract for the 
40.4 km long Mtwapa-Kwa Kadzengo-
Kilifi Road Project has been signed with 
Kenya Roads Administration KeNHA in 
June 2021, and the project to last 48 
months has officially started in December 
2021. 

Qatar Projects 
In 2021, Tekfen Engineering has continued 
to provide design and coordination support 
for the Al Khor Expressway Connection 
Roads and the Al Thumama Stadium 
Projects, the constructions of which are 
being carried out by Tekfen Construction 
in Qatar.
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The Fluid Catalytic Cracking 
Unit transferred by sea from 
Tekfen Manufacturing Derince 
Factory to Tüpraş 
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Tekfen Manufacturing
Tekfen Manufacturing has been in business since 1970 to provide engineering, 
manufacturing, and installation services for storage and process equipment 
especially needed by the petroleum, petrochemical and chemical industries 
and industrial facilities such as gas, iron and steel facilities and power plants 
according to international codes and standards and expands its service 
portfolio by improving its production capability each year with new 
investments.

1,000  

tons
Tekfen Manufacturing has 
the capacity to produce up 
to 1,000 tons as a single part.

Entering 2002, 35% of the remaining 
business volume of Tekfen Manufacturing 
is for exports, and it is targeted to increase 
this figure to 50%. North African and 
sub-Saharan African countries have also 
been identified as target markets in addition 
to the USA and the European Union. 
Moreover, various projects in countries 
such as Qatar, Azerbaijan, Uzbekistan, 
Kazakhstan, and Bangladesh are monitored 
closely.

     

‘
’

I n addition to Group Companies, 
large-scale international contracting 
companies, refineries, petrochemical, 
chemical and fertiliser facilities, and 

domestic and foreign LPG storage and 
distribution companies are also within 
Tekfen Manufacturing’s customer 
portfolio. 

The Company can work with all kinds of 
carbon, stainless and alloy steel, special 
alloy materials such as duplex, Monel, 
Inconel and Hastelloy, titanium and 
titanium clad materials, brass, copper, 
nickel alloys, and clad sheet metals as well 
as high-tensile quenched steels up to 1,000 
tons. Tekfen Manufacturing also added 
aluminium alloy materials to its product 
range in 2020 and a double-wall 
polymerisation reactor manufactured by 
the company from a 50-mm-thick special 
aluminium alloy material for an industrial 
facility has been delivered in 2021. 

Tekfen Manufacturing conducts its 
production operations in accordance with 
international standards and management 
systems. The company holds a Design 
Centre Certificate by from the Turkish 
Republic Ministry of Science, Industry and 
Technology, and develops R&D projects in 
cooperation with TÜBİTAK.  

In addition to the low level of oil prices, the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the effects of which 
continued in 2021 as well, caused a 
decrease in investments throughout the 
world, and negatively affected Tekfen 
Manufacturing’s targets to expand its 
business volume and to grow. Despite this, 
the company has continued its operations 

with an average staff of about 205 people 
throughout the year and increased its sales 
by approximately 80% compared to the 
previous year. With 70% of the sales made 
to the domestic market and 30% to 
overseas, the company exported to 
Azerbaijan, Belgium, France, and Nigeria, 
as well as to the USA for the first time.

Tekfen Manufacturing exported 24 
pressurised vessels and process columns to 
Total France, heat exchangers to Total 
Belgium and the USA, pressurised vessels to 
Azerbaijan and 8,000 m3 prefabricated 
LPG spheres to Nigeria in 2021. The 
company built and installed 1 diesel tank 
with a volume of 40,000 m³ and 2 
acrylonitrile tanks with a volume of 13,440 
m³ as part of its domestic operations. 28 
units of process equipment as part of the 
modular productions that Tekfen 
Construction had undertaken in 2021 for 
Merichem’s SUEZ Refinery in Egypt are 
being designed and built by Tekfen 
Manufacturing.

An order for a total of 34 pressurised 
vessels and columns was received from the 
Azerbaijan State Oil Company SOCAR 
within the scope of the modernization 
activities for the Haydar Aliyev Refinery in 
2021. Furthermore, 5 process columns and 
12 heat exchangers, which will be made of 
special titanium and nickel alloy materials, 
for the pure terephthalic acid (PTA) plant 
of SASA, one of the most important 
investment projects in Turkey will be 
manufactured by Tekfen Manufacturing.

The “Slug Catcher” works of the Northern 
Marmara Natural Gas Storage Project and 

some process equipment within the Sakarya 
Natural Gas Project have an important 
place in the Company’s 2022 production 
program. Another important project for 
which the order was placed in 2021 is the 
15,000-ton-liquid ammonium storage tank 
that will be built for the German TGE 
company.  The installation of the double 
wall tank, undertaken for the Samsun 
project of the Company including 
engineering, manufacturing, and 
installation will be completed in 2023. 

Tekfen Mühendislik’in 
2020 yılında attığı en 
önemli adımlardan biri de 
milli savunma sanayisi ve 
havacılık alanında olmuştur.

The installation of the 
Fluid Catalytic Cracking 
Unit produced by Tekfen 
Manufacturing for the 
Tüpraş İzmit Refinery 
was carried out by Tekfen 
Construction.

        Tekfen Manufacturing,       
         which is making 30% 
of its sales to overseas, has 
added USA for the first time 
in 2021 to the countries 
such as Azerbaijan, Belgium, 
France and Nigeria, to 
which it already
exports to.  

‘
’
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Aladağlar-Niğde, Central Anatolia
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With a mission to ensure food 
security and deliver 
long-term value for the 
farmers and the Turkish 

agricultural industry, Toros Agri is a 
regional player and the largest company 
in its sector leading the way to source, 
produce and use responsibly, to promote 
sustainable agricultural practices, digital 
farming solutions and long-term social 
value creation programs, and to base new 
investment decisions and R&D innovation 
projects on environmentally conscious 
choices that increase agricultural  
productivity, that help maintain 
ecosystems, and that strengthen capacity 
for adaptation to climate change.

In addition to mineral fetilizers, the Group 
carries out its activities on production of 
specialty water-soluble fertilisers, and 
organic/organo-mineral fertilisers. Toros 
Agri holds 38% of the total established 
production capacity in mineral fertilisers in 
Turkey, and ranks 57th on “Turkey’s Top 
500 Industrial Enterprises in 2020” list 
published by the Istanbul Chamber of 
Industry.

Within the scope of mineral fertiliser 
operations, the company produces 
Ammonium Nitrate (AN), Calcium 
Ammonium Nitrate (CAN), Diammonium 
Phosphate (DAP), and compound (NPK) 
fertilisers in three different factories located 
in Ceyhan, Mersin and Samsun, as well as 

inhibitor-added and water-soluble fertilisers 
at its Mersin facility, Toros Agri’s bag 
factory meets all the packaging needs of the 
The Company. The company is carrying 
out its organic and organo-mineral fertiliser 
production, being a market that is on rise, 
with the Toros Gönen Renewable Energy 
Inc. which has been acquired in 2019, and 
the Toros Meram Renewable Energy Inc. 
founded in 2020, in addition to the 
production in Ceyhan. 

While mega trends such as population 
increase, urbanisation, technological 
developments, innovation and climate crisis 
are reshaping the world, particularly the 
COVID-19 pandemic has brought to the 
forefront the topics of food safety, fighting 
against food waste, redesigning agricultural 
production, ensuring the resilience of 
supply chains, and diversifying nutrition 
sources. It also made it essential to redefine 
business models for the global food 
industry. 

On the other hand, the fertiliser industry is 
of strategic importance to put an end to 
hunger and malnutrition, and to ensure 
food safety in line with the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals. The EU 
Green Deal published by the European 
Union to protect the availability of food, to 
stop the decline of biodiversity, to 
neutralise the impact of the value chain on 
the environment, and to protect soil, air, 
water, human and animal health while 

Tekfen Chemical Industry Group, focusing mainly on the production of 
plant nutrients (fertilisers), is one of the main business lines of the Holding 
with a share of 44.4% in Holding’s overall turnover. Rising from a 
foundation of high regard for the environment and the society, the umbrella 
company of the Chemical Group, Toros Agriculture and Trade Inc., has 
continued its operations to maximise its positive impact on the people and 
the society while protecting the environment and improving agricultural 
ecosystem through sustainable farming practices.   

Profile
Chemical Industry Group

57
 
Toros Agri ranks 57th  

on the Turkey’s Top 500 
Industrial Enterprises in 
2020 list published by 
the Istanbul Chamber of 
Industry.

Toros Agri, bearing to 
be the pioneer in its 
industry, has made 
sustainability an essential 
part of its business model 
with the best practices 
implemented in all aspects 
of ESG.
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In 2021, the fertiliser sales 
are expected to go down 
to the preceding years 
average of 5.5 to 6 million 
tons.
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ensuring sustainable economic growth 
along with a focal point of finding 
solutions to climate-related and 
environmental problems, has increased the 
importance of strategies with a focal area 
of sustainable agriculture, such as food 
security, reducing the loss rates of plant 
nutrients, and making widespread 
sustainable agricultural practices and 
technologies with integrated nutrient 
management methods supporting 
diversification in different product groups. 

Operating in an industry of strategic 
importance to end hunger, and 
malnutrition, and to ensure food security, 
Toros Agri regards transitioning from a 
mere economic value-centred financial 
management model to a model that takes 
as the focal point resource efficiency, and 
environmental and social impact as its 
main priority, and embraces as its mission 
creation of value for all its stakeholders, 
leading with the farmers who are the 
fundamental components of agriculture, 
while supporting food security with the 
efficiency increase it has introduced to 
agriculture. 

With the awareness of the fact that it is a 
leading organisation in its industry Toros 
Agri has introduced environmental, social 
and corporate governance (ESG) concepts 
in all its business processes in order to 
support the transition to more productive, 
comprehensive, resilient, and sustainable 
agriculture-food systems for better 
production, better nutrition, environment, 
and life. 

Toros Agri promotes its leadership in the 
fertiliser industry through an extensive 
distributor and authorised dealer network 
which reaches all four corners of Turkey. 
The company also imports varieties that it 
does not produce, in order to meet all plant 
nutrient needs of farmers from a single 
source. In addition to its fertiliser business, 
the company also has investments in 
terminal operation, free zone management, 
and gas stations, all gathered under the 
umbrella of Tekfen Holding’s Services 
Group.

“We are witnessing a 
major transformation.” 

Hakan Göral, Toros 
Agri Chairman

“Like in all industries, 
there is a big 
transformation in the 
fertiliser industry under 
the light of global and 
regional mega trends.  
The ways of doing 
business are evolving. 
Products and solutions 
that prioritize the 
interest of maximizing 
stakeholder value, that 
differentiate production 
processes, that can 
adapt to change fast, 
and that increase future 
impact-based added 
value are gaining 
importance. We need 
innovative approaches  
and solutions to 
develop new types of 
fertilisers that can 
respond well to these  
changing conditions in 
our industry, and that 
can drive more efficient 
and sustainable 
production and supply 
chains.”

        Toros Agri prioritizes   
        transformation from 
a purely shareholder 
value based financial 
management model to 
one that considers future 
impact that is better for 
the society, bettter for the 
planet and better for 
the Company. 

‘

The Toros Agri Mersin 
Production Plant, 
producing Calcium 
Ammonium Nitrate (CAN) 
and Ammonium Nitrate 
(AN),  has reached  98% 
capacity utilization in 2021.
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Fertiliser Operations
While the COVID-19 pandemic has created a major impact on economic 
activities worldwide, it also caused unprecedented changes and challenges in 
the global fertiliser industry.

There was a strong recovery in the 
global economy in 2021, and a 
growth of 5.5 % was realised as 
per the World Bank data. 

Expansionary monetary policies, that 
were put into practice with the aim of 
supporting economies within the year, 
caused an increase in inflation, and the 
pandemic related production and supply 
problems brought about significant price 
hikes in various product and service 
groups.

The frequent opening and closure of ports 
within the restrictive measures taken 
during the pandemic and the sudden 
increase in demand, observed with the 
deceleration of the pandemic caused 
disruptions and a lack of supply in 
maritime transportation, leading to 
massive price hikes and fluctuations. The 
year 2021 was marked with high increases 
seen in energy costs. The natural gas 
prices more than tripled within the year, 
which in turn adversely affected industrial 
production coupled with the challenges in 
energy supply, causing an increase in costs. 
Particularly the fertiliser industry, which 
needs natural gas as raw material, was 
among the industries that were affected 
the most by the energy crisis.

The rise in the prices of raw material 
caused important increases in fertiliser 
prices as well in 2021. Consequently, 
China, the biggest fertiliser exporter in the 
world, opted for restricting exports at the 
end of August in order to supress the 
prices in the domestic market. This move 
by China disrupted all trade balances 
causing an upward movement in fertiliser 
prices. Due to the price hikes in natural 
gas, during September and October, many 
ammonia producers in Europe announced 
that they would stop their production or 
reduce their capacities on the grounds that 
fertiliser prices in the market do not meet 
their production costs. The plant 
shutdowns in Europe caused very steep 
increases in nitrogen fertiliser prices. 

Reports were received from Russia in 
November that they would continue to 
supply natural gas  to fertiliser producers 
with price incentives in order to protect 
the farmers in the domestic market, but 
that they would start introducing quotas 
on exports. Because of the energy crisis, 
the facility shutdowns, and the restrictions 
on free trade, fertiliser prices have reached 
historical highs as of November 2021.

Despite this adverse landscape, it is 
estimated that the world fertiliser 
consumption has reached 198.2 million 
tons with an increase of 5.2% compared 
to the previous year on a plant nutrient 
basis in the 2020/21 agricultural season, 
as per the data of International Fertilizer 
Association (IFA). This projection based 
on developments such as favourable 
weather conditions in key countries, 
increasing crop prices, the growth of state 
support for agriculture to a great extent, 
and the early fertiliser procurements of 
some countries points to huge increase 
that the fertiliser industry attained in the 
last decade. On the other hand, IFA 
predicts that this strong growth will lose 
impetus in the coming years because of the 
prevailing uncertainties, and that the 
yearly growth in global fertiliser demand 
will be around 1.4% between 2021/22 
and 2025/26.

These developments that took place 
around the world made the year 2021 an 
extraordinary year for the Turkish 
fertiliser industry, which is foreign 
dependent to a big extent as far as raw 
materials are concerned. Around 95% of 
the main inputs and 1/3 of fertiliser is 
imported in Turkey, which does not have 
the necessary raw material resources for 
mineral fertiliser production. As the share 
of raw materials is around 75% in 
production costs; the freight expenses, 
energy prices, and the fluctuations in the 
exchange rates, in addition to global 
commodity prices directly affect the 
production costs, and therefore fertiliser 

        The fertiliser industry,    
         which needs natural 
gas as raw material, was 
among the industries that 
was affected the most by 
the energy crisis.

‘

’
“Fertilisers are 
fundamental to 
agriculture and our 
challenge is to feed the 
world sustainably.” 

Burcu Türkeş, Toros 
Agri Corporate 
Sustainability, Risk and 
Governance Director 
 
“The fertiliser industry is 
of strategic importance 
to end hunger and 
ensure access by all 
people to safe, nutritious 
and sufficient food in 
line with the UN 
Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs). In an era 
where the ways of doing 
business are being 
redefined, we are 
focusing on 
implementing long-term 
rural development and 
social impact programs  
and sustainable 
agricultural practices to 
increase productivity 
and production, to 
strengthen capacity for 
adaptation to climate 
change, to progressively 
improve land and soil 
quality and to create an 
inclusive society based 
on equality and diversity 
in order to respond to 
this change in a more 
sustainable, inclusive, 
and flexible manner.”

Toros Agri’s Agricultural 
Technical and Digital 
Marketing team is visiting 
every region in Anatolia 
village by village, providing 
support for farmers with 
educational seminars and 
on-site training programs 
on plant nutrition.
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Capacity Utilisation Rates at Toros Agri’s Production Facilities 

 Facility           Product                                               Capacity (tons/year)           2020 Capacity                    2021 Capacity 
                                                                                                                                                                                  Utilisation Rate (%)          Utilisation Rate (%)         

  Ceyhan         NPK                                          660,000                       82%                                   79%

  Mersin          CAN 26 (equivalent tonnage)             660,000                       99%                                   98%

  Samsun        NPK / DAP                                          654,192                       98%                                   88%

  Total                                            1,974,192                       93%                                   88%

Taahhüt Grubu 

prices. The developments that took place 
in international markets, particularly in 
the second half of the year, as well as the 
Turkish Lira losing value against foreign 
currencies, has further increased the 
vulnerability of the fertiliser industry as a 
development that is specific to the year 
2021. 

The fertiliser prices in 2021 demonstrated 
a fast upwards trend particularly in the 
second half of the year. This caused a 
weakening in the fertiliser purchasing 
power of the farmers, bringing about a 
narrowing in the market despite the 
increases in the agricultural product 
prices. Consequently, it is expected that 
the fertiliser sales which saw a historical 
high with 7.1 million tons in 2020 to 
decline again in 2021 to the level of 5.5 to 
6 million tons, which was the average of 
the previous years.

 Mineral Fertilisers

Following closely the developments 
in the fertiliser industry, which 
witnessed radical moves both 
globally and domestically in 2021, 

Toros Agri minimised the effect of 
fluctuations due to the agile decisions it 
has made in supply and production 
processes, leaving behind a successful 
year in terms of both production and 
sales quantities.

The effects of the pandemic have been 
minimized by the measures taken to protect 
work force against the adverse effects of 
the pandemic on the supply and production 
chain against the risks it has created, to 
stabilise its supply chain and to ensure 
customer management, and business 
continuity in the plants, as well as its agile 
crisis management. In order to identify the 
risks at an early stage and turn them into 
opportunities in a timely manner, future 
strategies and projections have been 
formulated on the basis of future of the 
products, the production and the business 
model. With its priority to use its resources 
in the most efficient manner, and in line 
with its goal of becoming a company that 
constantly learns, and improves its 
processes, Toros Agri has launched its 
journey of “Lean Management” in 2017, 
in order to introduce excellence in its 
operations. The company has continued its 
improvement efforts to this end without 

losing speed, and has launched 86 Kaizen 
projects during the course of the year.

After the first wave of the 6-Sigma Green 
Belt process that Toros Agri had initiated 
on its path to operational excellence, which 
was completed in 2020, it also completed 
the second wave 6-Sigma Green Belt 
process in 2021. 14 candidates who went 
through an intensive training process 
consisting of four modules each, lasting 
three days in the second wave as well, just 
as the case was in the first wave, have 
completed their projects with a 
presentation on their projects and the 
improvement activities they have carried 
out. And they have received their “Green 
Belt” certificates. 

Taking international corporate governance 
model meeting international standards as 
its focus point for all its activities, Toros 
Agri has also won the right to maintain its 
“IFA Protect & Sustain” certificate at an 
“Excellence” level, and this certificate by 
the IFA (International Fertilizer 
Association) for the international fertiliser 
industry documents compliance with the 
“Product Stewardship” initiative and 
assesses the effectiveness of companies’ 
activities on monitoring, measuring, and 
constantly improving the effects on the 
entire value chain.

Thanks to this, Toros Agri has continued 
its production and supply of fertilisers 
without interruptions despite the 
challenging conditions of 2021. The 
capacity utilisation rate in its production 
facilities was at 88% in 2021 (2020: 93%).

In 2021, Toros Agri realised a total sales of 
1,919,778 tons in 2021, of which 
1,536,831 tons were domestic and 382,947 
tons were exported (2020: 2,123,289 tons). 
The company increased its consolidated 
turnover by 78%, and it is predicted that 
its market share in the fertiliser industry is 
at 27.6% (2020: 29%).

Toros Agri’s strong logistics infrastructure 
and widespread distributor network are as 
important in maintaining its market 
leadership for many years as its production 
capacity and quality. The distribution 
channel holds an important place in the 
total sales of the company. In 2021, the 
company was able to convey its products 
to the farthest points in Turkey with 704 
dealers and 510 authorized vendors for 

mineral fertilisers, and 1,225 sales points 
for specialty fertilisers operating across the 
country, and was able to continue 
supporting farmers without any 
interruptions.

Named the biggest chemical (mineral) 
fertiliser exporter in Turkey between 2017 
and 2020, and having consecutively won 
the İKMİB won the “İKMİB Exports’ Stars 
Award” by the Istanbul Chemical 
Substances and Products Exporters 
Association four times. Toros Agri has 
reached an important sales volume by 
focusing on exports because of the 
domestic market that had shrunk in the 
first half of 2021 as well. However, in line 
with the similar practices across the world, 
and in order to balance the fertiliser 
availability in the domestic market in 
Turkey and to be able to balance the prices, 
the government restricted exports initially 
for phosphate fertilisers in September, and 
the exporting all fertiliser products was 
suspended in October. With the regulation 
introduced in the last months of the year, 
raw materials such as ammonia and 
sulfuric acid were included in the list of 
products the export of which is 
conditional.

Aiming to become a regional player by 
strengthening its geographical expansion 
and exports, and to further its global 
footprint gradually with its own brand, 
Toros Agri plans to expand to Romania 
initially, which is an important agricultural 
country, and to European markets in 
general, through Agroport Romania S.A., 
which it had acquired in 2019. To this end, 
Toros Agri has exported to a total of 10 
countries with the products bearing its own 

“What matters is to be 
able to be permanent 
with our own brand.”

Mehmet Sadıkoğlu, 
Toros Agri 
General Manager

“Strengthening our 
regional  presence is a 
strategic priority for us. 
But what matters most 
here is to be permanent 
with our own brand 
identity in the new 
markets we enter. We 
are constantly 
improving ourselves to 
respond to the changing 
needs in these new 
markets.” 

brand in Romania in 2021, and 
additionally to a total of 10 countries 
leading with Ukraine. 

For the types of fertilisers it does not 
produce, Toros Agri has purchased 
474,000 tons of fertilisers and offered these 
to the farmers.

Toros Agri has maintained 
its “IFA Protect & 
Sustain” certificate at an 
“Excellence” level in 2021 
as well.
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Toros Ceyhan Plant, which 
started production in 1981 
was the first factory of 
Toros Agri (by then named 
as Toros Fertiliser), and has 
been serving the Turkish 
agricultural industry for 40 
years.
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Tüpraş İzmit Rafinerisi

Specialty Fertilisers

In addition to mineral fertilisers, Toros 
Agri is one of the leading players in 
the market of water soluble specialty 
fertilisers, which is becoming more 

and more in demand by the producers. 
Such plant nutrients are preferred in 
agricultural lands where drip and 
sprinkler irrigation systems are used, 
especially in greenhouse farming. Due to 
the increasing importance of obtaining 
maximum efficiency per unit area and 
the increased use of drip irrigation 
systems, specialty fertiliser market is 
expected to grow fast in the years to 
come.

The preference for alternative and 
innovative growing methods is increasing 
because of the decrease in arable lands 
across the world, and the incentives and 
investments for agricultural establishments 
that can offer high yield per unit area are 
on the rise. Less agricultural chemicals and 
water are needed in comparison to 
traditional agriculture in hydroponic 
(soilless) farming, which is among one of 
the most important alternative agricultural 
methods. Hydroponic farming is also 
bringing about an increase in the demand 
for water-soluble fertilisers. With the 
increased use of such technologies and 
greenhouses equipped with state-of-the-art 
technology, it is estimated that water-
soluble fertiliser market growth will reach 
20.9 billion USD with an estimated annual 
compound growth rate of 5.8% in the 
2020-2025 period. This potential directs 
the major producers across the world to 
concentrate on investments for specialty 
fertilisers in recent years.

In terms of greenhouse farming, the 
specialty fertiliser market in Turkey, which 
has an important place within the 
Mediterranean climatic zone, is growing 
each day. In addition to the greenhouse 
production particularly concentrated in the 
Mediterranean and Aegean regions, the 
increase in drip irrigation systems in field 
crop cultivation ensures the steady growth 
of the water-soluble fertiliser market.  

As being, the pioneer in the specialty 
fertiliser industry in Turkey, Toros Agri  
one of the most remarkable players in the 
field. In addition to its range of imported 
specialty fertilisers, the company has 
commissioned its own production facility 
at its Mersin plant in 2018 and 
continuously improves its product portfolio 
offered to the farmers. Considering the 
microbial fertiliser market as an 
opportunity despite the fact that it has a 
slow growth trend, Toros Agri aims to also 
grow in the area of fertilisers with 
microorganism additives, along with its 
efforts carried out in this direction in its 
R&D Centre.

Organic & 
Organo-mineral 
Fertilisers

The increasing adoption of organic 
agriculture by the consumers and 
the increase in the demand for 
healthy food with the effect of 

global and regional mega trends have 
caused the organic and organo-mineral 
fertiliser markets to grow steadily. Many 
countries offer incentives that direct 
farmers to organic farming. For instance, 
the European Union, which announced its 
“Biodiversity” and “Farm to Fork” 
strategies in 2020 aims to ensure that the 
level of organic farming is at least 25% of 
the total agricultural area by 2030 in 
order to create a sustainable food 
ecosystem.

Europe and Latin America are following the 
Asia Pacific region, which has the biggest 
share in the global organic fertiliser market 
in the present day. Nevertheless, it is 
expected that the demand for organic 
fertilisers is going to increase quickly in the 
coming few years in North America, 
particularly because of the increasing health 
awareness among consumers. The organic 
fertiliser market, which had been predicted 
to be 6.3 billion USD in 2017, is now 
expected to reach a size of 15.9 billion USD 
in 2027. 

1,225 
Toros Agri specialty 
fertilisers reaches even the 
farthest corners of Turkey  
through 1,225 sales points

It is estimated that 
the world fertiliser 
consumption has reached 
198.2 million tons with an 
increase of 5.2% compared 
to the previous year on 
a plant nutrient basis in 
the 2020/21 agricultural 
season, as per the data of 
IFA.
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Studies in Turkey have revealed that 94% 
of the available agricultural land is poor in 
organic matter. For the first time in 2019, 
the Turkish Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry announced a “Solid Organic-
Organo-mineral Fertiliser Usage Support” 
aiming to fight against this deficiency, 
which hinders productivity, and to enrich 
the soil with organic matters. Due to the 
effect of such support programmes and 
campaigns that promote organic 
agriculture, the organic and organo-mineral 
fertiliser market tends to show a rapid 
growth in Turkey.  

Organic fertilisers can directly be used as 
plant nutrients in agriculture, and also 
constitute the main material for organic 
mineral fertilisers. Therefore, it is estimated 
that in the coming periods, the direct use of 
organic fertilisers will remain more limited 
and that the actual growth will be observed 
in the organo-mineral fertiliser segment. 

Toros Agri, who introduced its first 
organo-mineral fertilisers to the market in 
2017, considers its investments in the 
organic and organo-mineral segment not 
only from a commercial perspective but 
also as a contribution to the sustainability 
of the country’s agriculture. Therefore, 
Toros Agri has decided to invest in the 
organic and organo-mineral fertiliser 
market and acquired Toros Gönen 
Renewable Energy Inc. in 2019, and has 
become one of the most important players 
in the organic and organo-mineral fertiliser 
market in Turkey by founding Toros 
Meram Renewable Energy Inc. in 2020. 
Biogas is produced from vegetative and 
animal organic wastes, and electricity is 
generated from biogas, furthermore, solid 
and liquid organic fertiliser is obtained at 
both plants equipped with state-of-the-art 
technology, in order to ensure that the 
green and cyclical growth targets are 
implemented with a holistic approach. 

Toros Gönen Renewable 
Energy Inc. 
In 2019, Toros Agri acquired 70% of the 
shares of Gönen Renewable Energy 
Generation, Inc., which was established in 
2011 in Gönen, Balıkesir under the roof of 
Altaca Energy. Today, the company 
operates under the name of Toros Gönen 
Renewable Energy, Inc., and uses 

completely eco-friendly technologies that 
are the product of intense R&D work. The 
facility, which was selected as the best in 
its field in the world in 2016 by ADBA 
(Anaerobic Digestion & Bioresources 
Association), headquartered in England, 
contributes to the green and cyclical 
economy model by the reintroduction of 
400 tons/day of organic waste to the 
economy, in addition to the economic 
value it creates, by protecting natural 
resources and the environment while 
ensuring that resource efficiency is 
enhanced.

At the facility, which had an initial 
electricity generation capacity of 3.62 MW 
and an annual production capacity of 
15,000 tons of solid organic and 10,000 
tons of liquid organic fertilisers, the 
organo-mineral fertiliser production 
capacity has been increased to 35,000 tons 
per year with additional investments made 
after the completion of the share transfer.

Toros Meram Renewable 
Energy Inc.
Toros Agri made a move in 2019 in an 
attempt to found its second organic 
fertiliser production facility and started 
investing in an electricity generation plant 
with an installed power of 6 MW at the 
Meram district of Konya, and a facility 
with the capacity to produce 75,000  tons 
of solid organo-mineral fertilisers and 
15,000 tons of liquid organic fertilisers. 
The commercial fertiliser production is 
planned to start in 2022 in the plant where  
the electricity generation units were 
commissioned at the end of 2020. The 
plant has a capacity of  770 tons of wet 
waste disposal per day, and works with the 
principle of zero liquid waste discharge, 
just as in Gönen. 

In 2021, Toros Agri demonstrated a 
dynamic and effective management in the 
specialty fertiliser marketing which had a 
fluctuating course in parallel with the 
problems experienced in the overall 
fertiliser industry, increasing its speciality 
fertiliser sales by 61% to 93,297 tons 
(2020: 57,859 tons).

770
tons/day  
Working with the principle 
of zero liquid waste 
discharge principle, Toros 
Meram has the capacity to 
dispose of 770 tons of wet 
waste per day.

Top: Control Room  
Bottom: Biogas Balloon  
Toros Meram Plant, Konya
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Sustainable and 
Innovative 
Agriculture 
Practices

W ith its mission of becoming 
an innovative, leading, and 
sustainable regional 
solution partner which 

creates solutions for global and sectoral 
matters such as putting an end to hunger, 
responsible production and consumption, 
climate change, clean energy, preservation 
of natural resources, and cyclical business 
models, Toros Agri not only carries out its 
activities with an economic framework, 
but also adopts an innovative approach to 
plant nutrient and embraces sustainable 
agricultural practices, creating value for all 
its stakeholders in the long term.

Agricultural Production 
Development and Digital 
Agricultural Practices

Toros Farmer Academy 
The fertiliser industry is of critical 
importance in ensuring sustainable food 
security, which has gained even more 
importance during the pandemic. Acting 
with the awareness of this responsibility, 
Toros Agri deems it a requirement to 
increase the population of farmers who are 
trained, and act with this awareness in 
mind in order to ensure efficiency in 
fertiliser use, and for effective agriculture. 
Aiming to ensure the development of 
Turkish agriculture by delivering free 
services, such as right and balanced 
fertiliser practices and soil, leaf, and water 
analyses to farmers in areas to raise 
awareness among farmers on good 
agricultural practices. Toros Agri had 
launched in 2018 Toros Farmer Academy 
(Mobile Training Bus) and Agricultural 
Technical and Digital Marketing projects 
to this end. By doing so it aims to increase 
productivity and welfare since its 
foundation, 96 different locations have 
been visited with the specially designed 

Toros Agri Training Bus in 2021 within the 
scope of the project, and relevant trainings 
have been given to farmers and dealers on 
the subject of correct fertiliser use. The 
Agricultural Technical and Digital 
Marketing team, supporting farmers going 
from village to village in every part across 
Anatolia with specially equipped vehicles, 
has made 5398 dealer visits, 7975 farmer 
talks, 184 agricultural organisation visits, 
and 20 farmer meetings throughout 
Turkey in 2021. Furthermore, 15 different 
trial demonstration works have been done 
in 7 different regions during the 
production season.

“Toros Farmer” Application 
Digital agriculture practices are of critical 
importance for the creation of a data-
centred agricultural ecosystem. Digital 
Technologies that support the farmers for 
decision making and for the effective 
utilisation of resources have a direct effect 
on crop yield and quality through the 
identification of needs such as fertilising 
and irrigation on agricultural lands, 
through the use of fertilisers in the right 
time and right way, and monitoring the 
development of crops.  

“Toros Farmer” application, introduced by 
Toros Agri in 2016 to ensure that farmers 
benefit from technologies developments, is 
a farmer friendly decision support 
application that can be downloaded free of 
charge to computers, smartphones or 
tablets. Combining weather forecasts and 
soil and plant data, monitors the weather 
conditions on a field basis and developing 
recommendations for farmers’ activities, 
the application ensures that correct 
production and operation decisions are 
made in a timely manner. The number of 
Toros Farmer users has reached 19,417 as 
of the end of 2021 (2020: 16,356). 
Furthermore, thanks to the footage 
obtained by the technical mobile teams of 
Toros Agri and the analysis technology, the 
most accurate information is obtained 
about the health and the nutrition status of 
the agricultural lands, and the fertiliser 
recommendations most suitable for 
farmers are offered. 

The development of 
agriculture mainly depends 
on the increase of the 
number of educated and 
well informed farmers. 
Toros Agri’s Farmers 
Academy has been 
providing educational 
seminars for farmers for 
many years.

        Toros Agri’s R&D            
        Centre contributes to 
plant nutrition and the 
agriculture sector with 
many international 
academic publications and 
shares its outputs with the 
scientific world.

‘
’
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Women Farmers Loan 
Within the scope of the Women Farmers 
Loan project initiated by the Tekfen 
Foundation and the Turkey Waste 
Prevention Foundation (TİSVA) for helping 
women who wish to work in agriculture 
but do not have the financial means to start 
their own businesses, the expert 
agricultural engineers of Toros Agri give 
free basic agriculture training as well as 
training on healthy and safe working 
conditions for women farmers, while 
providing them practical support on the 
field.

R&D and 
Innovation 

T he R&D Centre, representing 
Toros Agri’s scientific and 
innovative approach and strength, 
established Turkey’s first R&D 

centre in plant nutrition at the Mersin 
Production Facility in 2017. 

In addition to developing environmentally-
sensitive new crops and contributing to 
agricultural productivity,  activities such as 
improving existing crops, growing 
domestically products not produced in our 
country, improving production processes, 
reducing plant nutrient loss rates, saving 
energy in production, reducing 
environmental impacts, improving the 
productivity and the physical state of soil, 
creating cyclical economy opportunities 
through the use of by-products and 
auxiliary resources, and waste management 
are carried out at the R&D Centre where a 
28-people fulltime-equivalent team is 
working, and furthermore collaborations 
are made with local and international 
scientific institutions and universities for 
projects which will support agricultural 
development in line with the sustainable 
agricultural vision.

In addition to the ongoing activities out at 
the R&D Centre, three TÜBİTAK 2244 
projects and one TÜBİTAK 1501 project 
with TÜBİTAK supports, and one TAGEM 
project are being carried out. 
Collaborations are being made with the 
Ankara University, Mersin University, 
Çukurova University, and Konya Bahri 

Dağdaş Research Institute within the scope of 
the projects.

The SAM Consortium project, the 
application of which was made within the 
scope of the BELMONT FORUM call in 
2020, was found eligible for national and 
international funding, and project related 
activities continued in international platform 
in 2021. Furthermore, applications have been 
made in international platform within the 
scope of two new projects in 2021, but the 
projects were not accepted. On the other 
hand, the project application submitted 
within the scope of sustainable food 
production and climate change is at the 
evaluation stage.

Application preparations and talks with the 
institutions to collaborate with have been 
initiated in 2021 on two different subjects 
within the scope of the TÜBİTAK 
1004-Excellence Center Support Program. 
Preparations for applications are ongoing 
within the scope of the Sustainable 
Agricultural Technologies Platform 
Compatible with Global Climate Change in 
Turkey’s Agricultural Production as well as 
the Platform for Determining the Agricultural 
Potentials of Marine Life Resources.

8 different project-based trial works and field 
trials on different lands have been carried out 
at the R&D greenhouse within the year for 
developing plant and fertiliser formulations 
and their follow-up, and the relevant works 
are ongoing. 6 articles prepared by the R&D 
Centre about the analysis of the technical 
characteristics of ammonium nitrate, 
improving such characteristics, and the 
degradation and caking problem of fertilisers 
have received acceptance from international 
peer-reviewed journals, and 4 of them have 
been published. Furthermore, 12 new 
editions of “İnovatif”, the Innovation 
Bulletin, prepared by the R&D Centre, and 3 
new editions of the R&D Bulletin have been 
published, and the website of the R&D 
Centre has been launched.

Applications for 1 patent and 4 useful models 
have been submitted in 2021. Works on 
potential projects are ongoing within the 
scope of the R&D cooperation agreement 
between Tekfen Holding and TÜBİTAK 
MAM.

Various trial activities are 
carried out with newly 
developed products in the 
greenhouses of the R&D 
Centre.

28
28 full-time people work 
at the Mersin R&D Centre. 

“We are also 
responding to 
change.”

Nermin Aka,  
Toros Agri Research, 
Planning and 
Coordination Vice 
President  

“EU Green Deal is a 
game changer not only 
in Europe but also  
shapes the global 
agenda. EU Green Deal 
is for the EU to become 
the first climate neutral 
continent by 2050, 
while boosting the 
efficient use of resources 
by moving to a clean, 
circular economy 
growth model and stop 
climate change. They 
are publishing strategies 
with ambitious targets 
such as ‘reducing 
fertiliser use, reducing 
plant nutrient losses, or 
increasing plant 
nutrient uptake 
efficiencies.’ And we are 
responding to this 
change by diversifying 
our products, 
reconsidering our 
resource efficiencies as 
well as readjusting our 
production model to a 
more circular one.” 
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TARIMSAL ÜRETİM GRUBU

Tekfen Agri’s Agripark 
facility, which was 
registered as an R&D 
Centre in 2018, carries 
out important studies 
that primarily focus on 
the future of Turkish 
agriculture benefiting from 
Anatolia’s rich endemic 
biodiversity as a unique 
source.
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The Group produces agricultural 
inputs such as seeds, saplings, 
and seedlings in addition to 
direct agricultural production, 

and also conducts biotechnological 
agricultural production and research 
activities through Agripark R&D Centre.

Just like all companies within the Tekfen 
Group, Tekfen Agri also integrates and 
adopts sustainability and ESG concepts 
into its business processes. It also, basis its 
strategy, basis its strategy on “Sustainable 
Agriculture Principles.” Topics such as 
tackling climate change, especially food 
security and quality, preserving water, 
energy efficiency, customer satisfaction and 
sustainable supply chain, business ethics 
and transparency, occupational health and 
safety, women’s participation in the 
workforce, continuity of production, 
compliance with international standards 
and laws, waste management, and recycling 
constitute Tekfen Agri’s sustainability 
strategy. The company carries out its 
activities within this scope with the goal of 
creating value for all its stakeholders. 

With the brand Alanar Meyve, Tekfen Agri 
mostly exports its fresh fruits and, it 
produces bread wheat seeds and durum 
seeds, cooking and seed potatoes as well as 
banana fruit and banana saplings.  

With 63 agricultural engineers on its 
payroll who combine agriculture with 
scientific approach and the most up-to-date 

technologies, Tekfen Agri develops 
opportunities and innovative solutions for 
problems and prioritises innovation and 
digital agricultural activities within the 
ecosystem in and outside the corporation in 
order to create added value and increase its 
competitive edge.

One of the most important factors 
contributing to raising productivity and 
quality in agriculture is the use of high-
quality seeds, seedlings and saplings. As 
Turkey’s first and one of the few 
technological centres of agriculture, the 
Agripark campus located in Adana has 
been producing disease-free seeds and 
seedlings since 2004. It uses through the 
tissue culture method and carries out crop 
seed breeding practices. The facility, which 
was registered as an R&D Centre in 2018, 
carries out studies that primarily focuses on 
the improvement of Turkish agriculture 
benefiting from Anatolia’s rich endemic 
biodiversity.

Hishtil-Toros Nursery (HTF), which 
operates within the group, produces 
high-quality non-grafted and grafted 
seedlings in accordance with the highest 
international standards in its high-tech 
greenhouses in Antalya and Adana.

Profile
Agricultural Production Group

Tekfen Agri produces fresh 
fruit, bread and durum 
wheat seeds, table and 
seed potatoes, and banana 
fruit and banana saplings.

63 
Tekfen Agri gathers 
under its umbrella 63 
agricultural engineers, 
science, and state-of-
the-art technologies with 
agricultural production.

Tekfen Agricultural Research, Production and Marketing, Inc., the umbrella 
company of the Tekfen Agricultural Production Group, was established in 
2017 aiming to bring a corporate perspective to agricultural production, 
which plays a vital role in securing a sustainable future, and to transfer the 
knowledge of the group in the field of agricultural inputs to the agricultural 
sector with a scientific approach and financial strength.

       Tekfen Agri is one  
       of the few agricultural 
production companies in 
terms of the varieties
in its vegetative 
production. 

‘
’
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Agricultural Production 
Activities 
As an input provider for both producers and farmers, Tekfen Agri has 
maintained its activities uninterruptedly in 2021 without compromising on 
pandemic measures despite the adverse effects such as drought, increases in the 
prices of inputs, and the effects of the COVID-19 epidemic, which directly 
affected agricultural production.

The shortening of the season due 
to climate change in addition to 
the adverse effects of the 
pandemic on supply chain and on 

the end consumers has led to a significant 
narrowing of the exports market. The 
company’s sales revenue, which was 
200,589 thousand TRY on a consolidated 
basis in 2020, was realised as 183,764 
thousand TRY in 2021.  

 Fruit Cultivation 
and Exportation

The main products of Alanar 
Fruit, one of Turkey’s most 
important fruit producers and 
exporters, include cherries, 

Bursa black figs, pomegranates, 
apricots, Japanese plums, kiwis, and 
chestnuts. The company grows fruits 
on 6,700 decares of orchards in Bursa, 
Çanakkale, Manisa, Afyon, Malatya, and 
Antalya.

Alanar Meyve has conveyed its products 
to 19 different clients in 16 countries in 
2021. Alanar’s sales to Europe, the region 
receiving most of its overall sales, 

constituted 95.5% of its total exports 
turnover in 2021. Alanar, which exported 
the highest volume of cherries to China 
the previous year, did not export to this 
country in 2021 as the protocol was not 
renewed. As for the other Asian Pacific 
countries, Alanar’s second biggest market 
after Europe, limited number of shipments 
was sent to this region as suitable prices 
were not observed.

Alanar Meyve sold 3,417 tons of fresh 
fruit in 2021 due to the effect of the 
shrinking markets (2020: 8,200 tons). 
Foreign sales, which comprised 65% of 
the total sales on a tonnage basis in the 
previous year, decreased to 59% in 2021. 
Regarding the total sales of the company, 
produce from its own orchards is 
currently at 24% on a tonnage basis, 
while 76% of the produce is supplied 
from other producers.

Banana seedlings produced 
at Agripark in a sterile 
environment with the 
tissue culture method offer 
a higher yield and quality 
to producers.

      Europe has been                
Alanar Meyve’s biggest 
exports market in 2021.‘ ’
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Overpage Toros Tarım 
fidecilik alanında “sektörün 
standartlarını belirleyen”  
bir marka haline gelmiştir.

Techno-
Agriculture and 
Crop Seed 
Operations

Agripark R&D Centre where 
Tekfen Agri’s biotechnological 
agricultural production and 
research activities are carried 

out, is one of the first and few 
technological centres of agriculture in 
Turkey, and has been supplying disease-
free, quality seeds and seedlings to 
farmers since it started operating under 
Tekfen Group Companies in 2004.

Different seed varieties developed in 
Agripark are produced in the fields in 
Adana, Adıyaman, Afyonkarahisar, 
Ankara, Hatay, Karaman, Konya, Mardin, 
Mersin, and Şanlıurfa provinces.

Agripark produces 6 types of disease-free 
and high-yield potato seeds by using the 
tissue culture method, which is one of its 
main areas of focus. Studies are still being 
carried out on 4 our types of seeds as well. 
Various R&D projects are also carried out 
in the centre in an attempt to develop 
potato varieties resistant to diseases.

Tekfen Agri has produced 6,882 tons of 
high-grade seed potatoes in 2021 and 
attained a share of 22.7% in the growing 
seed potato market in Turkey.  Seed 
potatoes harvested after field production 
are transported to the company’s 5,600 m2 
underground warehouse in Nevşehir to be 
stored in special wooden crates and under 
completely computer-controlled 
ventilation and cooling conditions. This 
modern facility which has a total storage 
capacity of 8,250 tons of potato seeds 
rightfully boasts the lowest wastage rate in 
Turkey.

Tekfen Agri has a share 
of 22.7% in the growing 
Turkish seed potato market.

“Potatoes are the most 
consumed food items 
across the world 
following grains.”  
 
Hasan Yener,  
Techno-Agriculture 
Operations Manager

“Potato is  food item 
that is produced and 
consumed the most 
following grains around 
the world thanks to the 
fact that it can grow in 
all climates, has a wide 
range of areas of use, 
high yield, and 
nutritional value. It is 
also an important crop 
that contributes to 
solving the problems of 
hunger and 
malnutrition. While the 
use of unhealthy and 
disease-ridden seeds in 
potato production 
causes major losses in 
harvesting, Tekfen Agri 
uses certified potato 
seeds, bringing about a 
20% increase in yield.”

As with potato seeds, banana seedlings 
produced in a sterile environment with the 
tissue culture method offer a higher yield 
and quality to producers. With a special 
care for the development of endemic 
species, work is carried out in Agripark in 
order to reproduce under hygienic 
conditions and to develop authentic 
flavours of Turkey, such as the Anamur 
banana. Ideally located for the production 
of banana saplings and awarded with the 
“Blue Certificate”, Agripark has produced 
349,770 banana seedlings in 2021.

Agripark’s close cooperation with Tropic 
Biosciences, an innovative company in 
Tekfen Ventures’ investment portfolio, 
continued in 2021 as well. Tropic 
Biosciences carries out breeding studies on 
bananas, an important nutrient in the 
world, to increase their yield and 
nutritional value and in a virus-and-
fungal-disease free manner, the company 
also procures the starting material, i.e. the 

male banana flower, from Tekfen Agri. 
300 tissue cultures were sent to Tropic 
Biosciences in root setting inside climate 
controlled special boxes with the exports 
made in August 2021. 

Agripark, which has carried out 
pioneering studies with wheat, one of the 
staple foods of the Turkish people, 
develops high-yield and high-quality bread 
wheat seeds, durum seeds triticale, and 
barley varieties, using the rich gene 
resources of Anatolia, the historical 
homeland of wheat. Two durum, eight 
bread, and one barley varieties, which are 
compatible with different ecologies where 
grain farming is exercised, and which 
belong to different varieties of seeds, were 
produced in the Anatolian region in 2021. 
22,000 tons of grain seeds were harvested 
on an area of 42,000 decares through 
contracted producers.

In 2021, two bread wheat varieties 
(Tekfen 2064 and Tekfen 2071) have been 
registered by the Seed Registration and 
Certification Centre Directorate of the 
Turkish Ministry of Agriculture and 
Forestry. Registration applications were 
submitted, and production permits were 
obtained, for three bread wheat seed 
varieties (Tekfen 1021, Tekfen 1069, 
Tekfen 2182) and one barley seed variety 
(Tekfen 4044).

Farmers adopted a cautious approach for 
wheat farming due to drought and the 
increase the increase in the prices of input 
during the course of the year although the 
product prices did not meet expectations, 
and it is contemplated that there may be a 
10-15% decline in grain farming areas in 
Turkey in 2022 in comparison to the 
previous year. This has caused a 25-30% 
narrowing in the grain seed market. 
Despite these adverse circumstances, 
Tekfen Agri has managed to increase its 
sales thanks to the fact that the new seed 
varieties it has developed have created 
their own market, and the collaboration 
with Toros Agri in seed sales. Tekfen Agri 
has sold 14,250 tons of seeds in 2021 
(2020: 13,800 tons).
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Agripark’ta verimli ve 
yüksek kaliteli ekmeklik, 
makarnlık ve bisküvilik 
buğday tohumları 
geliştirilmekte olup, 
sözleşmeli çiftçiler yoluyla 
2020’de 36 bin ton buğday 
tohumu hasat edilmiştir.

117 
million 
Hishtil-Toros Seedlings 
has produced a total of 
117 million seedlings, 
that is, 22 million grafted 
seedlings and 95 million 
non-grafted seedlings in 
2021. 

Contract 
Farming

Tekfen Agri carries out 
agricultural production of 
certain products with 
growth potential for end 

consumers as part of its contract 
farming activities. 

Using high-grade potato seeds produced 
in Agripark, seed potato production 
was carried out in Karaman on a land 
of 3,412 decares, and the production of 
cooking variety potatoes was ceased in 
2021.

Following trial production in a 
17-decare greenhouse in Antalya 
Çandır in 2019 using its own 
production of blue certificate banana 
saplings, Tekfen Agri produced 77 tons 
of bananas in 2021. Depending on 
market conditions, the company aims 
to improve banana production in the 
coming years.

Seedlings

Tekfen Agri carries out its seedling 
activities in the high-tech 
greenhouses of Hishtil-Toros 
Nursery (HTF), an entity 

specialised in this area, located in Antalya 
and Adana.

The use of ready-to-plant seedlings, 
spreading rapidly due to the advantages it 
offers to farmers, is increasingly preferred 
by farmers engaged in the open-field system 
as well as greenhouse growers. The 
ready-to-plant seedling industry in Turkey 
has reached a significant size in recent 
years, with a production amount of over 
5.5 billion seedlings per year. High-quality 
and healthy seedlings offered to producers 
by HTF, one of the most important players 
in the industry, help Turkish farmers 
increase their income by reducing their 
input risks. 

As the first producer of grafted seedlings in 
Turkey which has brought significant 
remedies against diseases, HTF produces 
tomatoes, cucumbers, eggplants and 
watermelons along with grafted seedlings, 
and tomatoes, cucumbers, peppers, 
eggplants, watermelons, and melons as 
non-grafted seedlings. 

In its two facilities, the company has 
produced a total of 117 million seedlings, 
that is, 22 million grafted seedlings and 95 
million non-grafted seedlings in 2021.

Left: Hishtil-Toros Seedlings 
Greenhouses. Right: Grafted 
cucumber seedlings. 
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Cherry orchards, Salihli 
Adala, Manisa
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Tüpraş İzmit Rafinerisi

Wheat trials, Agripark, 
Adana

Sustainable Agricultural 
Production Practices
With a view to contribute to sustainable development and to create value for 
all its stakeholders by increasing access to agricultural products and food, in 
compliance with Tekfen Holding’s sustainability vision, i.e., “Bridging 
Prosperity”, Tekfen Agri deems production in line with the “Principles of 
Sustainable Agriculture” and ensuring traceability a priority. 

Accordingly, the company 
develops product varieties 
resistant to drought, diseases, 
and viruses, invests in R&D and 

innovation, and supports its production 
activities with digital technologies. Taking 
steps to fight against climate change at 
every location from its offices to the 
production sites, Tekfen Agri’s aim is to 
exercise effective waste management to 
minimise the effects thereof on 
environment, and to lead the industry with 
its circular economy practices. 

R&D and 
Innovation 

Having become eligible to 
receive an R&D Centre 
certificate in 2018, Agripark is 
one of the most important 

agricultural R&D centres in Turkey in 
terms of investment size, number of 
specialised personnel, and financial 
resources. As of 2020, the Company 
ranked 149th in R&D 250 list prepared 
by the Turkishtime journal published 
annually.

24 R&D staff members work at the 
Agripark R&D Centre. 17 different 
projects are being carried out at the center, 
11 of which are funded through the 
company’s own sources, 4 of which receive 
national support, and 2 of which are 
internationally supported. 

Applications have been submitted to the 
Green Deal and other global scale 
programmes for four internationally 
supported projects, and one of these has 
been found eligible to receive funding. 
Following Tekfen Holding’s cooperation 
agreement with TÜBİTAK-MAM, a project 
application was submitted for an 
international program, and discussions on 
12 project ideas are ongoing. Within the 
scope of these projects, collaborations with 
Sabancı University Nanotechnology 
Research and Application Centre 
(SUNUM), Akdeniz University Technology 
Transfer Office, Çukurova University, 
TÜBİTAK, and TAGEM (General 
Directorate of Agricultural Researches and 
Policies) continued. 

Moreover, various agricultural congresses 
were actively participated in during the 
course of the year, and efforts continued to 
share via scientific articles the outputs of 
the projects carried out at the R&D Centre.
One academic article has been published in 
an international peer-reviewed journal. 

40 volunteer members from Tekfen Agri, 
Alanar Fruit, and HTF within the scope of 
the activities of the Innovation Club, which 
was founded in order to spread the 
innovation culture, have met in a total of 
29 events to come up with new ideas. 
There are a total of 14 projects, 4 of which 
have been implemented, in the Idea 
Management System. Applications have 
been submitted to different fund support 
programs, one being national and three 
international, for the eligible projects out of 
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the implemented ones, and 2 projects have 
received fund supports. One national and 
three international applications have been 
submitted for different fund support 
programs for the eligible ones out of the 
projects conducted, and two projects have 
received fund supports. 

“Ensuring the Traceability of Fruits from 
the Branch to the Consumer Using 
Blockchain Technology” project was 
deemed eligible to receive support within 
the scope of the TÜBİTAK 1707 Order 
Based R&D Program. The objective of the 
project is to ensure that the end consumers 
can easily reach the entire story of fruit 
from the fruit orchards to the supermarket. 

Strategic cooperation efforts are carried out 
since 2019 with Sabancı University 
Nanotechnology Research and Application 
Centre (SUNUM), one of the top research 
centres in Turkey. 

The company has continued to use satellite 
technologies in order to monitor the health 
and development of its products on an area 
of approximately 34 thousand decares in 
the 2021 season.

Sustainable 
Business Model 
and Environment

Tekfen Tarım has been awarded 
the Environmental Product 
Declaration (EPD) certificate for 
measuring the environmental 

effects of the sesame seeds it grows at 
all stages, from cradle-to-gate.  

Thus, Tekfen Agri became the first 
company to receive the EPD certificate in 
the food industry in Turkey and in the field 
of sesame seeds throughout the world. EPD 
which can be obtained through an intensive 
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) activity is an 
independent certificate ensuring a 
transparent and comparable 
communication of the potential 
environmental effects of the product that 
has emerged throughout its lifecycle, and is 
valid internationally. 

        Tekfen Agri is the       
        first company across 
the world to receive an 
Environmental Product 
Declaration (EPD) on 
sesame seeds.

‘
’

Tekfen Agri was awarded with its 
“Corporate Farming Production Model” 
project in the Supply Chain Management 
category of the Sustainable Business Awards 
organized by the Sustainability Academy in 
2021. The company has received an award 
in the Our Dreams are Similar Program 
held by Zer in the Implementation category 
with its “Bread Wheat Improvement Project 
for Sustainable Food Security.”

Zero Waste and 
Circular Economy 

Wastes have been regularly 
grouped, recycled, 
recovered, and disposed of 
through licensed companies 

within the scope of the zero waste project 
initiated at the Agripark R&D Centre, 
Nevşehir Depot, and Alanar Meyve 
Alaşehir Facilities.  

In addition to preventing waste, this project 
aims to use natural resources more 
efficiently, to prevent waste generation, to 
increase production efficiency, and to save 
water and energy efficiency.

The organic wastes at the Agripark are 
composted at the compost machines and 
utilised as such. Approximately 964 
kilograms of compost would be obtained by 
the end of 2021, and the produced compost 
is being used for the landscaping of the 
facility.  The vegetative wastes at the plant 
are sent to the biogas plants for energy 
generation and production of organic 
fertilisers. 

Alanar Fruit grows 
cherries, Bursa black figs, 
pomegranates, apricots, 
Japanese plums, kiwis, and 
chestnuts.
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Torosport Samsun Terminal
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Terminal 
Operations

Even though the contraction 
observed in world trade with 
impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic decreased the 

movement of cargo transported by sea 
on a global scale, maritime transport 
was relatively less affected by the 
pandemic compared to road, rail, and 
air transport. 

While the country borders, roads, and 
airlines were in lock-down, in particular 
during the earlier stages of the pandemic, 
ports became the sole logistics centres as 
they remained open. Despite this, the 
measures taken due to the pandemic and 
the disruptions seen in the global flow of 
trade brought about significant 
uncertainties for the transportation sector. 
Major increases in postponed global trade 
in 2021 created a serious pressure on the 
global supply chains that had started 
recovering. The imbalance between supply 
and demand led to big increases in freights 
particularly in container transport, causing 
serious problems in container supplies. It is 
predicted that these problems will continue 
in 2022 as well.

The new dynamics that have emerged in 
world trade have further emphasized 
Turkey’s geo-strategic superiority in its 
region. As an indication of this, the 
handling volume that has increased by 
approximately 2.5% in the Turkish ports in 
2020 despite the adverse effects of the 
pandemic has grown by 6% in 2021, 
reaching 526 million tons. Thus, the 
500-million target has been exceeded for 
the first time in the history of the Republic. 
This rate is above the global cargo increase 
which is at the level of 3.5%. It is predicted 
that this momentum will continue in 2022 
as well, with a similar trend.

Terminal services provided within the 
Group are carried out through two 
terminals at Toros Agri’s Ceyhan and 
Samsun Production Facilities. In addition to 
the terminal services provided to third 
parties at the Torosport terminals, mostly 
serving imports, Toros Agri’s own cargo are 
also being handled. The total volume of 
cargo handled on behalf of third parties in 
2021 decreased by 19% in comparison to 
2020, and was realised as 3.9 million tons. 
The share of third party cargos in the 5.9 
million tons handled in 2021 is at the level 
of 67%. While approximately 3.9 million 
tons of products overall were handled at 
Torosport Ceyhan in 2021, about 89% (3.4 
million tons) of the total volume was 
handled on behalf of third parties, and 26% 

The Services Group consists of companies that operate in terminal 
management, free zone management, building and facility management 
services, and insurance brokerage services.  Terminal management and 
shipping agency activities are carried out by Toros Shipping Agency and 
Trade, Inc., a subsidiary under the legal entity Toros Agri Trade and 
Industry Inc.; free zone management by Toros Adana-Yumurtalık Free Zone 
Founder and Operator Inc., (TAYSEB); building and facility management 
services by Tekfen Tourism and Business, Inc., (Tekfen Services), a group 
company under Tekfen Holding; and insurance brokerage services by Tekfen 
Insurance Brokerage Services, Inc., also affiliated with Tekfen Holding.

Profile
Services Group

Tekfen Service Group is a 
preferred solution partner in 
all areas it operates thanks to 
the high customer satisfaction 
it ensures. 

526 
million tons 
Target of 500-million tons 
handling volume has been 
exceeded for the first 
time in the history of the 
Republic of Turkey, with 
a handling volume of 526 
million tons in 2021.
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of the overall 2 million tons handled at 
Torosport Samsun (531 thousand tons) 
were handled on behalf of third parties.

Torosport Ceyhan Terminal 
The pier built in 1981 within Toros Agri’s 
Ceyhan factory site to meet the facility’s 
own logistics needs was developed further 
with additional investments in the 1990s 
and started serving third parties, and thus 
a new area of operations emerged for the 
Tekfen Group. In terms of total handling 
capacity, Torosport Ceyhan Terminal is an 
important bulk cargo and general cargo 
port among the ports in the Gulf of 
İskenderun.

Torosport Ceyhan Terminal consists of 
berths for up to eight ships on two 
separate jetties and one Ro-Ro jetty. The 
terminal can accommodate tankers 
carrying liquid bulk, dry bulk, and general 
cargo vessels from 40,000 DWT to 
110,000 DWT. Unloading, loading, and 
storage services are offered at the port for 
a variety of products ranging from general 
cargo to project cargos, petroleum 
products to liquid chemicals, bulk grain to 
animal feedstock, coal to petroleum coke, 
clinker to various industrial ore, mineral 
and mining products, as well as agency 
services by the Toros Shipping Agency 
company. 

Beyond its ability to serve different cargo 
groups, Torosport Ceyhan has significant 
advantages in terms of geographical 
location as well. There are many large-
scale OIZs as well as the Ceyhan 
Petrochemical Industrial Zone at the 
Yumurtalık-Ceyhan-Erzin region where the 
terminal is located. New industries and 
new industrial investments are being 
planned, especially for the chemical and 
petrochemical industries, which provide 
Torosport Ceyhan with the opportunity to 
strengthen its pioneering role in the region 
and increase its market share. 

There has been a 100% increase in the 
bulk liquid chemicals and vegetative oil 
volume handled in the last four years, with 
the increase in the numbers and capacities 

of the liquid chemical and vegetative oil 
producers operating particularly in the 
Adana Yumurtalık Free Zone, 
neighbouring Torosport Ceyhan. 
Additional storage tank investments to 
meet the needs of these companies are 
planned to be made. Within this scope, it is 
planned to both increase the port capacity 
with the pier extension project started in 
Torosport Ceyhan, and to enhance 
efficiency via new equipment and 
automation systems. Furthermore, 
investment plans also include increasing 
the storage tank capacity for the various 
product groups within the port. 

As the pandemic and the increased freights 
affected the market dynamics as well, 
developments that were difficult to have 
been predicted have been experienced in 
2021 in the types and quantities of cargos 
handled in general. For example, due to 
the fact that many countries took measures 
in food security, and increased their stocks 
created a setting and market conditions 
where uncertainty prevailed in grains and 
feed raw materials, some of the main cargo 
groups of Torosport Ceyhan. 

Coal constitutes the most important cargo 
group Torosport Ceyhan. There has been 
an overall decrease in the coal handling 
tonnages at the Gulf of İskenderun in 2021 
due to China reducing its coal production, 
the increase in the global coal prices, and 
the foreign exchange rates that maintained 
a high trend. With the Contango market 
coming to an end in oil products, the 
storage needs decreased significantly. The 
tank occupancy rate at Torosport Ceyhan 
was 43% in 2021.

Torosport Ceyhan has 
important competitive 
advantages thanks to its 
location and its capability 
to deliver services for many 
different cargo groups.

“Ports will be the key 
points in trade.” 
 
Aydın Erdemir, Toros 
Agri Vice President, 
Terminal Marketing 
and Sales / Chairman 
of Turkish Port 
Operators Association 
(TÜRKLİM) 
 
“Following the 
pandemic, when we 
look at the investments 
made in ports and in 
logistic networks, 
leading with the 
developed countries, 
ports will be the key 
points in trade in the 
competition setting, 
which is expected to 
further intensify on a 
global scale.”
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Torosport Samsun Terminal 
Torosport Samsun Terminal has a 
structure suitable for unloading both dry 
bulk and liquid chemical products, just 
like Torosport Ceyhan Terminal. 
Torosport Samsun, which has two 
separate berths, has a daily dry bulk cargo 
handling capacity of 14,000 tons. There 
are also pipelines suitable for loading and 
unloading liquid chemical products at the 
jetty, where ships with a maximum weight 
of 55,000 DWT can dock. 

While Torosport Samsun Terminal 
intensively meets the logistics needs of 
Toros Agri, it also provides handling and 
storage services for the different products 
for third parties.

Torosport Samsun TerminalFree Zone 
Operations

The Adana Yumurtalık Free Zone, 
serving in the region where the 
Torosport Ceyhan Terminal is 
located, with Toros Agri’s Ceyhan 

fertiliser production facility, is one of the 
biggest free zones in Turkey with a surface 
area  of 4,635,000 m², including its 
complete infrastructure.

Toros Adana-Yumurtalık Free Zone 
Founder and Operator, Inc. (TAYSEB) is 
the founder and operator of the Adana-
Yumurtalık Free Zone, the first free zone 
ever for industrial enterprises in Turkey. 
The operation term has been extended until 
31.12.2030 in line with the new contract 

signed with the Employer. TAYSEB is also 
the founding partner of Mersin Free Zone 
(MESBAŞ) with 9.6% share and Antalya 
Free Zone (ASBAŞ) with 10% share.

With its convenient location in the Gulf of 
İskenderun and its transportation facilities, 
TAYSEB offers significant logistic and 
strategic advantages to industrial 
companies who want to benefit from free 
zone incentives, and also boasts easy access 
to terminal services via Torosport Ceyhan 
Terminal. The fact that Ceyhan is becoming 
an investment and production hub where 
the petrochemical and chemical industries 
have gained momentum in recent years 
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Adana Yumurtalık Serbet 
Bölgesi

Services Group 

Adana Yumurtalık Free Zone, 
Gulf of İskenderun
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“TAYSEB will assume a 
leading position in the 
ranking of Free Zones.”

Yusuf Dinçsoy, TAYSEB 
Operations Manager 
 
“Adana Yumurtalık 
Free Zone will assume a 
leading position among 
the free zones thanks to 
the potential of the 
region it is located in, 
the large spaces that 
will be leased for 
investors, and the 
business volume in the 
coming years.” 

TAYSEB concentrates on 
liquid chemical products 
through the synergy 
created by Torosport 
Ceyhan.

creates a great potential for TAYSEB in the 
future.

With a 12% increase compared to the 
previous year, the total trade volume of the 
18 free zones in Turkey reached 24.618 
billion USD in 2021 (2020: 22.058 billion 
USD). The trade volume of Adana-
Yumurtalık Free Zone increased by 54% 
compared to the previous year and reached 
1.970 billion USD.  While the trade volume 
of MESBAŞ, one of the other free zones in 
which TAYSEB is a founding partner, 
increased by 26% compared to the 
previous year and reached 2,871,507,000 
USD, the trade volume of ASBAŞ increased 
by 19% and reached 995,671,000 USD.

As of 2021, the number of tenants in 
Adana-Yumurtalık Free Zone has reached 
27, and the total leased area has increased 
by 3.65% to 1,184,487 m2.  As of the end 
of 2021, the occupancy rate in the Adana 
Yumurtalık Free Zone was 25.5%.

While TAYSEB concentrates on liquid 
chemical products through the synergy 
created by Torosport Ceyhan, it also 
coordinates the use by other users of the 
dry cargo port which belongs to Sönmez 
Cement, built in the free zone. The energy 
costs of users have significantly been 
reduced with the electricity and natural gas 
investments commissioned in 2021.
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Tekfen Services
Tekfen Tourism and Business, Inc., which 
operates under the “Tekfen Services” 
brand, is a company specialised in assets 
and facilities management, operating in 
line with the principle of unconditional 
customer satisfaction in a sector where the 
market is growing rapidly but the 
importance and value of after-sales quality 
has not yet settled. 
 
Providing facility management and 
management services at Tekfen Tower, 
Kâğıthane OfisPark, and Tekfen Holding 
Ulus Campus in the commercial segment; 
and at Taksim Residences, Bomonti 
Apartments and Yalıkavak Tekfen Houses in 
the housing segment, Tekfen Services offers 
asset management, leasing, contract 
management, strategic portfolio 
management, and revenue-increasing 
methods services, in addition to 
maintenance, repair, cleaning and safety 
services of the properties. Tekfen Services 
also provides car parking, conference room, 
cafeteria and café management, catering, 
and fitness centre management services for 
its customers.

Tekfen Services closely followed the 
pandemic process in 2020, when COVID-19 
caused extraordinary conditions for building 
managements, and meticulously 
implemented all regulations and decisions, 
and quickly and effectively executed the 
necessary measures and practices. In this 
context, necessary safety and warning signs 
were placed throughout the building, 
additional hygiene measures were taken, air 
conditioning units were arranged in such a 
way as to ensure 100% fresh air and the air 
circulation in the offices were increased, 
arrangements were made to ensure social 
distancing at restaurants and cafeterias, the 
shift and working arrangements of service 
personnel were rescheduled according to the 
requirements of the process, and the 
necessary trainings were given. These 
practices have been updated in 2021 as well, 
and have been maintained in an effective 
manner.

The new office/working space and the 
changes in their needs, which started prior 
to the pandemic and accelerated with the 
pandemic, bring about radical changes in 
the office planning efforts of corporations. 
With the current effect of COVID-19 many 
companies turn their business model as 
alternating and remote, which leads to the 
decrease in the need for rental space. So 
existing businesses in the serviced office 
industry have to adopt this changing 
discourse. Accordingly, meetings were held 
with the leading companies of the serviced 
office industry in 2021, and efforts have 
been initiated for a necessary 
transformation. 

Tekfen Services is also closely involved in 
the Denkmal in Dahlem project, carried 
out in Berlin, Germany as a property 
project by the Tekfen Contracting Group. 
The project involves the renovation of two 
historic buildings with a total sellable/
leasable area of 4,500 m2. Tekfen Services 
is preparing the operations projects for the 
buildings, and carrying out the service 
planning activities.

The energy saving measures that had 
started in Tekfen Tower in the previous 
years continued in 2021 as well. The 
engines of the cooling towers, linked to the 
air conditioning system, one of the 
important energy consumption items of the 
building, have been renewed with highly 
efficient engines, integrated into the 
automation system, and were ensured that 
they operate in the required speed. 
Furthermore, the automation system of the 
cooling groups in the building has been 
transformed into a controllable system with 
a web-based interface to ensure that more 
efficient and effective climatization can be 
made. The LED transformation, which was 
completed to a great extent throughout the 
building in the previous years, continued 
with the goods reception area in 2021. 
Energy savings have been ensured by 
replacing the former lighting in this area 
with LED fixtures of high luminous flux 
and efficiency.

Not sacrificing its service 
quality since 2003 when it 
had first opened its doors, 
Tekfen Tower is adapting 
itself fast to the present-
day conditions in order 
to be able to respond to 
working space perceptions 
and office requirements 
which have changed along 
with the pandemic.
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Tekfen Insurance 

Tekfen Insurance Brokerage Services, 
Inc., operating under Tekfen 
umbrella for 39 years now, delivers 
services to its clients in all insurance 

branches through the agency operations of 
18 leading insurances companies from 
Turkey and across the world.

Tekfen Insurance, which carries out the 
insurance agency operations for many 
companies and retail customers operating in 
areas such as banking, construction, 
production, and professional organisations 
outside the Group, in addition to Tekfen 
Group Companies, is a preferred 
intermediary institution in the industry 
thanks its successful performance. Aiming to 
be an institution that meets all insurance 
needs of its clients and to ensure sustainable 
customer satisfaction by providing the most 
suitable solutions against risks thanks to its 
expertise, Tekfen Insurance offers services for 
its clients in corporate insurance risk 
management, policy, collections, claims 
management, and consultancy.

Thanks to the firm and reputable 
collaborations it has developed with many 
insurance companies and international 
brokers, Tekfen Insurance has maintained its 
place among the successful names of the 
industry in 2021. Having managed to 
maintain its market share by 99% under 
challenging market conditions thanks to its 
operational agility and experience, the 
company realised 126% of the targeted 
revenue, with a change of 38% compared to 
the budget of the previous year and attaining 
a net profit increase of 125%.

Operating in a vast portfolio mostly in 
profitable branches such as construction, 
engineering, shipment, and fire, Tekfen 
Insurance has attained an average 
actualisation of 153% in comparison to its 
goal in these branches.

Within the scope of health insurance offered 
for Tekfen Group employees, Tekfen 
Insurance made improvements because of the 
increasing health inflation, ensuring that the 
in-patient treatment of its employees are 
covered by 100%.

Adjustments have been 
made to ensure social 
distancing in restaurants 
and cafeterias at the Tekfen 
Services establishments. 
Tekfen Tower Cafeteria

       Tekfen Insurance     
       provides services for 
its clients in corporate 
insurance risk management, 
policy, collections, claims 
management,
and consultancy.

‘
’700,000

Operating since 1982, 
Tekfen Insurance has 
completed over 700 
thousand policies until the 
present.

Tekfen Insurance’s success 
in policy renewal rate 
is mostly thanks to its 
competitiveness as well as 
its friendly and solution-
driven approach.
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TARIMSAL ÜRETİM GRUBU

Agriculture, manufacturing, 
construction, real estate, 
and urban technologies 
constitute the priority 
investment areas of Tekfen 
Ventures. 
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Headquartered in New York, USA, 
Tekfen Ventures focuses its 
investments in founder and 
technologies that have the potential 

to change the major industries of the world for 
the better. The team analyzes bottlenecks in 
the relevant industries and relies on the 
experience of Tekfen’s business units to find 
the leading technology companies aiming to 
digitize, automate and decarbonise these 
sectors.

Industries such as agriculture, manufacturing, 
and construction sectors which constitute 
Tekfen’s main business areas, provide goods 
and services that are fundamental to people 
across the globe. These industries provide the 
vital requirements of societies and play an 
important role in global development.

The fact that such industries are still at the 
beginning of their digital transformation 
presents a wide range of opportunities for 
Tekfen Ventures. In recent years, disruptive 
events brought about by the COVID-19 
pandemic and climate change have shown that 
many industries’ existing business models and 
technological infrastructures are not structured 
sustainably. Tekfen Ventures’ investments and 
collaborations with its group companies have 
created important advantages of ensuring a 
competitive edge for Tekfen Group Companies 
looking for innovative solutions that range 
from artificial intelligence to agricultural 
technologies.

Companies in the Tekfen Ventures’ portfolio 
have the potential to significantly change 

traditional businesses and create truly 
disruptive solutions that will carry these 
industries to the next century. Agriculture, in 
particular, offers a wide range of 
opportunities for the use of technology.  

On the other hand, Tekfen, whose name is 
derived from the Turkish words technology 
(“Tek”) and science (“Fen”), sheds further 
light on the ethos of Tekfen’s founders. 
Adopting the need to leverage technology 
and the scientific approach throughout all its 
operations, Tekfen continues to support the 
developments of new and novel technology 
by providing its six decades-long experience 
and know-how in these sectors to the 
start-ups in which it has invested. These 
relationships create both commercial and 
strategic areas of opportunities in which from 
parties can benefit. The material transfer 
agreement signed between Phospholutions, a 
soil technology company that is one of the 
investments of Tekfen Ventures and Toros 
Agri is a concrete example of such 
collaboration efforts.

However, Tekfen Ventures is not limited to 
the scope of the operations within the Tekfen 
Group but also closely monitors promising 
initiatives at large. The company focuses on 
Series A and Series B funding of start-ups, 
defined as early-stage companies that have 
completed their incubation period, and 
invests in companies that stand out in their 
fields, are managed by visionary founding 
members, have a strong team and make use 
of advanced technology.

Tekfen Ventures, the flagship company of Tekfen Investment Group, is a 
corporate venture capital fund established in 2016 to invest in early-stage 
technology companies that are revolutionizing the Agriculture, Manufacturing, 
Real Estate, and Construction Industries. The team closely monitors 
technological advancement in areas in which Tekfen operates, examines in detail 
the market, business models, and the future potential of promising enterprises, 
and invests in the companies alongside some of the top financial and corporate 
investors in the world.

Profile
Investment Group

Tekfen Ventures focuses 
on Series A and Series B 
funding of start-ups and 
invests in companies which 
make use of advanced 
technology.

       In recent years, 
disruptive events brought 
about by the COVID-19 
pandemic and climate 
change have shown 
that many industries’ 
existing business models 
and technological 
infrastructures are not 
structured sustainably. 

‘

’
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Investments 
The impacts of the pandemic, which has disrupted the world’s agenda since 
2020, has led to a further focus on digitisation  and innovation in 2021. The 
great increase of interest towards streamlining and building resiliency in our 
factories, supply chains, and food supply has been reflectively observed in the 
venture capital ecosystem during this period. Most companies have had 
current models of doing business disrupted and have had their operations 
undergo significant changes as they try and adapt to these new conditions. As 
a result, many companies seek new technologies to strengthen their operations 
for the future. It is estimated that global venture capital investments have 
doubled in 2021, exceeding 621 billion USD in these innovative technologies, 
as per the January 2022 data from Marketwatch.

The lingering impact of the 
pandemic and the urgency to 
address human impact on Earth’s 
climate continue to increase the 

pace of embracing new technologies.

The 26th United Nations Climate Change 
Conference (COP26) held in Glasgow in 
November has shown the importance of 
developing technological solutions to 
create a carbon-neutral world for future 
generations. Innovation and leveraging 
new technologies are critical for 
companies that set themselves on the path 
of becoming carbon neutral. Companies 
worldwide are rethinking their business 
models and operations to be in line with 
this target as soon as possible. Tekfen 
Ventures is focused on the ever-growing 
interest in investing and supporting 
technologies in fundamental industries for 
the world economy, such as agriculture, 
construction and manufacturing.

With the acquisition of Prospera 
Technologies by Valmont Industries, 
Tekfen Ventures has made its first exit in, 
an important milestone in its fund’s 
history. This successful merger, which 
demonstrates the importance of 
monitoring technology for agriculture, is 
also noteworthy as it represents the largest 
vertical integration of artificial intelligence 
in agriculture.

 

In 2021, Tekfen Ventures added two more 
new companies to its portfolio of 
investments.

Mosaic, a technology company that 
creates software that renders the 
construction processes more efficient, is 
addressing the 120 billion USD residential 
construction industry in the United States. 
The company concentrates on software 
technologies rather than products and 
materials, to stop the industry’s weakening 
trend of productivity and increase its 
profitability.

Avvir, another construction technology 
company, utilizes laser scanning and 
artificial intelligence to track progress and 
identify errors on any construction project. 
By using mobile lasers, Avvir’s platform 
can compare the designed model to the 
active construction site, the platform and 
detect the differences. As a result, the 
technology can spot construction errors 
before they are compounded, resulting in a 
more efficient construction sight by 
reducing the need for reworks and cost 
overruns.

Tekfen Ventures, with its 13 investments 
as of 2021, will continue its mission to 
support entrepreneurs and teams 
rethinking the industries that feed, build 
and supply the world.

Prospera, an advanced 
imaging and artificial 
intelligence technology 
company, is the first 
investment of Tekfen 
Ventures that resulted 
in a successful sales 
process.

621 
billion USD 
It is estimated that the 
global venture capital 
investments have doubled 
in 2021, exceeding 621 
billion USD. 
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Overpage Toros Tarım 
fidecilik alanında “sektörün 
standartlarını belirleyen”  
bir marka haline gelmiştir.

Avvir provides a platform 
that monitors construction 
progress for budget and 
schedule overruns..

        Avvir, one of the 2   
        investments made in
2021, looks to solve the 
costly mistakes that occur 
across the construction 
industry.

‘
’

Avvir 
Avvir, a new investment made in 2021, is a 
construction technology company using laser 
scans and AI to catch construction mistakes. 
In the first quarter Avvir raised a $10 million 
Series A led by Trust Ventures, with 
participation from Tekfen Ventures. A New 
York-based startup, Avvir’s software solution 
looks to solve the costly mistakes that occur 
across the construction industry. 5% of 
construction professionals’ time is spent on 
nonproductive activities including looking for 
project information, conflict resolution, and 
dealing with errors and rework. It’s estimated 
that these activities cost the U.S. construction 
sector alone over $177 billion in labour.

Avvir provides a platform that monitors 
construction progress for budget and schedule 
overruns. Customers send Avvir fabrication 
models and then deploy mobile lasers that can 
scan up to 30 square kilometers in an hour, 
even while construction is ongoing. Custom 
computer vision algorithms compare 
photographs and the scans with the building 
plans and catch errors and delays. Avvir can 
identify construction problems like unlevel 
floors to one-eighth inch of accuracy. Avvir can 
refresh bills of materials with site laser scans to 
document real-world modifications as they 
occur. The platform automatically pushes 
updates to models and enables monitoring of 
the percent completion of projects. Avvir 
tracks the progress on systems with color 
renderings that show which portions of the 
building geometry are finished and which 
aren’t;  actual progress can be mapped against 
the schedule to highlight where the timeline 
might be off target.

Construction problems typically occur when 
building plans don’t match the reality of the 
construction site. This gap between plan and 
reality renders traditional BIM obsolete, the 
moment ground is broken. Nearly all 
traditional software is susceptible to human 
error during data capture. Once Avvir collects 
data, cutting-edge software maps this real-time 
over BIM to create a direct link between the 
real world and the system meant to record it. 
This effectively transforms a system of record 
into a system of reality. Avvir will look to 
continue to grow its product offerings to serve 
customers in the high value project space- with 
a continued focus on data centres, hospitals 
and large multifamily projects. 

Claroty 
Claroty, the security company for cyber-physical 
systems (CPS) spent 2021 focused on their 
expansion: successfully raising two new rounds of 
financing and expanding their sector focus. Today, 
Claroty operates across industrial, healthcare, and 
enterprise environments. Following a pre-IPO 
Series D funding round of $140 million raised in 
June the business raised an opportunistic $400 
million Series E funding round to end the year to 
acquire Medigate, bringing total funding to $540 
million in 2021.

The acquisition was funded by Claroty’s Series E 
round, led by SoftBank Vision Fund 2, Bessemer 
Venture Partners, Schneider Electric and Standard 
Investments. This funding round minted Claroty 
as the most well-funded cybersecurity company in 
the industrial (OT), healthcare (IoMT), and 
enterprise IoT sectors: raising $635 million to 
date.

The acquisition of Medigate uniquely positions 
Claroty to secure the Extended Internet of Things 
(XIoT) by delivering unmatched visibility, 
protection, and threat detection for all connected 
organisations via one comprehensive solution. 
Together, Claroty and Medigate will combine their 
deep domain expertise and specialised technologies 
into a comprehensive platform that will extend 
across all types of CPS and connected devices to 
secure the XIoT. Claroty’s vision is a future where 
cyber and physical worlds safely connect to 
support our lives, and with Medigate’s talented 
team and powerful capabilities, they have what it 
takes to make this vision a reality. As ransomware 
attacks continue to affect CPS in all sectors 
(reaching record-breaking highs in 2021, with 
82% of healthcare systems reported IoT cyber-
attacks in just the last 18 months), a surge of new 
security regulations urging and even mandating 
organisations to take action have been introduced.

Defending critical assets, driving visibility, 
continuity and resiliency in the industrial economy 
by delivering the most comprehensive solutions 
that secure all connected devices within the four 
walls continues to be Claroty’s main mission. 
Number of attacks, and the impact of attacks, has 
increased significantly in areas that are important 
to the world as well as to Tekfen: verticals like 
food, critical infrastructure and automotive. This 
creates a lot of risk assessments public companies 
have to do—risks that can only be addressed with 
a security solution like Claroty. 

635
million USD
Claroty which became the 
most well-funded 
cybersecurity company, 
raised $635 million to date.
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its place among Mosaic’s 
investors to be a part of 
Mosaic’s vision to become one 
of the leading construction 
technology companies in the 
USA residential construction 
industry.
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Tüpraş İzmit Rafinerisi

These offerings are expected to be the first 
access-based offering in Latch’s expanding 
ecosystem of third-party devices, software, 
and services.  

In the past year, Latch has demonstrated 
both time-value and economic value to its 
customers in the residential segment. In 
August 2021, Catalyst Housing Group 
embarked on a mission to make apartment 
living more affordable in one of the highest 
cost living regions in the country: the Bay 
Area. After installing Latch smart home and 
smart access modules at a property in 
Dublin California, the Catalyst team was 
able to lower rents immediately, making 
them more affordable for residents. The 
installation improved both the bottom line 
and the resident experience. 

In the future, Latch plans to expand 
operations to the European market, 
commercial buildings, and ancillary services, 
positioning itself for strong growth and 
expanded revenue opportunities across a 
variety of real estate developers. 

Mosaic 
Following meticulous research into the 
construction technology market that Tekfen 
Ventures had launched approximately 5 years 
ago, it has decided to invest in Mosaic in 
2021. Mosaic utilises computer technologies 
for more efficient operations of construction 
companies at any scale working in the 
housing industry and believes that the 
weakening trend seen in housing supply can 
be reversed with a technology supported 
approach. Founded by two bright Stanford-
graduate computer scientists with PhDs, 
Salman Ahmend and Sep Kamvar, Mosaic 
aims to standardise the construction process 
of the building rather than products and 
materials with a technology supported 
approach.

Along with leading venture capital companies 
such as Andreessen Horowitz, Greylock 
Partners, Innovation Endeavors, Founders 
Fund and 8VC; Tekfen Ventures became one 
of Mosaic’s investors with an objective to 
share in Mosaic’s vision of becoming one of 
the leading construction technology 
companies in the 120 billion USD residential 
construction industry of the US.

Just like Mosaic, Tekfen 
Ventures also believes 
that the construction 
industry is ready to be 
strengthened as far as the 
future of sustainable home 
construction is concerned.

Latch 
As technology players seek to digitise 
pieces of the real estate supply chain, 
recent property technology entrant to the 
public market, Latch, offers developers the 
opportunity to streamline and improve the 
customer journey. Latch is a provider of 
smart-lock, intercom, and thermostat 
technology. Included in the LatchOS offer 
is smart access, guest and delivery 
management, smart home and sensor 
management, and building-wide 
connectivity capabilities.

In early 2021, Latch announced a merger 
with Tishman Speyer-Sponsored SPAC to 
become a publicly listed company 
(NASDAQ: LTCH). The transaction 
valued Latch at an equity value of $1.56B. 
In the third quarter, total bookings were up 
181% year-over-year, reaching $96 million, 
while residential contracted units doubled, 
reaching 532,000 apartment units. 

The enterprise software player recently 
announced partnerships with TownSteel, 
Inc. and Marks USA, a division of NAPCO 
Security Technologies. Latch also has an 
intended partnership with leading Swiss 
security and control holding, dormakaba. 
Marks USA and Latch plan to launch a 
new Latch Lens integration with Marks 
ArchiTech Series Networx Locks, which 
will streamline retrofit installations and 
expand Latch’s footprint in new market 
segments. In collaboration with TownSteel, 
Latch plans to deliver an interconnect lock, 
also powered by Latch Lens, for retrofit 
applications. Partnership with dormakaba 
and integration with resivo-connected 
access devices offer the opportunity for 
geographic expansion with new and 
existing European dormakaba customers. 

       Founded by        
       Salman Ahmend 
and Sep Kamvar, Mosaic 
aims to standardise the 
construction process of 
the building rather than 
products and materials 
with a technology 
supported approach.

‘
’

“We have become a 
partner to Mosaic’s 
vision”

Eyal Fisher,  
Director

“We have become the 
partners of Mosaic’s 
vision to become one of 
the leading construction 
technology companies 
in USA’s 120 billion 
USD housing 
construction industry.”
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       Petra has successfully    
       accomplished 
a 20-foot demonstration 
tunnel through the 
hardest rock on earth.

‘ ’

PROVEN® 40 is helping 
growers replace up to 
40 pounds per acre of 
synthetic nitrogen and 
ensures the provision of 
natural nutrients for maize 
products.

Pivot Bio 
Following being named to TIME magazine’s 
Best Inventions of 2020 list, Pivot Bio’s 
PROVEN® product: a microbial nitrogen 
solution to help corn growers with their 
nitrogen needs, Pivot Bio launched a new 
product in 2021: Pivot Bio PROVEN® 40. 
Now, PROVEN® 40 is helping growers 
replace up to 40 pounds per acre of synthetic 
nitrogen. Now, instead of applying synthetic 
nitrogen multiple times throughout the 
season, PROVEN® 40 is a microbe that is 
delivered in furrow at the time of planting– 
representing a shift in practice while proving 
yield results are consistent in trial work. 

What’s more: Pivot’s modified microorganism 
can save farmers money and time and 
ultimately may be easier on the environment– 
a staple reason for its ongoing success and the 
materialisation of the company’s 2021 $430 
million Series B co-led by DCVC and 
Temasek holding, with meaningful 
participation from Tekfen Ventures. Nitrogen 
is among the nutrients crops need to survive 
and thrive, and it’s only by dumping fertiliser 
on the soil and mixing it in that farmers can 
keep growing at today’s rates. Fertiliser 
changed agriculture — it’s what made so 
much of the last century possible. 

Pivot Bio has taken what is traditionally tons 
and tons of physical materials, and shrunk 
that into a powder, like baker’s yeast, that 
you can fit in your hand (though the product 
is applied as a liquid). Pivot’s products make 
managing a farm a little easier. Farmers free 
up the time they would have spent sitting in 
the tractor applying fertiliser to the field; 
thanks to adding Pivot Bio product at the 
same time as planting seed. Farmers can now 
have the confidence that if a rainstorm comes 
through in the spring; it’s not washing all the 
nutrients away. Globally about half of all 
fertiliser is washed away… but microbes 
don’t mind as they instead sit in the soil 
pumping out nitrogen at a rate of up to 40 
pounds per acre. 

Pivot Bio tripled its revenue in 2021. The 
latest iteration, Proven 40, has the yield 
mentioned above, but further improvements 
are planned, attracting potential customers on 
the fence about whether it’s worth the trouble 
to change tactics. Rising input prices, 

Petra 
Petra, formerly Arcbyt, underwent a name 
change in 2021 as they rebranded and 
launched their enterprise to the public. Petra, 
after months of field testing, is the first 
robotics company capable of undergrounding 
critical utilities through hard geologies. Over 
the past 12 months the team accomplished an 
early but monumental milestone: the 
successful completion of a 20-foot 
demonstration tunnel through the hardest 
rock on earth. Petra has invented a new hard 
rock boring-robot, which has the potential to 
transform the way all utilities are buried 
underground by tackling the hardest problem 
in underground construction: how to bore 
tunnels reliably and cost-effectively through 
nightmare geologies. The ability to 
underground utilities, and in the future 
expand scope of use, is essential to meet the 
increasing global demand for energy while 
avoiding grid-related disasters in the face of 
violent climate occurrences.

The robot developed uses a non-contact, 
thermal-drilling method that can uniquely 
bore 60-inch diameter micro tunnels through 
hard rock. This accomplishment allows 
projects for the first time the ability to drill 
through what was previously impenetrable 
geologies. Conventional microtunneling 
machines are purpose-built for a single 
diameter. Petra is now capable of boring a 
range of diameters between 20-60 inches, 
dramatically reducing the cost of tunneling. 
Petra also offers the first reverse-tunneling 
technology, making machine maintenance 
and cutter head rescue now possible. 
Through this enablement, prospective future 
customers will be able to rapidly bury critical 
utilities for a fraction of the cost of legacy 
techniques, including construction services, 
tunnel development, and ongoing 
maintenance.

Petra will continue to achieve new 
milestones in 2022 as they work on the 
commercialisation of their semi-autonomous 
robot system. They continue in their mission 
to protect life and property by changing the 
feasibility of underground utilities and in the 
process creating new possibilities that are 
affordable in every region and for every 
community, globally.

Petra developed a non-
contact, thermal-drilling 
method.
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Quanergy Systems Inc. has announced in June 
2021 that it would undergo a merger with 
Capital Acquisition Corp (CITIC), a special 
purpose acquisition fund. Quanergy has 
attained a series of accomplishments to 
enhance its market leadership prior to the 
merger which will be completed in the 
beginning of 2022.

Sight Machine 
Sight Machine is the data platform for 
manufacturing, unlocking plant data to help 
manufacturers improve profitability, 
productivity, and sustainability. Using Sight 
Machine’s common data foundation for 
operations and analysis, manufacturers can 
make better, faster decisions for improving 
production performance. Sight Machine’s 
streaming platform continuously analyses all 
assets, data sources, and processes, from 
machine to enterprise level.

 
Quanergy 
Quanergy, which was the first investment by 
Tekfen Ventures in 2017, is a leading 
supplier in its field, which produces LiDAR 
(Light Detection and Ranging) sensors that 
measure the distance between objects and 
can map the field of vision in real time, and 
smart 3D solutions. Quanergy’s clients 
benefit from real time developed 3D 
solutions in order to be able to transform 
their operations in many industries including 
industrial automation, physical security, 
smart cities, and smart spaces. The 
company’s low cost and extremely reliable 
3D LiDAR solutions are being used by 
approximately 400 clients across the world.

especially nitrogen, have been on the minds of 
many corn producers as they look ahead to 
the 2022 growing season. We continue to look 
forward to new growth for Pivot Bio in the 
coming year as they address what they 
estimate to be a $200 billion total market.

Phospholutions 
Phospholution’s RhizoSorb is a soil-
enhancement product utilising technology. 
With research showing more than half of 
fertiliser applied to soil is never actually utilised 
by plants, RhizoSorb aims to naturally improve 
nutrient retention, increase plant uptake, and 
ultimately reduce leaching and phosphorus 
waste. Phospholutions research over the past 
two years has shown, among many 
environmental benefits, a clear cost-savings for 
crops like corn and soybean through reducing 
phosphorus fertiliser use. 

In 2021, the focus remained on field trial 
work and establishing a robust farmer 
network of early adopters to use RhizoSorb 
on hundreds to thousands of acres to collect 
the data and testimonials for launching 
commercially into the broad-acre crop 
market in 2022. Phospholutions has the 
potential to solve systemic issues around 
fertiliser application in several key crops, 
which will positively impact key issues 
around soil health, water quality and grower 
profitability.

Pivot Bio products help 
combat the challenges of 
global warming and runoff, 
which contribute to dead 
zones, while supporting 
farmer productivity.

“Toros Agri will make 
important field trials 
easier.”

Sinan Uzan, President

“The soil technology 
company Phospholutions, 
enabling better 
penetration of phosphorus 
into plants, will make it 
easier to complete 
important field trials for 
the company to develop 
its formulation, through a 
Material Transfer 
Agreement that it has 
signed with Toros Agri.”
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In July, Sight Machine Inc. announced it 
had been named a finalist for the 2021 
Microsoft Manufacturing Partner of the 
Year Award. The company was honored 
among a global field of top Microsoft 
partners for demonstrating excellence in 
innovation and implementation of 
customer solutions based on Microsoft 
technology. The Microsoft Partner of the 
Year Awards recognise Microsoft partners 
that have developed and delivered 
outstanding Microsoft-based solutions 
during the past year. Awards were classified 
in various categories, with honorees chosen 
from a set of more than 4,400 submitted 
nominations from more than 100 countries 
worldwide. Sight Machine was recognised 
for providing outstanding solutions and 
services in manufacturing.

Sight machine ended the year strong, 
announcing it is collaborating with 
NVIDIA Corp. to apply machine learning 
to turn the chaos of factory data into 
insights for improving production. The 
collaboration connects Sight Machine’s 
manufacturing data foundation with 
NVIDIA’s AI platform to break through the 
last bottleneck in the digital transformation 
of manufacturing – preparing raw factory 
data for analysis. Sight Machine’s 
manufacturing intelligence will guide 
NVIDIA machine learning software 
running on NVIDIA GPU hardware to 
process two or more orders of magnitude 
more data at the start of digital 
transformation projects.

Soft Robotics 
The vulnerabilities of the food supply 
chain were illuminated by the pandemic, 
making it clear that automation has 
graduated from a nice-to-have to a 

Through it’s 3D vision and 
artificial intelligence SoftAI™ 
enables the automation of 
bulk picking processes in the 
food supply chain, fulfilling 
a critical labour need in the 
food sector.

must-have across all large-scale food 
production operations.

As the world continues to grapple with 
global labour shortages, worker health and 
safety, and an increasingly stringent 
regulatory environment, industrial robotics 
has become more necessary than ever in 
meeting growing global demand. Soft 
Robotics’ mGrip™ technology touts a 
modular, food-safe polymeric gripper system 
paired with a high-speed electro-pneumatic 
controller. When integrated and used in 
conjunction with proprietary 3D perception 
and artificial intelligence engines, the system 
provides high speed grasping and transport 
of delicate items, both in bulk and in 
singularity. 

In the second quarter, Soft Robotics raised a 
$10 million-dollar extension to its Series B 
raise to further expand commercial 
operations to meet pandemic-driven 
demand. Participants in the financing 
included Material Impact, Scale Venture 
Partners, Calibrate Ventures, Tyson 
Ventures, ABB Technologies, and Tekfen 
Ventures. Capital from the round extension 
went towards the launch of SoftAI™ 
powered robotics. SoftAI™ layers 3D vision 
and artificial intelligence to give industrial 
robots the hand-eye coordination of human 
beings. The unprecedented combination of 
robotic hands, eyes, and brains enables the 
automation of bulk picking processes in the 
food supply chain, fulfilling a critical labour 
need in the food sector.

In the third quarter, Soft Robotics 
successfully added industrial packaging and 
automation leader, PATTYN, to its preferred 
system integrator program. PATTYN 
designs and manufactures robotics for bread 
and pastry products and has more than 
1,000 packaging lines. Similarly, SELO, 
AMP automation, and AMT were added to 
the Preferred System Integrator Program.

 

StrongArm Technologies 
As the pandemic persists, a heightened focus 
on workplace safety is among employers’ top 
priorities. StrongArm Technologies, the 
world’s leading safety science company, has 
been an essential partner to some of the 

StrongArm Technologies 
has analysed over 25 million 
hours of actual security 
data up until now, and has 
used this data in developing 
security solutions.
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world’s largest employers throughout 2021. 
Last year, StrongArm unveiled FUSE FLEX, 
the toughest, most advanced safety 
wearable: providing ergonomic, proximity 
and beaconing technology empowering 
Industrial Athletes™ everywhere to stay 
safe and productive on the job. At half the 
size and twice the risk-reduction potential 
of its predecessor, FUSE — the pioneering 
safety wearable currently on-body and 
trusted by more than 25,000 Industrial 
Athletes™ worldwide — FLEX was 
purpose-built to reduce ergonomic injuries 
and combat high-risk interactions in 
workforces large and small.

StrongArm Technologies, alongside the 
world’s largest companies, analyses facility 
specific data to identify and address the 
areas of highest risk. The product outlines 
worker behavioural change and the system 
determines unique haptic parameters to 
target the highest-risk behaviour within a 
facility in order to provide tailored reports 
with coaching advice to customer 
leadership. This analysis is a powerful tool: 
providing a Safety Score, risk factors, 
injuries, claims, productivity and other key 
metrics to determine the impact the 
solution has achieved. Alongside customers 
like Walmart and Toyota, StrongArm has 
seen impressive results where upwards of 
50% of injuries have been reduced. 

To address growing workplace safety 
concerns, Aclaimant, a workflow process 
automation platform for safety and risk 
management, announced a partnership 
with StrongArm Technologies to integrate 
StrongArm’s Fuse Risk Management 
Platform into Aclaimant’s platform to 
create a holistic, active risk management 
solution for employers and employees. 
Aclaimant and StrongArm’s partnership 
will provide users with the ability to keep 
workers safe through enhanced wearable 
technology and a data-driven streamlined 
risk management platform designed to help 
employers make proactive decisions. The 
partnership provides actionable insights on 
worksite safety and an enhanced way for 
submitting insurance claims.

Tropic Biosciences 
Tropic Biosciences is an agricultural 
biotechnology company that is focused on 
growing high-performance varieties of 
tropical crops. The company utilizes GEiGS 
(Gene Editing induced Gene Silencing) 
technology to develop, and render disease- 
resistant, products such as bananas, coffee, 
and rice, which have significant economic 
volume throughout world. 

As an example, GEiGS enables Tropic 
Biosciences to develop novel banana 
varieties that are resistant to Panama 
Disease (TR4), a devastating fungal disease 
that threatens global banana production. 
Tropic Biosciences has also entered into 
licensing agreements with multiple leading 
global agribusinesses enabling them to use 
the platform to develop disease resistance, 
quality and welfare traits across crop, 
livestock, and aquaculture species. GEiGS 
technology utilises established genome 
editing tools (e.g. CRISPR) to make precise 
and specific changes to only a few 
nucleotides within non-coding genes of a 
host organism.

       Tropic Biosciences is         
       an agricultural 
biotechnology company 
that is focused on 
increasing the productivity 
of farmers and improving 
sustainable environmental 
practices.

‘
’

In 2021, Tropic Biosciences 
received approval from 
the US Department of 
Agriculture to be exempted 
from the regulation of the 
GeiGS technology it utilizes. 

Occupational health and 
safety requirements are 
rapidly expanding in work 
places.
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Water is one of the most 
valuable natural resources 
for a sustainable future.

Sustainibility Practices
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Among the most important building blocks of the Turkish business world with 
its corporate values and 66-year legacy, Tekfen Holding transforms its ethical 
values it has cherished from the day the company was founded into a business 
culture in all areas it operates in. The group has also built its understanding of 
sustainability on values such as excellence, hard work, promise-keeping, 
respecting people and the environment, and ethics, values that have made it 
what it is today. Continuing its sustainability journey it had set out in 2017 
with the motto “Bridging Prosperity”, the Group furthers its efforts in 
sustainability focusing on “Climate Crisis and Energy”, “Employees and the 
Community”, and “Innovation”, three strategic priorities established with the 
participation of multiple stakeholders.

Profile
Sustainability Practices

The roles of Tekfen’s founding 
partners as founders, directors 
and, supporters in several NGOs in 
the areas of environment, 

education, and social benefit in the past 
have ensured that the very same 
considerations are at the heart of all 
activities in the group’s business culture 
since the first day.  

Tekfen believes that the business world has 
important responsibilities to address 
problems such as climate change, the 
pressure of the rapidly increasing 
population on natural resources, and 
environmental pollution that threaten the 
future of our planet, and embraces its role 
in the implementation of Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) of the private 
sector, one of the main actors of 
development. Companies that succeed in 
taking responsibility in the field of 
sustainability and transform it into 
competitive advantage will be the leaders of 
the future. Acting with that vision, Tekfen 
takes exemplary steps in this aspect both 
with its values and the awareness of its 
responsibilities since the day of its 
establishment. They are doing so with the 
guidance of changing customer demands, 
investor expectations, sectoral norms, and 
rapidly evolving global regulations. 

 

Such steps are being shared with the 
public since 2019 with the publishing of 
its Sustainability Reports guided by an 
integrated “Sustainability Strategy and 
Roadmap”. 

Tekfen Holding is a signatory to the 
United Nations Global Compact. 
Tekfen's vision is to develop a sustainable 
business model that includes the entire 
value chain and contributes significantly 
to SDGs. Tekfen Holding aims to 
produce a set of shared values, basing its 
sustainability vision on specific SDGs in 
line with its fields of activity.

The group considers the health and 
safety of its employees as the top priority. 
It builds relations with all its 
stakeholders rooted in transparency and 
honesty, embraces fundamental concepts 
including gender equality, justice, 
adherence to ethical principles, and 
sincerely adopts the understanding of 
creating added value for society. The 
group companies manage all their 
activities with a conscientious approach 
within this framework and reintegrate 
some of the values they produce back 
into the community through education, 
arts and culture initiatives, and social 
development projects.

Since the day it was 
founded, Tekfen has 
ensured that social 
benefit and environmental 
considerations are at the 
heart of everything it does.

Efficient use of resources is one 
of the most important building 
blocks of a sustainable future. 
Tekfen continuously 
researches, improves its 
business processes, and makes 
investments in order to increase 
productivity while reducing its 
consumption of resources in 
every field possible. Closely 
monitoring mega trends such 
as the climate crisis, population 
growth, demographic and 
social changes, urbanisation 
and technological 
developments all rapidly 
transforming the world, Tekfen 
allocates resources to initiatives 
which will feed its operations 
with new technologies in 
addition to integrating digital 
transformation and innovation 
into its businesses.
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People
With a strong belief that improving its product and service quality and 
ensuring a competitive edge is first and foremost possible with qualified and 
happy human resources, Tekfen considers its employees as the most valuable 
resource for a sustainable future and their competencies as the greatest 
assurance of its own future. The culture of being an inclusive company that 
respects human rights shapes the working understanding of Tekfen and its 
subcontractors, a large family of approximately sixteen thousand members.

Training is now much easier 
with the Tekfen Atölye 
Mobile application!

In line with this understanding, 
Tekfen not only maintains the 
meticulous approach it 
demonstrates when recruiting its 

employees throughout their careers, 
but further supports their capabilities 
of acting with a team-based approach, 
offering suggestions, mobilising their 
creativity, and making good and 
effective decisions through various 
development programmes. Human 
Resources practices in strategic 
recruitment, individual target-based 
performance and reward management, 
talent management, and development 
are carried out according to a single 
standard across the Group Companies. 
One of Tekfen’s main goals is to meet 
the expectations of the new generation 
while retaining existing talents and to 
turn its executives into leaders capable 
of managing change. 

Organisational agility has been added in 
2021 to the “to-do list” of Tekfen 
Holding’s Human Resources Group 
Companies Directorate alongside 
digitalisation, internal communication, and 
sustainability, which already have an 
important place in their focus since 2020. 
Updates and improvements were made in 
the Human Resources systems taking into 
consideration the requirements of the 
Group Companies with a focus on 
digitalisation, and a new mobile 
application was implemented under Tekfen 
Atelier. Internal Customer Satisfaction, 
Employee Effectiveness and Leadership 
Climate surveys have been conducted with 

a focus on internal communication and 
sustainability. Succession studies were 
conducted and the positions continued to 
be updated according to the evaluations for 
executive and senior executive candidates 
throughout the Group.

Career Module
A new module has been added to the 
Performance Monitoring Screens, whereby 
all Tekfen Group Company employees 
monitor the entire development processes 
with performance and competency 
evaluations. The resumes and the job 
descriptions of the employees as well as the 
reports of such evaluations they have been 
subjected to will be collected in a single 
system within the scope of the recently 
developed Career Module application to 
ensure that the tracking and reporting 
processes can be done more quickly and 
easily. 

Internal Customer Satisfaction Survey
The Internal Customer Satisfaction Survey, 
which aims to gain deeper insight into the 
dynamics between Group Companies as 
well as among internal units and to 
monitor the effects of employees on 
business processes, enables departments to 
access their evaluations regarding various 
services and to raise awareness in this 
aspect. This study, implemented across the 
Group Companies since 2018 identifies 
areas open to improvement in order to 
increase communication and service 
quality, and designs improvement-focused 
processes in these areas. Completed with 
91% of participation from all group 

        In 2021, organisational   
        agility was the focus 
of Tekfen Holding Human 
Resources Group Companies 
Directorate, and the practise 
of remote working has been 
rendered permanent 
within a hybrid system.

‘
’
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Companies in 2021 the average rate of 
satisfaction across Tekfen Group in 
different aspects such as communication, 
efficiency, agility, and empowerment was 
72%.

Employee Effectiveness and 
Leadership Climate Survey
Tekfen believes that productivity basically 
originates from the satisfaction of its 
employees with their workplace and 
conducts surveys to measure their 
commitment to the organisation and their 
potential to work effectively. The outputs 
of the survey are examined every year, 
action plans are made, and changes in the 
relevant areas are monitored throughout 
the years.

The extent to which the employees are 
committed to the corporation, their 
thoughts on the opportunities they are 
provided, their ideas about the company's 
strategy and leaders are reflected in the 
study which encompassed the entire group.  
For the first time this year, questions about 
the Management of the COVID-19 Process 
and Remote Working Practice were asked, 
whereas employee satisfaction was 
measured as usual in several dimensions 
such as Business Processes, Trust in Leaders 
(Leadership Climate), Remuneration and 
Fringe Benefits, Performance, Resources, 
Respect and Appreciation, and Training. 
According to the results of the survey, held 
in 2021 with a participation rate of 96%, 
the most effective employee rate in Tekfen 
Group was 64%. While the global norm is 
47% in terms of effective work, the norm 
for Turkey is 52%.

Remote Work Culture 
Taking into account the remote work 
arrangement model necessarily 
implemented due the pandemic as of 2020 
a survey was conducted across the Group 
Companies, and pursuant to the affirmative 
views of 82% of the employees who took 
part in the survey, the remote work 
arrangement model has been introduced as 
a hybrid system. Within this scope, remote 
work rules have been published and a 
Remote Work Management System has 
been introduced for tracking requests for 
remote work, and managing the approval 
mechanism.

Tekfen Atelier
Tekfen Atelier is an educational platform 
established to meet the continuous training 
and development needs of all company 
employees under the roof of Tekfen 
Holding. Aiming to contribute to the 
development of employees and to increase  
their knowledge in different fields through 
a series of trainings and seminars, Tekfen 
Atelier was carried to digital medium in 
2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The 
trainings which started to be given in 
virtual classrooms continued in the same 
way in 2021 as well.  Throughout the year, 
a total of 14,147 hours of 99 virtual 
classroom trainings in technical matters, 
competency development, Health-Safety-
Environment & Quality categories were 
held with an attendance rate of 88%.

Continuing to support its employees via 
e-learning, Tekfen Atelier added KVKK 
(Personal Data Protection Law) and HSE 
training courses to the Work Ethics and 
Information Security trainings given within 
the scope of legal obligation. Additionally, 
Tekfen has made sustainability a part of its 
corporate governance approach, and with 
the content support of the Corporate 
Communications and Sustainability 
Directorate, Sustainability training was 
offered to a total of 2,894 employees via 
e-learning.

Tekfen Atelier continued its seminars in 
2021, bringing employees together with 
prominent people who feel the pulse of the 
global agenda and latest developments. The 

96%
A record level of 
participation was 
achieved in the Employee 
Effectiveness Survey with 
96%.
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Atelier, taking the seminars to an online 
platform, organised a total of 9 webinars 
that included talks by Tekfen’s experienced 
senior executives in addition to topics such 
as economy, energy, and the pandemic, and 
was attended by a total of 1,869 employees. 
Tekfen Atelier, who invited David L. 
Heymann, Former Deputy Director-General 
of the World Health Organisation, within 
the scope of the programme, held a webinar 
for the first time in English, with 
simultaneous interpretation in Turkish.

The Chairman of the Tekfen Holding 
Group Companies, who came into office in 
March 2021, shared, as Tekfen Atelier's 
guest, an evaluation of 2021 as well as 
goals and strategies for 2022 in the webinar 
held in December.

Tekfen Atelier Mobile Application 
(Tekfen Atelier App) 
Tekfen Atelier Mobile Application has been 
implemented in order for employees to be 
able to place a request much faster and 
easier from every location. The application 
is accessible from Google Play and App 
Store and was prepared for all Group 
Company employees, all projects in Turkey 
and overseas, fixed workplaces and 
headquarter employees. A total of 1,157 
people accessed the training catalogue for 
2022 and submitted their requests. In 
addition to the Competency Development, 
Technical, HSE-Quality categories, trainings 
offered by internal trainers were also 
included in the catalogue for the first time, 
and a total of 4,396 applications have been 
filed. Employees' development processes 
will be monitored more easily and quickly 
thanks to the Tekfen Workshop Mobile 
Application, which will be developed 
further with new features in 2022.

Leadership and Executive 
Development Programme
The Leadership Programme, first introduced 
in 2018 in collaboration with Koç University 
continued in a digital setting. 60 executives at 
manager and coordinator levels received a 
total of 3,637 hours of training in 2021. The 
Leadership Programme, primarily aims to 
contribute to the personal development of 
individuals by bringing them together with 
experts from an array of fields and to 
introduce to them different perspectives on 
issues such as strategic thinking, innovation, 
economy, and global trends. This year’s 
programme has been completed with an 
attendance rate of 82%.

The Programme entitled “Managing the 
VUCA Age with Coaching Skills” is 
formulated to teach how the concepts of 
leadership and coaching overlap, and how 
coaching skills can be used both in individual 
and corporate life. In line with the outputs of 
the inventory application, which is applied for 
employees at an executive level, and which 
measures their leadership potential, trainings 
have been designed with Sabancı University in 
the light of the main development areas across 
the Group. 83 employees within the Group 
Companies, from middle to senior 
management roles, who completed the 
Leadership Programme the previous year, 
received a total of 1,973 hours of training.

The Executive Development Programme, 
consisting of Individual Awareness, Strategic 
Thinking and Team Management modules, 
was held from September to December. The 
programme includes 115 executives in 
supervisor, assistant manager, and group 
leader roles and spanned over 3,904 hours. 

Internal Trainer Training Programme
The Internal Trainer Training Programme was 
launched in 2021 with a view to pass on 
knowledge, skills, and experience 
accumulated in the Tekfen Group to future 
generations, and thus to contribute to their 
development. 

The internal trainers were selected from 
among volunteer candidates based on their 
technical know-how, one-on-one interviews as 
well as reference checks from the Human 
Resources teams and executives. 32 of the 
candidates in various areas of interest were 
found eligible to become internal trainers. Employee Effectiveness 
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500
Just in the first year of the 
“Save at Home to Secure 
Your Future” savings 
campaign, 500 employees 
joined the programme.

        Employee                     
        volunteering is one of 
the important internal 
communication tools 
strengthening a unity of 
goals and a sense of 
belonging in an
institution.

‘
’

E-learning contents such as effective 
rhetoric, storytelling techniques, effective 
presentation, and public speaking were 
included in the programme in addition to 
training modules on trainers’ training, 
attendee management, and digital platform 
use in order to support internal trainers for 
preparing training content in an efficient 
manner and thus becoming successful 
trainers. Internal trainers, who also receive 
design coaching in person, are planned to 
start their activities in 2022. The objective is 
to expand the internal trainer pool every 
year.

Health Activities
In 2021, during which the effects of 
COVID-19 continued, a Health Activities 
Division was founded under the Tekfen 
Holding Human Resources Directorate, 
and services started to be delivered for the 
entire Tekfen Group. Throughout the year 
whereby significant health measures were 
taken, and employees were closely 
monitored, over 4000 PCR tests were given 
to Tekfen employees on a volunteer basis, 
with random practices at offices, homes, 
hospitals, and airports. Cases and contacts 
were actively monitored in coordination 
with the Human Resources, Administrative 
Affairs, Workplace Physician, and the HSE 
Divisions within the Group Companies, 
and hygiene kits and masks were handed 
out regularly throughout the year.

Employee Volunteering
The challenges and impossibilities brought 
about by the pandemic in day-to-day office 
and home life have led people to think 
differently on several issues, to take action 
in different areas, and to develop 
innovations. The sudden halt of in-house 
employee activities, which used to be in its 
golden age in our corporate lives prior to 
the pandemic made it obligatory for 
communication professionals to look for 
different solutions. It was tougher than ever 
during the pandemic to create a sense of 
unity and togetherness among employees 
who could not physically come together for 
a long time. At this point, employee 
volunteering has become one of the 
important internal communication factors 

strengthening unity of goals and a sense of 
belonging in an institution. Both of the 
employee volunteering projects, which were 
initiated across Tekfen Group Companies 
in 2021 to this end, serve Tekfen's 
sustainability goals in many aspects, with a 
focus on respect for the environment, 
energy savings, and living in peace with the 
nature. 

Save at Home to Secure Your Future
Respect for nature being among its main 
principles of business conduct, Tekfen 
Holding has launched its project named 
“Save at Home to Secure Your Future” in 
2021 to encourage its employees to 
exercise similar behaviour in their homes 
as well. Calling out for more conscious 
consumption, that is, ensuring savings, by 
using resources such as electricity, natural 
gas, and water in the most correct way, 
the project aims to contribute to 
household economy in addition to 
safeguarding the environment. Designed 
as a competition with prizes in several 
categories, the project also supports 
recycling, which is of vital importance for 
the preservation of natural resources.

The "Save at Home to 
Secure Your Future" 
campaign call for a 
conscious consumption 
of electricity, water, and 
natural gas, as well as for 
the recycling of glass and 
battery wastes.
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Tekfen employees can take part in the 
competition by downloading the project’s 
mobile application, or by registering on its 
website.  Participants are to enter their 
electricity, water, or natural gas bills into 
the system every month, document their 
savings in comparison to the previous 
month’s consumption, and can therefore 
be ahead in the competition based on how 
much they saved. Held in two categories, 
the "Recycling" competition, the 
participants receive various awards for the 
waste glass and batteries they bring to the 
workplace on regular waste collection 
days. As part of the “Save at Home to 
Secure Your Future” programme, wherein 
already 500 Tekfen members and their 
families joined in the first year of the 
mobilisation, weekly posts are shared with 
the participants on domestic 
environmentally-friendly best practices as 
well as tips and clues for savings.

Backyard  
A small piece of hidden land within the 
Tekfen Holding Ulus Campus, which was 
not set foot upon for many years was 
rehabilitated and turned into a small fruit 
orchard and a vegetable garden. in 2021. 
Made possible by the volunteer support of 
Nezahat Gökyiğit Botanical Garden’s 
(NGBB) expert team and the employees of 
the Group Companies, the Backyard as it 
is called, soon became a focal point of 
recreation for employees with a green 
thumb. The income generated from the 
auction sales of the jams made with the 
strawberries grown in the garden 
constituted resources for the scholarship of 
a student girl. Backyard is an exemplary 
project in Tekfen’s sustainability journey 
as an unused area was converted into a 
productive garden, as the employees 
participated on a volunteer basis, as 
biodiversity was supported, and as the 
revenues generated from this place was 
converted into a social good.

Backyard has been tended 
to with the year-round 
volunteer help of Tekfen 
employees.
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Kharampur Natural Gas 
Pipeline Project by Tekfen 
Construction, Yamalo-
Nenets Autonomous 
Region, Russia.
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The Mediterranean Basin, where 
Turkey is located, is leading 
among the regions expected to 
be effected the most by the 

global warming. The wide-scale 
wildfires of 2021 in Turkey and the 
neighbouring countries have clearly 
shown the huge risk-creating effects of 
global warming threatening our future.  
 
Aware of the global risks related to the 
environment, including climate change 
and the water crisis, Tekfen has been 
closely monitoring the relevant data since 
2010 and considers determining and 

managing environmental risks and 
opportunities objectively, integrating them 
into business strategies, and acting 
responsibly in environmental issues as one 
of its most fundamental duties. While 
determining its business strategies, Tekfen 
identifies and considers the risks and 
opportunities related to climate change 
and water.

Tekfen shares its data, risks, opportunities, 
and strategies on climate change and 
water with its stakeholders through CDP 
(Carbon Disclosure Project), the world's 
largest environmental reporting platform. 

Being rated at level “A” both in CDP’s 
Climate Change and Water Security 
Programmes,  Tekfen succeeded in 
entering the “Global A List” in 2020, 
Tekfen was rated at “A-” in CDP’s 
Climate Change Programme in 2021, 
being listed among the Turkish Climate 
Leaders, and once again at level “A” in 
CDP’s Water Programme, being listed 
among the Global Water Leaders.

The year 2021 has been a year wherein the effects of the pressure created on 
the globe by humanity, leading with global warming, and the multitude of 
environmental challenges have been felt in an increasing manner. While 
temperature records were broken, the year was marked by floods, storms, and 
wildfires, the loss of biodiversity gained speed, and the impact of the water 
crisis started to be felt across a wider geography. The failure of measures 
against climate change and extraordinary weather conditions have once again 
emerged as some of the most important risks for the next 5-10 years, as set 
forth in the 2022 Global Risk Report of the World Economic Forum.

Environment

Today, global average temperatures 
have increased by 1.2°C compared to 
the pre-industrial period. Along with 
global warming, the rate of CO2 in the 
atmosphere, one of the most important 
causes of warming, continues to increase 
regularly. The CO2 rate, which was only 
280 ppm before industrialisation, reached 
417 ppm at the end of 2021 (it was 415.4 
ppm in 2020). This increase triggers global 
warming; and high global temperatures 
increase the frequency and severity 
of adverse climate events that we are 
currently experiencing. 

CO2 rate in the atmosphere: 

Before  
industrialisation      280 ppm

2020                      415.4 ppm

2021                      417 ppm

The ratings Tekfen has received in the CDP Climate Change and CDP 
Water Programmes since 2017 are as follows:

 

                                     2017        2018        2019        2020        2021
CDP Climate                

 B              B             A [-]          A                A- 
Change                  

CDP Water Security                B             A [-]           A                A 

Tekfen was again rated "A" 
in 2021 and listed among the 
Global Water Leaders.
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Climate Crisis Management
Concentrating mostly on the climate crisis 
related strategic planning activities in 2021, 
Tekfen has launched its “Tekfen Net Zero 
Road Map” activities in order to shape 
its transition plan to net zero. As part of 
the Climate Ambition Accelerator, led by 
the UN Global Compact, and launched 
simultaneously in 25 countries, Tekfen is 
setting its scientific based emission targets 
towards becoming climate neutral in line 
with its 1.5°C target.
Accordingly, the energy study reporting 
studies of Tekfen’s energy intensive 
production plants have first been completed 
in 2021, enabling the Company to identify 
its energy efficiency related projects. Net 
Zero Road Map related studies have 
started at Toros Agri, the biggest source 
of emissions, the outputs of which will 
be used for the Consolidated Net Zero 
Road Map as well. Field visits and its first 
findings have been made as part of the 
studies, and the initial phase of the emission 
reduction project assessment, feasibility, and 
priority project mapping studies have been 
completed and presented for the opinions of 
the senior management.

The Nitric Acid Facility at Toros Agri’s 
Mersin Plant, solely being the largest 
emission source of the entire Tekfen Group, 
the procurement and contract processes of 
an investment to bring about an 80-85% 
reduction in the N2O emissions have been 
completed with the company offering the 
best technology. Within the scope of efforts 
to increase adaptation capability and 
climate resilience against the adverse effects 
of climate change, the project is planned to 
be completed in 2023 while the objective 
is to reduce the Group's total Scope 1 
emissions by 600-650 thousand tons of 
CO2e.

70%
With the utilisation of the 
solar panels installed on the 
roof of Tekfen Construction’s 
Ceyhan Steel Structure 
Manufacturing Plant, 70% of 
the facility's electricity needs 
has been thus obtained from 
renewable energy sources.

The investment, which 
will reduce N2O emissions 
from the Nitric Acid Plant 
at the Toros Agri Mersin 
plant by 80 to 85%, will be 
commissioned in 2023.

The steps taken within the scope of combating the climate crisis 
across the Group in 2021 can be summarised as follows: 
 
• Various projects are being developed under the headings of environment technologies,  
environmental infrastructure, and clean energy technologies by the Environment 
Technologies Working Group created within Tekfen Engineering.

• A five-year Cooperation and Technology Development Framework Agreement has been 
signed between Tekfen and the TÜBİTAK Marmara Research Centre on 8 January 2021.

• Electricity generated from renewable sources started to be purchased for the first time 
in 2021, and the objective is to increase the amount of renewable energy every year.

• Along with Tekfen Construction's decision to invest in renewable energy sources, solar 
energy panels were installed on the roof of the Ceyhan Steel Structure Manufacturing 
Plant. As a result, approximately 70% of the electricity requirement of the plant started to 
be supplied through renewable energy sources.

• Efforts to build and implement the ISO 50001 Energy Management System in Group 
Companies that are energy-intensive, and to continuously increase energy efficiency have 
continued.

Target 1: Reduction of total scope 1 + 2 emissions by 15% according to 2019 data by the 
end of 2025. 

Target 2: Reduction of total scope 1 + 2 emissions by 40.2% according to 2019 data by 
the end of 2037. 

Tekfen’s greenhouse gas emission data by years is shown below: 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions (tCO2e)      2018                     2019                       2020      

Scope 1 Emissions                        899,828                 1,015,149                   1,054,641*   

Scope 2 Emissions                      38,821                     41,114                         32,976 

Scope 3 Emissions                     183,930                  3,847,234                 3,837,682

 

* The main reason for the increase in 2020 Scope 1 emissions is the fuel consumption 

increases in the work equipment of Tekfen Construction because of the project conditions. 

Activities to ensure compliance with the medium and long-term emission reduction targets 
that had been set in 2020 are ongoing across Tekfen. The current medium and long-term 
goals of the Group are as follows:
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Water Management 
With a water supply of 1,400 m3 
per capita/year, Turkey is one of the 
countries that has water shortage today. 
The country faces the risk of becoming 
a “Water Poor Country” in the near 
future, with a diminished water supply 
of 1,120 m3 per capita/year. Considering 
water as one of the most valuable natural 
resources for a sustainable future, Tekfen 
Group Companies work to identify 
water-related risks and opportunities, to 
manage water properly, and to reduce 
their water footprint. Operating in one of 
the industries most dependent on water, 
Tekfen Agri invests in technologies that 
monitor the water needs of plants and uses 
smart irrigation systems in order to use 
water effectively and efficiently. In Alanar 
orchards, sensors that measure the soil 
moisture and meteorology stations are used 
for the most efficient use of water. Only 
drip irrigation and mini sprinkler systems 
are used in the orchards.
In addition to placing importance on water 
efficiency during its operations, Tekfen 
also reduces its indirect water footprint 
with the products it develops. Activities are 
carried out at the Toros Agri and Tekfen 
Agri R&D Centres to develop products 
and seeds that are compatible with the 
changing climate conditions. In addition 
to agricultural products that are drought-
resistant and that demand less water, Toros 
Agri’s water soluble specialty fertilisers 
ensure that water is used much more 
efficiently in agriculture. 
A total of 36,000 m3 of water has been 
used for the hydrotest activities of the 
pipelines with a volume of 79,000 m3, 
and 43,000 m3 of water was saved 
through the re-utilisation method as part 

of the commissioning activities of Tekfen 
Construction's Haradh Satellite Gas 
Compressor Stations Pipelines Project in 
Saudi Arabia.
On World Water Day, employees at Tekfen 
Construction’s headquarters received a 
brochure on environmentally friendly 
practices, and and aerator to be used at 
home in order to raise awareness on saving 
water.

Waste Management 
Tekfen Group Companies have adopted 
a waste management philosophy that 
includes the prevention of waste, the more 
efficient use of resources, the prevention 
or minimisation of waste generation 
by reviewing its causes, and separate 
collection at its source, and recovery of 
waste.  In this context, Toros Agri Ceyhan 
Plant, Toros Agri Highway Facilities, 
Tekfen Agri Adana Agripark, Tekfen Agri 
Nevşehir Warehouse, and Alanar Fruit 
Alaşehir Facility, all of which fulfilled the 
responsibilities required by “Zero Waste 
Regulation” that entered into force in 
2019, were awarded the “Basic Level 
Zero Waste Certificate” in 2020, while 
Toros Agri Mersin Facility, Toros Agri 
Bag Factory, Toros Agri Meram Renewal 
Energy Plant, Tekfen Construction Ceyhan 
Steel Production Factory and South 
Anatolia Machinery Repair and Warehouse 
Facilities (Ceyhan GAT) were awarded the 

Tekfen’s water data by years is shown below: 

 Water Data (Mega litre)                        2018                 2019                        2020      

Total amount of water intake            126,290               106,630                     119,217*  

Total amount of water consumption       6,495                 10,064                        12,213 

Total amount of water discharge           119,795                96,566                       107,004

The amount of reused water                    1,576                    3,012                          3,762

 

* The main reason for the increase in the water quantity drawn in 2020 is the growth in 

the fruit orchard areas at Alanar. Lake Terkos, one of the 
largest water reserves in the 
metropolis of Istanbul.

"The water crisis for 
Turkey is just around 
the corner." 

Zafer Demirci,  
HSE-Q Coordinator of 
Tekfen Holding 
 
"Scientific data shows 
that a water crisis is just 
around the corner, both 
globally and for Turkey. 
We are systematically 
identifying our water 
related risks and 
opportunities and are 
integrating such risks 
and opportunities into 
our business strategies. 
We continuously 
monitor, measure, 
analyse and improve 
our water data."             
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“Basic Level Zero Waste Certificate” in 
2021.
Additionally, a PG Working Group has 
been created with the attendance of the 
senior management representatives of the 
R&D Centre, the relevant operational unit, 
and the plants in 2021 in order to make 
use of the phosphogypsum (PG) reserve 
within the Mersin and Samsun Plants of 
Toros Agri in alternative industrial areas, in 
line with the environmental sustainability 
strategies focusing on ensuring waste 
management by recycling and on 
creating circular economy opportunities.

Restoration of Project Sites 
Acting with the awareness that countless 
microorganisms, fungi, plants, and 
animal species will be extinct unless the 
damage to biodiversity is prevented, and 
that ecosystems deteriorating with the 
extinction of the species will adversely 
affect access to clean water, air, and 
healthy food, Tekfen carefully observes 
the protection of flora and fauna in its 
operations and takes measures accordingly. 
The TANAP Lot 3 Pipeline and the 
Compressor/Metering Stations projects, 
both undertaken by Tekfen Construction, 
witnessed practices that set an example 
in terms of the environment. Following 
project completion, rehabilitation works 
were carried out in the light of the 
initial environmental, ecological and 
archaeological evaluations made on 
the route, and “restoration” processes 
minimised the overall impact on the 
environment.

The pomegranate orchards 
of Alanar Meyve, Antalya
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Overpage Toros Tarım 
fidecilik alanında “sektörün 
standartlarını belirleyen”  
bir marka haline gelmiştir.

Protecting the occupational health and safety of its employees as well as its 
third parties at sites under its control is one Tekfen Group’s top priorities. 
With a “Zero Accident” target in all areas and at all operational sites, Tekfen 
Group Companies have a goal of making the understanding of Occupational 
Health and Safety (OHS) a living culture within the company in order to 
ensure a safe and healthy workplace and to improve working conditions with 
continuous improvement and support to this end at the highest level.

Occupational Health 
and Safety

With this understanding, while 
concentrating on combatting 
the COVID-19 pandemic on 
one hand in 2021, Tekfen 

continued its efforts to ensure the 
compliance of its operations with the OHS 
Management Systems and to expand the 
OHS culture.  On the job training courses 
continued on identification of job-specific 
risks and the implementation of the 
measures to be taken in order to develop a 
behaviour-driven security culture through 
daily site inspections, regular site audits, 
internal audits, and second party audits. 

 
Just as it had been in 2020, the fight 
against COVID-19 emerged as a 
prominent factor in terms of OHS in 2021 
as well. From the first days of the 
pandemic, crisis committees were set up in 
all workplaces and projects, and the 
existing crisis and emergency plans were 
reshaped according to COVID-19. 
Throughout the year, the fight against the 
pandemic was carried out in line with 
these plans and under the supervision of 
the crisis committees.

To maintain the work force and ensure 
business continuity, a wide array of 
precautions were put into action as part of 
the struggle against COVID-19 such as; 
alternating remote work system, daily 
survey and reporting system, practices 
related to entering the building and the 
premises (thermal camera, visitor 
restrictions, hygiene and cleaning 
practices, disinfection related activities, 
etc.), provision of personal protective 

equipment (masks, gloves, overalls, etc.), 
travel restrictions, holding meetings, 
trainings, and events via remote access, 
social distancing measures, revision of 
ventilation systems, arrangements for safe 
document exchange, shuttle buses and 
transportation related arrangements, 
preparation and reaction management 
with regards to clinic/suspicious cases, 
possible case management, and 
identification, monitoring, and evaluation 
of employees who have had contacts.  
Beginning with the early stages of the 
pandemic, all employees were given 
training courses on COVID-19 and 
methods on protection from the pandemic, 
their awareness being kept at a high level 
with regular information and relevant 
publications.

Tekfen Construction 
Following Tekfen Construction’s transition 

       The guidelines of the            
World Health Organisation 
and the Turkish Ministry of 
Health have been complied 
with during the course 
of managing COVID-19 
cases.

‘
’

Tekfen Group OHS Performance                             2019      2020     2021
Number of Fatal Accident                                               5              1              1

LTIR: Lost Time Incident Rate *                              0.727      0.615      0.879

TRIR: Total Recordable Injury Rate **                          1.376       1.037      1.406

★ LTIR (Lost Time Incident Rate): The rate of accidents with injury occurring per one 
million working hours that result in lost workdays (Employees + Subcontractors) 
★ ★ TRIR (Total Recordable Injury Rate): The rate of accidents with injury occurring per 
one million working hours that requires more than a first aid intervention (Employees + 
Subcontractors)

Tekfen Holding’s OHS Performance (Consolidated)
Below is the comparison of LTIRs and TRIRs in risky/high-risk projects/
workplaces in 2021 as a result of a total of 51,205,506 human/hours of 
work by years: 

One employee of a subcontractor has lost his life as a result of a work 
accident in 2021 within Tekfen Group Companies.  

The fight against the 
COVID-19 pandemic 
continued year-round.
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Tüpraş İzmit Rafinerisi

of 67 HSE professionals of all levels on 9 
different topics for a period of 5 months. 
An exam has been given to all participants 
at the end of the programme to assess the 
effectiveness of the training, and the new 
programme has been planned for 2022.
Tekfen Construction has updated and 
re-published the “Out of Work Safety 
Handbook”, prepared within the scope of 
the “Safety Out of Work” programme it 
had launched in 2018 with a view to ensure 
an elevated level of awareness among the 
employees for HSE issues both at, and 
outside of work. The updated book, which 
was dedicated to healthcare professionals 
who worked hard during the fight against 
COVID-19, was also published on the 
official website by IPLOCA (International 

from OHSAS 18001 Occupational Health 
and Safety Management System to ISO 
45001 Occupational Health and Safety 
Management System in 2020, an external 
audit held in 2021 for tracking purposes 
confirmed the company’s full compliance 
with the new standard.
An “HSE Personnel Development 
Programme” has been carried out in 
2021 in order to contribute to the 
professional development of the HSE 
(Health, Safety, Environment) Staff on the 
project sites as well as the work spaces 
of Tekfen Construction, and to unite 
HSE professionals on the same platform 
enhancing the sharing of information and 
the best practices. Online trainings have 
been held with the attendance of a total 

Accident-free performance Tekfen Construction attained in 2021:

•  Al-Thumama Stadium Project (Qatar) – 25 million working hours without lost time.

•  Haradh Satellite Compressor Stations Pipelines Project (Saudi Arabia) – 20 million   
      working hours without lost time.

•  51st Region Wellhead Pressure Management Project (Kazakhstan) - 15 million working         
      hours without lost time.

•  Kharampur Gas Pipeline Project (Russia) - 3 million working hours without lost time.

•  Tüpraş İzmit Refinery, FCC Revamp Installation Works Project (Turkey) - 1 million                                      
      working hours without lost time.

•  Ministry of Tax Administration Building (Azerbaijan) - 2 million working hours without   
       lost time.

•  Tüpraş İzmit Refinery, Maintenance and Repair Services Project (Turkey) - 1 million          
       working hours without lost time.

Tekfen Construction’s 2021 OHS Performance:

 

                    2019          2020         2021

LTIR: Lost Time Incident Rate                    0.181          0.119           0.090

TRIR: Total Recordable Injury Rate    0.612               0.336         0.561

A subcontractor employee of Tekfen Construction's Qatar Al-Khor Highway Connection 
Roads Project lost his life in 2021 due to a work accident.

The Tekfen Group has 
adopted a “Zero Accidents” 
goal in all areas and 
campuses it operates in.
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Toros Agri, the relevant reports and 
updates have been made, the periodic 
maintenance and inspections of critical 
equipment have been completed, actions 
for improvement have been identified and 
systematic follow-ups have been carried 
out. In parallel, the personnel in charge of 
the maintenance and inspection of critical 
equipment have been certified, and the 
alternation maps of critical personnel 
working with hazardous chemicals and 
in the course of dangerous processes have 
been updated in 2021.

Other Group Companies 
Tekfen Engineering has been restructured 
in 2021, has rendered its Corporate HSE 
Management System compatible with the 
ISO 14001 Environment Management 
System and the ISO 45001 Occupational 
Health and Safety Management System 
standards, and has been certified by a third 
party.
 
Implementing an HSE Management System 
in compliance with ISO 45001 and ISO 
14001, Tekfen Manufacturing has been 
operating for a total of 1197 days since 
2018 without any lost workdays. 
 
Tekfen Agri has initiated work on building 
its HSE Management System complying 
with ISO 45001 and ISO 14001 standards 
and plans to audit and certify its systems by 
a third party in 2022.

Pipelines and Marine Works Contractors’ 
Association), one of the most important 
organisations in the oil and gas industry 
across the world. 
 
Tekfen Construction was among the 
sponsors of the OHS Week organised by 
the Ministry of Labour and Social Security. 
HSE related informatory presentations 
were published on a monthly basis in 
various topics such as water savings, 
COVID-19, wildfires, and earthquake, 
via the TekNokta Portal, the company’s 
digital intranet accessible to all Tekfen 
Construction employees.
 
Tekfen Construction has been awarded 
the Health and Safety Award of IPLOCA 
in 2021 with its “Operator Training with 
Virtual Reality Equipment” project. The 
project, deemed worthy of the award, 
allows operators working at heights to 
assess their competencies before they are 
recruited and to gain experience through 
regular trainings without encountering 
risks associated with actual equipment.

Toros Agri
Carrying out its activities with the mission 
of “creating value and maintaining 
existing values for all its employees and 
stakeholders”, Toros Agri has been the 
first and only company in Turkey to 
receive the “Protect & Sustain” certificate 
issued by the International Fertiliser 
Industry Association (IFA) for its OHS, 
environment, product safety and safety 
practices in 2018. The follow-up audit 
process initiated in September 2021 by an 
accredited institution at Toros Agri for the 
certificate is currently ongoing.
 
Process security related audits have been 
carried out in all high-risk facilities within 

Toros Agri’s 2021 OHS Performance:

 

                                                                                    2019             2020             2021    

LTIR: Lost Time Incident Rate                11,052            6,442              9,931  

TRIR: Total Recordable Injury Rate          15,415            8,052              10,900

Tekfen Manufacturing has 
been working for a total 
of 1197 days since 2018, 
without any accidents 
causing lost work days.
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Operational Efficiency 
Increasing operational efficiency with the 
common platforms and applications 
serving the Group Companies is one of the 
key digital transformation projects. 
Tekflow, Tekfen’s digital process 
automation platform, has enabled the 
digitisation of many business processes for 
better operational efficiency, traceability, 
and measurability. Common systems 
commissioned in 2021 included legal 
contract management, proxy management, 
the Board of Directors decision process, the 
internal audit findings tracking system, and 
the HSE document approval system. 
Additional projects were completed in the 
areas of ERP, process optimisation, process 
automation, and document management 
for the group companies. 

Established in compliance with Act No. 
6331 on Occupational Health and Safety, 
ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 
Management Systems, the Workplace 
Health Information System was 
commissioned in 2021 to support the 
health units in the workplaces with an 
Occupational Health and Safety 
information infrastructure. 

The Financial Dashboard project, which 
monitors key financial data from the 
Group Companies, was expanded and 
integrated with Forex. 

Since 2017, Tekfen Holding Information Technology Group Companies 
Directorate has carried out the projects and works on the Tekfen roadmap, 
created with a focus on digital transformation. Efforts for the infrastructure, 
business solutions, information security, and compliance required by the 
Group Companies continued in 2021, and solutions were produced for 
demands of remote working, communication and collaboration tools, 
digitisation of business processes, and cybersecurity. This has enabled cost 
advantages, hardware and license optimisation, synergy and sharing between 
companies, operational efficiency, quality service, and better compliance with 
laws and regulations.

Digital Transformation

TekFlow is serving as the 
common digital process 
automation platform 
for the Tekfen Group 
Companies.  

Digital Work Environment 
One of the main goals of the digital 
transformation roadmap is to provide a 
digital work environment in which Tekfen 
employees can work regardless of space 
and time. The achievements so far in 
infrastructure, communication and 
collaboration platforms, digital tools, and 
digitisation of business processes have been 
crucial as the company has sought to adapt 
to pandemic conditions. 

Digital work environment projects 
continued in 2021. The Tekİmza platform 
was commissioned and has enabled the use 
of e-signatures in the business processes of 
Tekfen Holding and Group Companies. 
The Tekİmza platform was integrated with 
the Tekflow platform for automation of 
workflows and with the “Bilge” platform 
for document management needs. 
Following Tekfen Holding and Tekfen 
Construction, Tekfen's Corporate 
Document Management Platform “Bilge” 
was commissioned by Toros Agri, Tekfen 
Agri, and Alanar in 2021. 

In Tekfen's Oracle HR system, used in all 
the Group Companies, a process was 
established for remote work requests, and 
the HR teams' change requests were 
fulfilled. Once again, communication 
platforms, video conferencing, and webinar 
services were used efficiently and widely in 
2021. The self-service IT platform 
established for Tekfen employees is also 
used effectively.

30%
 
“TekNET”, Tekfen’s 
Corporate Network 
and Security Structure, 
provides over 30% cost 
advantage in terms of 
Internet access.
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Network and Internet Access 
Services  
Thanks to the Tekfen Corporate Network 
and Security structure, TekNET, 
commissioned in 2019, more than 50 
workplaces of 10 Group Companies in 
Turkey can securely access common 
applications and corporate internet services 
over a closed-circuit, wide-area network. 
Location availability rates were increased 
to 99.5% and higher with redundant 
circuits, and a cost advantage of over 30% 
was achieved. With 24/7 monitoring of all 
locations, circuits, and devices by the 
Network Operations Center, activities are 
carried out safely and uninterrupted. In 
2021, improvements were made in line 
with the needs of all Group Companies, 
new locations were opened, new network 
services were commissioned, and capacity 
increases were made in parallel with remote 
working.

Cybersecurity  
Remote working systems, which became 
widespread after the pandemic, have 
caused an increase in security 
vulnerabilities and led to a large increase in 
cyberattacks globally. Tekfen’s TekNET 
corporate network infrastructure has led to 
significant investments in cybersecurity, 
creating a secure infrastructure in the 
process. Developments in cybersecurity 
continued in 2021, and an end-user 
security system based on behaviour analysis 
was commissioned against next-generation 
security threats. The activities performed to 
this end have increased the safety score 
from 84% to 94%. Additionally, the 
Cybersecurity Intelligence Service has 
enabled monitoring of current security 
events and Tekfen-related developments on 
the internet and social media. 

The Information Technologies Disaster 
Recovery Center, which is essential for 
ensuring business continuity and 
compliance with the Communiqué on the 
Management of Information Systems 
issued by the Capital Markets Board of 
Turkey, was commissioned at the FNN 

Sustainability Center built in Ceyhan in 
June 2021. Operated under the Tekfen 
Holding Information Technologies Group 
Companies Directorate, the center is 
available to all Group Companies. Shared 
services and all critical applications of 
Tekfen Holding were designed to operate 
through this center in the event of a 
disaster. Business continuity tests are 
conducted annually for critical systems.

Information Security and 
Compliance  
ISO 27001 Information Security 
Management System standards are 
implemented across all Tekfen Group 
Companies, and their effectiveness is 
constantly improved. Tekfen Holding's 
ISO27001 certificate was renewed after the 
audit in 2021. 

Studies on compliance with the CMB 
Communiqué on Management of 
Information Systems are conducted 
regularly. With the digital tracking system 
established to serve this end, the monthly 
monitoring of the relevant actions and 
studies continued in 2021. Penetration 
tests, which are required to be carried out 
every year by the Communiqué, were 
performed across all Group Companies, 
and the findings were followed up in 
coordination with the companies. 

As part of information security awareness 
activities, the phishing activities, 
e-trainings, and announcements involving 
all Tekfen employees continued intensively.

“Bilge” is the Corporate 
Document Management 
Platform of Tekfen Group 
Companies.  

94%
 
Through the activities 
carried out during the 
course of the year, TekNET’s 
security score has been 
raised from 84% to 94%.

Previous right and left 
pages: Information 
Technologies Disaster 
Recovery Centre, FNN 
Sustainability Centre, 
Ceyhan.
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Kurumsal Sorumluluk

Tekfen Philharmonic gave 
the Opening Concert for 
the 49th Istanbul Music 
Festival before an audience 
again, following a one-year 
break.inin ü
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Sayaka Shoji was the 
soloist for the November 
concert at the CSO Ada 
Ankara.

opportunity to do internships at Tekfen 
Group Companies as well as “mentoring” 
support, suspended the internship 
programme in 2021 due to the pandemic, 
continuing its mentoring programme on 
digital platforms. 

The 16th of the traditional student 
gatherings held annually to ensure that the 
recipients of Tekfen’s scholarship get to 
know the company and each other better, 
has been held online on 28 December. 
Human Resources and Corporate Well-
being Advisor Ece Süeren Ok and Tekfen 
Holding Information Technology Group 
Companies Director Kurtuluş Yavuz were 
the main speakers of the event while Tekfen 
executives with various areas of expertise 
gave presentations in 8 different sessions, 
and Q&As.

The Music Scholarship, launched in 2019 
on the occasion of Tekfen Foundation's 
20th anniversary of establishment, 
continued in 2021 as well. Aiming to train 
competent orchestra musicians for the 
orchestras in Turkey, and primarily for 
Tekfen Philharmonic, the programme helps 
students in pursuing their undergraduate 
education abroad in classical western music 
instruments. A total of 49 students applied 
for the scholarship in 2021. Simay 
Gönültaş (bassoon) and Barok Bostancı 
(viola) were awarded scholarships 
following the evaluation of the jury led by 
Tekfen Philharmonic’s General Artistic 
Director and Permanent Conductor Aziz 
Shokhakimov. Both new beneficiaries of the 
Tekfen Foundation's Music Scholarship 
continue with their education in Germany.

Out of the four students who have received 
Tekfen Foundation’s Music Scholarship 
earlier, Seyfi Can Dağlar (bassoon) has 
graduated from the Hochschule für Musik 

The social, cultural, and environmental protection activities Tekfen has been 
carrying out since its foundation are an integral part of its corporate culture. 
Allocating a part of its earnings to projects focusing on public good, Tekfen 
brings to life numerous CSR projects in essential areas such as education, 
culture & arts, and social welfare.

Social Responsibility 

Tekfen Foundation for Education, 
Health, Culture, Art, and Protection 
of Natural Resources was 
established in 1999 with the 

particular aim to deliver Tekfen’s 
contributions to social and cultural activities 
under a more corporate structure and to 
help build a liveable future in harmony with 
the natural environment. With the 
inspiration it has taken from its founding 
partners, the Tekfen Foundation allocates 
significant resources to education, which it 
sees as the most important need of the 
country, and to culture and arts, which are 
among the most important indicators of a 
society’s level of development, for better 
days and ultimately a sustainable future. 
The Foundation, which has implemented 
numerous projects to date, is carrying out 
its activities with the status of a public 
benefit institution since 2004.

In addition to Tekfen Foundation, Tekfen 
Group Companies also allocate resources for 
various social responsibility projects in line 
with their own goals and strategies. Tekfen 
Group Companies made donations totalling 
TRY16,385,616 in 2021.

 Tekfen Foundation 
 
Education 
Tekfen Foundation provides unconditional 
scholarships to successful high-school and 
university (undergraduate) students studying 
in Turkey and who are in need of financial 
support. Part of the funds of scholarship 
programme is allocated to the children of 
Tekfen personnel. Tekfen Foundation, which 
has contributed to the graduation of nearly 
three thousand students to date, has given 
scholarships to 553 students during the 
2020-2021 academic year. The Foundation, 
which also provides its beneficiaries with the 
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Hanns Eisler Berlin and Görkem Çiçek (cello) 
has graduated from Hochschule für Musik, 
Theatre und Medien Hannover in 2021. Of 
the beneficiaries whose educations are 
continuing, Yunus Altıkanat (cello) is a junior 
student at the Barenboim-Said Akademie in 
Berlin while Seher Karabiber (flute) is a 
sophomore student at Hamburg Hochschule 
für Musik und Theatre. 

Tekfen Foundation’s corporate sponsorship 
of the Education Reform Initiative (ERG) 
continues since 2017. ERG, which aims to 
contribute to education reform policies of the 
country as an independent initiative, sees 
data-based decision processes in education as 
a prerequisite and aims to create a common 
mind in the field of education.

Culture and Arts  
The Tekfen Philharmonic Orchestra, which 
holds an important spot in the cultural and 
artistic life of the country, is the art institution 
of the Tekfen Foundation. Originally founded 
in 1992 as a chamber group whose members 
came from eleven Black Sea countries, the 
Tekfen Philharmonic has been an ambassador 
of culture building bridges of friendship by 
bringing together musicians from 23 
countries with the inclusion of Caspian Sea 
and Eastern Mediterranean countries as well.

Tekfen Philharmonic has performed, under 
the direction of its permanent conductor Aziz 
Shokhakimov, the works of Turkish 
composers Ahmet Adnan Saygun and Ferit 
Tüzün, as well as the dance-inspired works of 
Ludwig Van Beethoven and Béla Bartók in an 
album recording in order to make the best 
use of the pandemic as all live performances 
came to a necessary halt. Tekfen 
Philharmonic will continue recording works 
by Turkish composers in the future.

While Tekfen Foundation figures among the 
High Contributing Sponsors of the Istanbul 
Music Festival organised by the Istanbul 
Foundation for Culture and Arts (İKSV), 
Tekfen Philharmonic is the Opening Concert 
Orchestra of the Istanbul Music Festival for 
the period of 2019-2022.  The orchestra 
accompanied Anna Vinnitskaya, one of the 
most noted pianists of the present day, and 
Kirill Soldatov, one of the talented trumpet 
players of the new generation, during the 
opening concert of the 49th Istanbul Music 
Festival, held under the theme of “Another 
World is Possible” between 18 August and 16 
September.. Following the 2020 festival, held 
online for the first time ever due to the 

pandemic related challenges last year, all 
concerts were given in outdoor venues this 
year, again a first in the festival’s history.

On 13 November, Tekfen Philharmonic made 
his debut at the recenty opened CSO Ada 
Ankara. The orchestra’s guest soloist for its 
autumn concert was violinist Sayaka Shoji, 
the youngest and the first Japanese winner of 
the prestigious Paganini contest. 

Tekfen Philharmonic was also the sponsor 
and content provider of  a radio show called 
“Sub Rosa” (Under the Rose) on Açık 
Radyo. with the primary aim to discuss the 
issue of sustainability in the classical music 
world every Sunday from May to October at 
6 pm. Current topics like sharing economy, 
digitalisation, and innovation in addition to 
serious problems in the world of classical 
music such as social justice, culture of 
harassment, social security and occupational 
diseases, and equal opportunity were 
addressed in the programme presented by 
sociologist Prof. Zafer Yenal and cellist Yaren 
Eren. The issues on and behind the stage in 
this branch of art have been tackled each 
week by stakeholders of classical music of all 
kind, accompanied with music especially 
chosen to match the topic in question.

Having been launched in the previous years, 
the cooperation between Tekfen 
Philharmonic and the Music for Peace 
Foundation, contributing to the development 
of children as individuals with strong 
characters by way of musical education, 
continued in 2021. The meetings called “My 
Friend for Peace” brought together 31 
members of the Music for Peace Chamber 
Orchestra with musicians from Tekfen 
Philharmonic in a master-apprentice series of 
mentoring. Master Classes were held online 
in the form of one-on-one as well group 
lessons, with the volunteer contribution of 18 
of Tekfen Philharmonic’s musicians.  
 
Social Welfare 
Considering women’s active involvement in 
work life as one of most fundamental 
prerequisites for a sustainable family economy, 
a sustainable rural development and ultimately 
a sustainable society, Tekfen Foundation, in 
collaboration with Turkey Waste Prevention 
Foundation (TISVA), have launched the 
“Women Farmers Loan” project to empower 
women entrepreneurs who wish to work in 
agriculture but do not have the financial means 
to start their own enterprise. The Aegean 
Region has been selected as the pilot within the 

scope of the project initiated on 14 May World 
Farmers’ Day and loans between TRY5,000 to 
15,000 have been allocated to 80 women 
farmers with low income depending on the type 
of agricultural activity they will be carrying out. 
Training and consulting support have also been 
provided to these women farmers by Toros 
Agri’s agricultural engineers of to ensure that 
they carry out their farming activities in the best 
way. Subsequently 23 women farmers have been 
added to the programme with the new loans 
allocated in the Western Mediterranean Region.

Women Farmers Loan is a successful 
implementation of how to “create shared 
values”, Tekfen Holding's principal guideline to 
social investments. Women farmers utilise the 
loan not only for growing crops, but also for 
purchasing quality plant nutrients, pesticides, 
irrigation systems, and grafting required for 
agricultural activities.

“Who do we produce 
music for, and with whom 
do we consume it?” 

Prof. Dr. Zafer Yenal,  
Radio Presenter 
 
”Sustainability is being 
discussed in different 
dimensions now. In the 
past we rather used to 
discuss sustainability with 
regards to the 
environment. But in the 
recent years, the economic 
and social aspects of the 
matter keep appearing in 
the agenda more and more 
frequently. There are many 
such issues that are at an 
acute phase or have 
become chronic in the case 
of classical music as well. 
There are many questions 
that concern both the 
production and the 
consumption aspects. Who 
do we produce music for, 
and with whom do we 
consume it? How do we 
produce it? How are life 
cultures and our 
surroundings affected by 
all this? If you are to 
address the matter with 
this perspective, it is clear 
that there are many topics 
to be discussed before us. 
A series of issues awaiting 
solutions all the way from 
the carbon emissions 
created while shipping 
music scores to copyrights, 
from performers’ health to 
job security…”

"I allocated more space for vegetables 
in my field."

Seher Nayir, farmer  

 
”Thanks to the loan, we now have 
enough money for fertiliser and seeds. 
We were not tight for money during 
sowing and planting. Normally, I would 
not have been able to plant that much, 
but when I received the loan, I allocated 
more space in my field for vegetables. 
Thank God we started harvesting 
cucumbers and squash. Our faces had 
dropped, but as we started earning 
money, we started to have a smile on 
our faces.” 

 

‘        Within the “Women    
        Farmers Loan” 
project which was initiated 
on 14 May World 
Farmers’ Day, 103 women 
from Aegean and 
Mediterranean Region, 
benefited from loans. ’
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As part of the Women Farmers Loan project, 
Tekfen Holding held a webinar entitled 
“Strengthening the Role of Women in 
Agriculture” in collaboration with Harvard 
Business Review (HBR), and with the 
contribution of Toros Agri, on 15 October 
World Women Farmers Day. During the event 
moderated by HBR Turkey’s Editor-in-Chief 
Serdar Turan, significant individuals in the 
industry, together with Tekfen Group’s CEO 
Ali Pandır and Tekfen Holding’s Agri-Industry 
Group Vice Chairman Hakan Göral, discussed 
the present and the future role of the female 
workforce in agriculture. Over 600 people 
watched the webinar live, whereby the 
importance of women farmers for a more 
efficient and sustainable agriculture was 
underlined, and whereby the development of 
women's role in agriculture was discussed.

Disasters-Pandemic  
Turkey also faced the gravest impact of the 
recent years in 2021 marked by the 
consequences of global warming,  which 
emerged in the form of vast wildfires 
throughout the world. While the fires which 
started during the course of the summer months 
brought about a major mobilisation effort 
across the country, many institutions and 
citizens supported the fight against fires. Tekfen 
Foundation helped the Beşiktaş Search and 
Rescue Association (BUSAR) with materials to 

The one-person play “Toz” 
(Dust) played by actress 
was Zerrin Tekindor, 
premiered at the Istanbul 
Theatre Festival, with the 
support of Tekfen Holding’s 
sponsorship.

be sent to fire areas where there was need. Many 
flashlights, LED searchlights and lighting units, 
motor chainsaws for cutting trees, suitcase-type 
generators, air mattresses and protective clothing 
against flames were included in the packages sent 
for help.

Tekfen Foundation, which had provided medical 
devices for 8 pandemic hospitals during the 
spring of 2020 when the first pandemic wave had 
struck to support the fight against COVID-19, 
also donated 7 arrhythmia and blood pressure 
holters to the Cardiology Department of the 
Çapa Faculty of Medicine in 2021 as a 
continuation of its donations in-kind.

 Tekfen Holding
Culture and Arts 
Tekfen Holding has maintained its tradition 
of supporting the play of a local troupe at the 
Istanbul Theatre Festival annually, with the 
play “Toz” (Dust) this year. Written by Murat 
Mahmutyazıcıoğlu, directed by Hıra Tekindor 
and staged as the opening play of the 25th 
Istanbul Theatre Festival, “Toz” is also the 
first one-person play in actress Zerrin 
Tekindor's career. Tekfen’s special staging of 
the play was held on 21 December at Zorlu 
PSM Studio for Tekfen’s friends and family.

Tekfen Foundation, Tekfen 
Construction, and Toros 
Agri provided in-kind and 
cash assistance for the fight 
against the destructive 
wildfires which devastated 
the Aegean and the 
Mediterranean regions in 
summer.
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Sports   
Tekfen Holding has been the main sponsor 
of the Darüşşafaka Basketball A Team 
since 2018, and the team competed for the 
last time in the Turkish Basketball Super 
League and FIBA   Basketball Champions 
League in the 2020-2021 season, with their 
slogan “Together we are strong”, and the 
Tekfen logo-bearing jerseys. With the end 
of the 3-year collaboration, Tekfen Holding 
bade farewell to courts in May. 

"The hearts of the Tekfen Family   
   members will always be by them." 

Zekeriya Yıldırım, 
    Chairman of Tekfen Holding Board of    
    Directors

“The institution has high values, 
strong humanitarian and 
conscientious attributes, and there is 
a long-lasting friendship between 
Darüşşafaka and Tekfen Holding. 
The common values of the 
Darüşşafaka Society and the 
Darüşşafaka Sports Club, which are 
both very close to my heart, and 
Tekfen, where I am currently 
working, in terms of sportsmanship, 
competitive spirit, the passion to do 
the best in what they do, and valuing 
individual and social development 
brought about a synergy in 
everything. I trust that the Black 
Panthers will offer more chances to 
play for young Turkish players in the 
future as well, as it had been in the 
past, and continue to deliver 
international level players for the 
basketball community. As they fight 
on the courts, the hearts of the 
Tekfen Family will always be by 
them.”

’

‘

’
The Darüşşafaka Tekfen 
Basketball Team proudly 
carried the Tekfen emblem 
on their jerseys for 3 
seasons. 
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Tekfen Construction was 
among the sponsors of the 
book entitled “Century-Old 
Road Lines of Highways”, 
published by İNTES, which 
it is a member of.

Tekfen Construction 
 
Education 
Tekfen’s support for the Tekfen 
Foundation’s School for Children with 
Autism in Ceyhan, Adana continued in 
2021 as well. Opened by Tekfen 
Foundation with the expert consultancy of 
the Tohum Autism Foundation in 2014, the 
school undertakes an important duty in the 
region as far as meeting the education 

needs of children with autism is concerned. 
Two containers in the school’s garden have 
been renewed and refurbished by Tekfen 
Construction, and a new container has 
been gifted, in 2021, in line with the 
requirements of the school. Brain teasers, 
visual arts, music, and sensory development 
workshops are being held in the containers.

» 2021  19,417 
2020 16,356

The number of farmers using the Toros Farmer application has reached 
19,417 as of the end of 2021.

Disasters-Pandemic 

Tekfen Construction sent 2 dozers and 1 
loader to the wildfire area in Kadirli, 
Osmaniye under the coordination of the 
General Directorate of Forestry and AFAD 
to support the fight against wildfires in 
different parts in Turkey during the 
summer months. A team of skilled Tekfen 
operators actively took part in the 
firefighting efforts clearing the path in the 
forest for the cooling teams for three days.

Sponsorship 
Having constructed numerous highways 
both in Turkey and in various regions 
across the world up until now, Tekfen 
Construction was one of the sponsors of 
the book “Century-Old Road Lines of 
Highways”, published by İNTES 
(Construction Industrialists Employers’ 
Union of Turkey) in 2021. The book is an 
important source on the history of 
highways, and tells the story of the 
highways, via first-hand accounts, from the 
Ottomans to modern Turkey extending 
from paved roads to asphalt, and from 
there to giant viaducts and bridges. 

Toros Agri
Education  
The maintenance, repair, and general needs 
of Toros Agri Anatolian High School and 
Toros Agri Elementary School, both 
founded in the vicinity of Toros Agri’s 
Ceyhan Plant, continued to be met by the 
company in 2021 as in previous years.

Social Welfare  
Striving to contribute towards agricultural 
productivity with its products since its 
establishment, Toros Agri also stands by 
Turkish farmers with its trainings and its 
efforts to raise awareness about the correct 
use of fertilisers and aims to elevate their 
living standards. 

Providing free support to farmers on topics 
such as training and soil analysis for many 
years, Toros Agri launched the Toros 
Farmer Academy and Agricultural 
Technical and Digital Marketing projects in 
2018 to strengthen its support in this area 
and increase its presence on the ground by 
reaching growers directly through teams of 
experts. Within the scope of the project, the 
specially designed Toros Agri Training Bus 
paid visit to regions with extensive 

Sabiha Eğin,  
Headmistress at Tekfen Foundation’s 
School for Children with Autism

“Brain teasers are an ideal educational 
method to be used for children with 
autism in a safe and friendly 
environment. Playing with brain 
teasers, which we can use for the 
development of social skills and for 
reducing behavioural problems have 
great contributions in terms of focusing 
on one activity and to be involved in 
the process. We offer opportunities in 

art workshops, in visual arts, and in 
music for our children to unearth their 
talents. With such activities we help 
them acquiring skills such as getting in 
line, forming a team, starting and 
sustaining a task. Our atelier for 
sensory development helps children 
learn about themselves through their 
senses and to acquire a number of skills 
in an effective manner.”

agricultural activities and trainings were 
given to farmers on the correct use of 
fertiliser. Despite the ongoing negative 
impact of the pandemic, the Toros Agri 
Training Bus visited 96 different locations 
in 2021 and met with traders as well as 
farmers.

Another pioneering work developed by 
Toros Agri for farmers to benefit from 
technological advancements is the “Toros 
Farmer” application, which was put into 
service in 2016. Toros Farmer, a farmer-
friendly decision support application that 
can be downloaded free of charge to 
computers, smartphones or tablets, offers 
recommendations for farmers’ activities by 
combining weather forecasts and soil and 
plant data, monitors the weather 
conditions for each registered field, and 
ensures that correct production and 
operation decisions are made in a timely 
manner. The number of Toros Farmer users 
has reached 19,417 as of the end of 2021 
(2020: 16,356).  
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Board of Directors
 
Zekeriya Yıldırım
Chairman 
 
Zekeriya Yıldırım was born in 1944 and graduated from 
Darüşşafaka High School in 1962. He received a B.A. in 
Economics from Istanbul University and an M.A. from 
Vanderbilt University, USA.

He began his career at the Ministry of Finance, where he 
worked for nine years as assistant auditor and auditor. He 
specialized in international finance at the Turkish Central 
Bank, where he started work in 1977, and he played an 
active role in liberalizing the economy and encouraging 
competition, and opening up the Turkish market to 
international competition. He left the Central Bank in 1987 
as Vice-Chairman.

Since 1998, Yıldırım has been Chairman of the Board of 
Directors of Yıldırım Danışmanlık Hizmetleri A.Ş., which 
provides consulting in corporate financing, management, 
and strategy to leading Turkish and international companies. 
Yıldırım is a partner and Chairman of the Board in Ada 
Plant A.Ş., a company that raises ornamental plants, and is 
Chairman of the Board of FU Gayrimenkul Yatırım 
Danışmanlık A.Ş., which gives consulting to banks. He has 
served as Member of the Board of Directors of Doğan 
Holding, Sabancı Holding (independent board member), and 
Tekfen Holding (independent board member) between 2008 
and 2019.

Prior to setting up Yıldırım Danışmanlık A.Ş., Yıldırım was 
Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors and Chairman of 
the Executive Committee at Doğuş Group, and he also 
served as chairman and member of the boards of directors of 
companies affiliated with Doğuş Group leading with the 
Garanti Bank, as well as other private sector institutions. He 
has worked as a consultant to Turkish and foreign 
organisations.

Zekeriya Yıldırım has been Chairman of the Turkish-Dutch 
Business Council for 13 years. Between 2007 and 2017, he 
served as Chairman of the Board of Directors of the 
Darüşşafaka Society and Chairman of the Darüşşafaka 
Society Higher Advisory Board. Yıldırım is a member of the 
Turkish Industry and Business Association (TÜSİAD) High 
Advisory Council Presidential Board, is on the board of 
trustees of the Ayhan Şahenk Foundation and the 
Educational Volunteers Foundation of Turkey and is the 
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Tekfen Holding as of 
25 March 2021.

Murat Gigin 
Vice Chairman 
 
Born in Istanbul in 1952, Murat Gigin graduated in civil 
engineering from the University of Bradford in 1974. He 
gained his master’s degree in mechanical engineering from 
the Department of Mechanical Engineering, University 
College London in 1975 and a degree in Ocean 
Engineering from the same university in 1976. 

Gigin began his career at Tekfen Construction in 1977 as 
civil engineer on a project in Kuwait. On return to the 
company’s headquarters in Istanbul in 1983, he 
coordinated the Business Development Department and 
several international projects until he was promoted to 
Deputy General Manager in 1986. Gigin was General 
Manager of Tekfen Construction between 1988 and 1998 
and joined the board of several Tekfen Contracting Group 
companies until 2000. From 1998 to 2015 having served 
as Member of the Board of Directors of Tekfen Holding, 
Murat Gigin was the Chairman of the Board of Directors 
of Tekfen Holding between 2015 and 2021. He continues 
his service as the Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors 
of Tekfen Holding as of 25 March 2021.

Gigin is also the Deputy Chairman of Akmerkez REIC, an 
associate of Tekfen.

Since 1998, Murat Gigin has been the Chairman and 
Executive Director of Viem Ticari ve Sanayi Yatırımları 
Ltd. Şti. Group of Companies (Tekzen Ticaret ve Yatırım 
A.Ş., Agromak Makine İmalat Sanayi ve Ticaret A.Ş., 
Viem İletişim Yayıncılık Reklam Turizm Hizmetleri 
Yatırım Ticaret A.Ş., Ekozey Ekolojik ve Organik Tarım 
Gıda Hayvancılık ve Turizm Taşımacılık İthalat İhracat 
İnşaat Sanayi Ticaret A.Ş., İmbroz Tarım Hayvancılık 
Gıda Sanayi Turizm ve Ticaret Ltd. Şti., Galipoli Gıda 
Ürünleri Sanayi ve Ticaret Ltd. Şti., ENAT Endüstriyel 
Ağaç Tarımı Sanayi ve Ticaret A.Ş., Temarı Gıda Sanayi 
ve Ticaret A.Ş.), and the Chairman of Zen Enerji A.Ş. and 
Salda Enerji A.Ş. at the same time, he is the Vice-
Chairman of the Board at ANG Yatırım Holding A.Ş. 

Active in a number of NGOs, Gigin was chairman of the 
International Pipeline and Offshore Contractors 
Association (IPLOCA) between 1995-1996 and he is 
currently on the Board of Trustees of the Turkish 
Foundation for Combating Soil Erosion, for Reforestation 
and Protection of Natural Habitats (TEMA), and on the 
boards of the Association of Category Merchandising 
(KMD), the European DIY - Retail Association (EDRA) 
and the Global Home Improvement Network (GHIN).

Mehmet Ercan Kumcu
Vice Chairman 
 
Born in Istanbul in 1955, Ercan Kumcu received his 
undergraduate degree from Boğaziçi University in 1977 
and obtained a PhD in economics from Boston College in 
1983. Kumcu taught macroeconomics, monetary theory, 
international economics and finance at Boston College, 
Eastern Michigan University and the State University of 
New York at Binghamton. He worked as guest researcher 
at the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey, then 
General Secretary for a brief period, and he served as 
Vice-Chairman between 1988 and 1993.

He was Vice-Chairman of the Board of Directors and then 
Chairman of the Board at Tekfenbank (Eurobank Tekfen) 
between 1995 and 2008, and served as a board member at 
Tekfen Holding between 2008-2020. He is the Vice 
Chairman of Tekfen Holding since 2020.

Kumcu teaches economic policy at Kadir Has University 
and has published many articles. He is the author of the 
books “İstikrar Arayışları” (In Pursuit of Stability), 
“Krizleri Nasıl Çıkardık?” (How Did We Create Crises?; 
with Mahfi Eğilmez), “Ekonomi Politikası: Teori ve 
Türkiye Uygulaması” (Economic Policy: Theory and 
Practice in Turkey; with Mahfi Eğilmez), “Kadın 
Matematikçiler” (Women Mathematicians) and “Krizler, 
Para ve İktisatçılar” (Crises, Money and Economists). 
 

Esin Mete
Vice Chairwoman 
 
Esin Mete was born in Istanbul in  1949 and graduated 
from Boğaziçi University with a degree in Chemical 
Engineering in 1973.

Esin Mete started her career as a Chemical Engineer at 
Tekfen Construction in 1973 and she worked in this 
position until 1980, when she transferred to Toros Fertilizer. 
Between 1980 and 1984, she served as Assistant General 
Manager and between 1985 and 1991 as Senior Assistant 
General Manager. In 1991, she was appointed General 
Manager of Toros Fertilizer, now known as Toros Tarım. 

In 2000, she was appointed Tekfen Holding Vice President 
in charge of the Agri-Industry Group, and served as the 
Chairwoman of the Board of Directors of Toros Tarım and 
as CEO of Agri-Industry between 2010-2015. Mete has also 
served as the Vice Chairwoman of Toros Agri and Hishtil-
Toros in addition to serving as the Chairwoman in other 
Agri-Industry Group Companies. 

Apart from all these positions, Ms. Mete served as the 
International Fertilizer Industry Association’s (IFA) Vice 
President in charge of the Middle East between 2002 and 
2004. From 2007 to 2016, she has served as Vice President 
of the IFA’s Executive Management Group, and as the 

President of IFA between 2013-2015. 

Having resigned from her positions at the Tekfen Group 
Companies as of the end of 2015, Esin Mete currently serves at 
the MT Agricultural Consultancy company she has founded in 
2016. 

Since 2018, she has been contributing to the global plant 
nutrition industry as Member of the Board of the International 
Fertiliser Development Centre (IFDC).

Among the prizes she has been rewarded are the “Award of 
Service to Country and Humanity” given in 2008 for her 
contributions to the “Zinc for Human Health” project, and 
the “Officier du Wissam Alaoui” given in 2011 by the 
Mohammed VI, King of Morocco. 

Having been named as the “Strongest Businesswoman in 
Turkey” in 2014, Esin Mete was listed among the “Most 
Successful Women of Turkey” by various publications. 
 
Ali Nihat Gökyiğit
Board Member 
 
Born in Artvin in  1925, Nihat Gökyiğit received his BA at 
Robert College in 1946 and his MA in Civil Engineering at 
the University of Michigan in 1948.

In 1956, he founded, with his partners, Feyyaz Berker and 
Necati Akçağlılar, the company FNN Müşavir Mühendislik, 
the genesis of Tekfen Holding. Since then, he has served 
either as a member or as chairman of the board of more than 
50 of Tekfen’s group companies. Nihat Gökyiğit retired as 
Chairman of the Board of Directors of Tekfen Holding in 
2015. Upon the recommendation and decision of the Board 
of Directors, Gökyiğit and his partner Feyyaz Berker were 
given the titles of Founder and Honorary Chairman.

For 35 years, he has served as chairman of the Advisory 
Board of AIESEC-Turkey, the world’s largest student 
organisation. A member of the Turkish Industry and 
Business Association (TÜSİAD) and of the Foreign 
Economic Relations Board (DEİK), Gökyiğit was a member 
of the boards of DEİK between 1988 and 2005 and of 
TÜSİAD between 1985 and 1987. He worked for 10 years as 
chairman of the Turkish-CIS Business Council, under the 
auspices of DEİK, and as Turkey’s representative on the 
Black Sea Business Council. Gökyiğit is the Honorary 
Consul of Georgia and Kyrgyzstan and an honorary citizen 
of Georgia. He is currently an honorary member of DEİK 
and a member of TÜSİAD. 

Gökyiğit is the Founding Honorary Chairman of the Turkish 
Green Building Council (ÇEDBİK) and the Turkish 
Foundation for Combating Soil Erosion, for Reforestation 
and Protection of Natural Habitats (TEMA). He helped 
TEMA launch its first projects, related to the environment, 
protection of natural resources and rural development. One 
of these, the Camili Region Sustainable Development 
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Project, won an award at the 2002 Johannesburg World 
Summit on Sustainable Development.

Through the ANG Foundation, which bears his name, he 
established the Nezahat Gökyiğit Botanical Garden on 50 
hectares of land in Istanbul in memory of his wife. He is 
also the founder of the Tekfen Philharmonic Orchestra, an 
important cultural institution that also serves world peace. 

Gökyiğit was given the Environmental Service Award by 
Akdeniz University and has received honorary doctorates 
from Çukurova, Boğaziçi and Gazi Osman Paşa 
Universities. Nihat Gökyiğit received the Order of Merit 
medal from the Turkish President in 1997, the Order of 
Merit award from the Turkish Parliament in 2010, and he 
was named the Schwab Foundation Social Entrepreneur of 
the Year by Ernst&Young in 2009.

Cansevil Akçağlılar 
Board Member

Born in 1930 in Istanbul, Cansevil Akçağlılar graduated 
from TED College in 1950.

Between 1979 and 2006, Akçağlılar was a member of Board 
of Directors of Tekfen Holding A.Ş. She has served as a 
member and Vice-Chairwoman of the Board of Directors 
since 2007. As of 25 March 2021, Akçağlılar has been 
appointed again as Member of the Board of Directors.

Sinan K. Uzan
Board Member 
 
Born in New York in 1986, Sinan K. Uzan graduated from 
Pepperdine University (US) in International Business 
Administration in 2008. In 2012, he enrolled in the Family 
Businesses Management program at Northwestern 
University’s Kellogg School of Management (Illinois).

He started his career as Assistant Chairman of StarClub 
Interactive Networks, a Los Angeles-based company 
engaged in music production and internet strategies. 
Between 2011 and 2012, he acquired experience in the 
fertiliser business at the Swiss Keytrade company before 
joining Tekfen Construction as Azerbaijan Project 
Coordinator from 2012 to 2013. Between 2012 and 2014, 
he worked as systems manager at the New York Hub 
Surgical & Orthopedic Supplies, a technology developer for 
diabetic patients. He is also the founder of Ankaa LLC 
(California), an Internet technology investment firm. 

Sinan K. Uzan was appointed to the Board of Tekfen 
Holding in 2014.

Neriman Ülsever
Independent Board Member 
 
Neriman Ülsever was born in Bursa in 1951, and graduated 
from Boğaziçi University in 1975.

Ülsever began her professional career at Turkish Airlines and 
assumed a growing set of responsibilities until 1986, after 
which date she served as senior executive in various industries 
such as banking, manufacture, and retail, until 1994. 

Ülsever switched to Human Resources in 1994 and specialised 
in human resources and management consulting. After Indesit 
Company entered the Turkish market in 1995, she took on 
various roles within the group and on international platforms, 
serving as HR Director for East European and International 
Markets in Switzerland between 1999 and 2002, HR Director 
for West European Markets in France between 2001 and 2004, 
and HR Director for Global Commercial Organization in Italy 
between 2004 and 2006. Ülsever held the position of HR 
Director of the Indesit Company Group in Italy until 2010, also 
serving as member of the Executive Board. Ülsever had become 
a member of the Board of Directors of Indesit Turkey in 1996, 
and served as Chairwoman of the Board between 2011 and 
2015.

Ülsever was the Group President of Human Resources at 
Sabancı Holding between 2011 and 2016 while also serving as 
Deputy Chairwoman to the Board at Kordsa Global and Temsa 
Global and member of the Board at Aksigorta, Carrefoursa, 
Avivasa, and Teknosa. Neriman Ülsever is currently a member 
of the Board at Autogrill S.p.A. Italy, and has been appointed 
independent member of the Board at Tekfen Holding as of 23 
March 2017. 
 

Gülsüm Azeri
Independent Board Member 
 
Born in Sakarya in 1951, Gülsüm Azeri is a graduate of Robert 
College and holds a B.A degree in Chemical Engineering and 
an M.S degree from Industrial Engineering, both from 
Boğaziçi University.

After joining in 1981, and serving in the senior management 
of Şişecam (Türkiye Şişe ve Cam Fabrikaları A.Ş.), the biggest 
industrial company in flat glasses, glass houseware, glass 
packaging, and chemicals industry, Gülsüm Azeri served as 
President of the Chemicals Group between 1994-1998, 
President of the Glassware Group between 1999-2007, as 
President of the Flat Glass Group between 2007-2011 and as 
Executive Board Member of Şişecam Group all throughout 
these years, between 1994 and 2011. Throughout her career, 
Azeri exported to 160 countries, started and finalised the 
construction of 15 big-scale production facilities in Turkey, 
Bulgaria, Russia, and Egypt. She has had business partnerships 
with companies leading in their respective fields of operation 
in France, Italy, Belgium, and the USA. Member of the Board 

of Turkish Airlines between 2011-2013, Azeri was CEO and 
Board Member of OMV Petrol Ofisi and OMV Gas and 
Energy Holding and Chairwoman of the Board of OMV 
Petrol Ofisi Holding between 2011-2017. Gülsüm Azeri is 
currently Supervisory Board Member of VIP Turkey Holding 
B.V.

Chairwoman of the European Glass Federation Glassware 
Committee between 2004-2008, Gülsüm Azeri also served 
as Board Member of “Glass for Europe” (European Flat 
Glass Producers Association) between 2009-2011. 

Gülsüm Azeri was a Board Member of Istanbul Chamber of 
Industry (ISO), Executive Committee Member of the Turkish 
Exporters Assembly (TIM), a member of the Board of 
Directors and Executive Board of Foreign Economic 
Relations Board of The Union of Chambers and Commodity 
Exchanges of Turkey (TOBB). Between 2005 and 2011, she 
also represented the private sector on the Board of Ethics 
Council of the Prime Ministry of Turkey.

Azeri was listed on top of the “50 Most Powerful Female 
CEOs of Turkey” list of the weekly Ekonomist in 2017, and 
number 2 in the “50 Most Powerful Business Women in 
Turkey” list of the monthly Fortune Magazine.  
 

Şevki Acuner
Independent Board Member 
 
Şevki Acuner received his bachelor’s degree in Business 
Administration from Boğaziçi University in 1976, and 
pursued further studies in management at Stockholm 
University, and received his master’s degree in the same field 
from Concordia University, Montréal. 

Acuner began his professional career as a banking 
professional at the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey 
(CBRT), and later worked for the Bank of Montreal (Canada) 
and then the Royal Bank of Canada undertaking posts in 
different countries.

Since 1996, he has functioned in various roles within the 
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 
(EBRD). In 2009, he played a key role in the EBRD’s 
expansion to Turkey. He served as Deputy Country Director 
for Turkey based in Istanbul until 2013; since then he has 
been serving as the EBRD’s Director for Ukraine based in 
Kiev. He has represented the bank as a Board of Directors 
member in a number of the EBRD’s equity investments. 
During the course of his Professional life in London, he was 
the President of the Turkish Bankers Association – United 
Kingdom (TBA) for many years. While in Istanbul, he led the 
growth of the EBRD in Turkey.

The chief promoter of Ukraine’s economic transformation 
and one of the leaders of the country’s business and finance 
community, Acuner was the Chairman of the Board at 
Ukraine’s Business Ombudsman Council, the Chairman of its 
Nomination Committee, and the Vice-Chairman of the 

Board of the American Chamber of Commerce. 

He was an Independent Board Member and Board 
Chairman of Ukrainian Railways (UkrZaliznytsia) and the 
Ukraine Power Transmission Network (UkrEnergo) in 
Ukraine. Currently Şevki Acuner is an Independent Board 
Member of Migros and Anadolu Efes companies in Turkey 
and he has been named an Independent Board Member of 
Tekfen Holding in March 2019.

H. Sedat Eratalar
Independent Board Member 
 
Born in Bolu in 1952 Sedat Eratalar graduated from Ankara 
University, Faculty of Political Sciences, Department of 
Economy and Finance, and started his career at the Turkish 
Ministry of Finance. Within three years, he earned the title 
of financial auditor and carried on with his works in value 
added tax and state-owned enterprises matters. 

Eratalar moved forward in his career assuming the Manager 
position in the Tax Department of Arthur Andersen Turkey 
in 1981 and later became an international partner of Arthur 
Andersen & Co. in 1988. Eratalar is also the founding 
partner of Erdikler-Eratalar YMM A.Ş. (Erdikler-Eratalar 
CPA, Inc.), which was founded in the closing months of 
1990 and became an associate of Arthur Andersen.

Between 1997 and 2001, Eratalar headed the Tax 
Departments of Arthur Andersen’s offices in Turkey, 
Romania, and Bulgaria and has participated in various 
domestic and overseas training programmes, in addition to 
local and international seminars and conferences.

Sedat Eratalar, who provided in-house tax consultancy 
services to domestic and foreign companies that operate in 
banking, production, construction, tourism, and trade fields, 
is also an expert in foreign exchange legislation and the 
banking system. In September 2001, Eratalar founded his 
own company, Eratalar Yönetim Danışmanlık A.Ş. (Eratalar 
Management Consultancy, Inc.), and started providing 
management consultancy services to local and foreign 
companies in various fields, including tax, management, and 
financial consultancy on mergers and acquisitions.

Following a reorganisation in 2012, Eratalar Management 
Consultancy added a new dimension to its activities and the 
company title was changed.

Sedat Eratalar is a member of the Chamber of Sworn-In 
Certified Public Accountants, TÜSİAD (Turkish Industry 
and Business Association), DEIK (Foreign Economic 
Relations Board) and the Tax Council. Eratalar acts as a 
board member in Deutsche Bank and has also served as a 
member of the Board of Directors and Board of Supervisors 
in companies like Coca Cola, Adel Kalemcilik, Turkcell, and 
Deloitte. Eratalar is an Independent Member of the Board of 
Directors of Tekfen Holding as of February 2021.
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Senior Management

Ali Aydın Pandır
President, Tekfen Group Companies 
 
Born in Istanbul in 1956, Ali A. Pandır graduated from the 
Austrian High School in 1975 and from Istanbul Technical 
University, Department of Mechanical Engineering, in 
1980.

Pandır started his professional career in affiliates of Koç 
Holding in 1981. He worked as an engineer in the R&D 
Departments of Tekersan and of Koç Holding, and as a 
Production Manager in Otokar. In 1990, he joined General 
Motors company and took the Aftersales Manager position 
at GM Turkey, followed by the International Aftersales 
Manager position at Adam Opel, Germany, Business 
Development Manager at GM Asia Pacific Operations in 
Singapore, Managing Director position at GM 
Warehousing and Trading Shanghai company in China, 
GM Asia Pacific Supply Chain Director position in 
Singapore and Managing Director of GM Overseas 
Distribution Corporation. Pandır then served as the 
President of GM Indonesia. In 2007, he joined Fiat-Chrysler 
Corporation and returned to Turkey, assuming CEO 
position of TOFAŞ for five years and served as Country 
Manager of Fiat Group in Turkey for another year, after 
which in 2013 he joined the Ereğli and İskenderun Demir 
Çelik companies as their Chairman of the Board and 
Executive Director.

After quitting these posts in 2017, Pandır has served as a 
board member and consultant in various companies, as a 
board member and chairman in various NGOs while also 
starting his own investment in education. 
 

Gürbüz Alp Kireç 
General Secretary

Born in Çanakkale in 1951, Gürbüz Alp Kireç graduated 
from Robert College in 1969, receiving his undergraduate 
degree in Civil Engineering at Boğaziçi University in 1973 
and his MS in Analytical Soil Mechanics at King’s 
College, University of London in 1974. Kireç began his 
professional career as Planning Engineer at the 
construction of the Çanakkale Cement Plant in 1974.

Kireç joined Tekfen Construction and Installation, Inc. As 
Assistant Site Manager in 1978, serving as Project 
Coordinator and Project Manager in various projects both in 
Turkey and abroad until 1994. He was appointed Deputy 
General Manager of Teksan (Tekfen-Eksan) JV in 1991, and 
served as General Manager of the Oger-Tekfen Partnership 

in Saudi Arabia between 1994 and 1998. At this time, he was 
appointed VP of Logistics at the company headquarters. In 
2003, he assumed the position of VP in charge of Operations, 
and was Senior VP of Operations between 2005 and 2013 
while also serving as Chairman of the Board at GATE, Inc. 
and Project Sponsor of the Azerbaijan and Saudi Arabia 
projects. 

Kireç became Vice Chairman of the Board at Tekfen 
Construction in 2013 and Chairman of the Board at Tekfen 
Construction, Tekfen Manufacturing and Tekfen Engineering 
as well as Vice Chairman of the Board at Azfen and Geotek 
JVs in 2016. In March 2017, Gürbüz Alp Kireç was appointed 
Vice President of Tekfen Holding in charge of the Contracting 
Group. He was appointed General Secretary of the Holding in 
2019.   
 

Assoc. Prof. Osman Reha Yolalan 
Vice President, Chief Financial Officer

Born in Istanbul in 1961, Assoc. Prof. Osman Reha Yolalan 
graduated from Istanbul Technical University in 1984 with 
an undergraduate degree in industrial engineering. He then 
attained a master’s degree in the same field from Boğaziçi 
University in 1987 and a PhD in management science from 
Universite Laval, Canada, in 1990. Since 1993, he has been a 
part-time faculty member at Boğaziçi, Marmara and Sabancı 
universities teaching courses in economics and finance. In 
2000, Yolalan became an associate professor in operations 
research.

Yolalan started his professional career as a Strategic Planning 
Group specialist at Yapı ve Kredi Bankası A.Ş. in 1991. 
Between 2000 and 2004, he served as Executive Vice 
President in charge of financial analysis and credit risk 
management, and then as Yapı ve Kredi Bankası A.Ş. CEO 
between 2004 and 2005. He has also served as Board 
Member of the bank’s financial affiliates in Turkey and 
abroad. 

Osman Reha Yolalan joined Tekfen Group of Companies 
first as a member of the Board of Directors at Tekfenbank in 
2006, and Tekfen Holding within the same year, in order to 
assume a key role in the Company’s IPO. Having served as 
Vice President of Tekfen Holding in charge of Corporate 
Affairs between 2006 and 2019, Reha Yolalan was 
appointed CFO as of March 2019. Holding seats on the 
Boards of Directors of several Tekfen Group Companies as 
Chairman, Vice Chairman or Member, he is also an 
Independent Board Member of QNB Finansbank since June 
2016. 
 

Levent Kafkaslı 
Vice President, Contracting Group

Born in Zonguldak in 1963, Levent Kafkaslı received his 
bachelor’s degree in civil engineering from Istanbul 
Technical University in 1987 and his master’s degree in 
construction management from Istanbul University in 1988. 

Levent Kafkaslı joined Tekfen Construction as a Field 
Engineer in 1990 and worked in a number of positions until 
1999, when he was appointed Vice President of Azfen JV in 
Azerbaijan. From 2005 to 2013 he served as Vice President 
of Tekfen Construction.

Having functioned as the General Manager of Tekfen 
Construction from 2013 to 2019, Kafkaslı assumed the 
position of Vice President responsible for Tekfen Holding’s 
Construction Group, in tandem with which he holds seats 
on the Boards of Directors of several Group Companies as 
Chairman, Vice Chairman or Member. In March 2019, he 
was appointed Vice President of Tekfen Holding in charge 
of the Contracting Group, as well as Chairman, Vice 
Chairman and Board Member in various group companies.

Hakan Göral 
Vice President, Agri-Industry Group

Born in 1967, Hakan Göral graduated from Eskişehir 
Anatolian High School in 1985 and Boğaziçi University, 
Department of Mechanical Engineering in 1990. He then 
received his MS from Marmara University, Department of 
Industrial Engineering. Göral also attended advanced 
programs in Executive Management and Leadership at 
Northwestern University, Kellogg School of Management, 
and Stanford University. 

Between 1990 and 2002, Göral was in charge of 
coordinating supplier development, purchasing, and central 
purchasing operations as Group Manager in the 
Automotive Supply Coordination Group of Koç Holding 
and was also leading a number of projects within the Koç 
Automotive Group. He then worked as Deputy General 
Manager responsible for Sales, Human Resources, 
Information Technologies, Accounting, and Finance and 
CFO at Mako Elektrik (Magneti Marelli J.V.) between 
2001 and 2004. In 2006, Göral assumed the title of Senior 
Vice President, Turkey at Componenta, which had acquired 
Döktaş, and served as Executive Board Member of 
Componenta Corporation and as the general manager of 
four business units in Turkey. Göral was also Member of 
the Board at Componenta Dökümcülük ve Ticaret A.Ş. and 
Kumsan A.Ş. Between 2012 and 2016, Göral was CEO and 
Chairman of the Executive Board at İnci Holding, and was 
chairman or member the board of several İnci Holding 
Group Companies such as İnci Akü, İncitaş, ISM, İnci 
Lojistik, Aten Brantner, and Maxion İnci.

In April 2016, Hakan Göral was appointed General 
Manager of Toros Agri and Tekfen Holding acting Vice 
President in charge of the Agri-Industry Group, in which 
position he began serving in full capacity as of March 2017. 
Göral has become the Chairman of the Board of Toros Agri 
in May 2019.   

 

Ahmet Okçular 
Vice President, Strategy,  
Business Development and Investments 
 
Born in Istanbul in 1970, Ahmet Okçular graduated for 
Kadıköy Anatolian High School in 1988 and received his 
B.S. degree from Boğaziçi University, Departments of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineering and Industrial 
Engineering in 1993 and his M.S. degree in International 
Business Management from International University of 
Japan in 1995.

Ahmet Okçular began his professional career as an 
Associate in the Corporate Finance Department of Finans 
Yatırım Menkul Değerler A.Ş. in 1996 and became the 
Group Manager serving as an advisor on numerous public 
offerings, M&A transactions, project financing and 
privatisation projects. In 2005, Okçular joined HSBC Bank 
as the Head of M&A Advisory & Equity Capital Markets, 
and successfully facilitated many M&A transactions and 
public offering projects with HSBC Turkey. Okçular also 
worked as Executive Member of the Board of Directors at 
HSBC Yatırım Menkul Değerler A.Ş between 2008 and 
2010.

Ahmet Okçular served as Vice President of Strategy, 
Business Development and Investments, and Acting CFO 
between 2016 and 2019. In March 2019, he became Vice 
President of Strategy, Business Development and 
Investments, in which position he currently serves.
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Hakan Dündar 
Deputy Chief Financel Officer 

Born in Istanbul in 1976, Hakan Dündar graduated from 
Marmara University, Department of Economics in 1999 and 
then completed his master’s degree in finance at the 
University of Baltimore. Having started his professional 
career at Deloitte, an independent audit firm, Hakan Dündar 
worked in this company in various roles from 2001 to 2007.

He joined the Tekfen Group as Audit Manager in October 
2007, and then served as Coordinator of Financial Control 
and Reporting, and as Group Companies Director of 
Financial Control and Reporting. In March 2019, he was 
appointed acting CFO of Tekfen Holding.

Since April 2016, Hakan Dündar has been a Board Member 
at various group companies, including, in particular, Tekfen 
Construction among others. He is a Certified Public 
Accountant (CPA).
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Corporate Governance

Section I
Statement of Compliance with  
Corporate Governance Principles
 
Deeming compliance with fundamental governance principles with 
its deep-rooted values and strong corporate tradition as an integral 
element of its existence, the Tekfen Group builds management and 
its relations with shareholders, employees and third parties on the 
principles of equality, transparency, accountability and 
responsibility ever since its incorporation. The Group stringently 
adheres to the corporate governance concept in order to maintain 
successful business practices and make Tekfen shares an attractive 
investment instrument for current shareholders and potential 
investors. Having gone public in 2007, the Tekfen Group embraces 
the “Corporate Governance Principles” set out in the Capital 
Markets Board of Turkey (CMB) Corporate Governance 
Communiqué No. II-17.1 (the Communiqué), and exercises the due 
diligence for their proper implementation. In this framework, the 
Tekfen Group has achieved full compliance with all compulsory 
principles, and implements the majority of non-compulsory ones in 
line with the prudent management philosophy established over the 
years at Tekfen. The Group continues to work on those aspects 
with which full compliance is yet to be achieved due to certain 
hardships arising from market conditions, the characteristics of the 
Company’s business lines, and integration of these principles with 
the Company’s structure. Efforts in this vein will be ongoing also 
in the future.

The Principles, with which we do not achieve compliance, are listed 
below (the numbers assigned refer to the relevant article numbers 
of the CMB Corporate Governance Principles);
1.3.11 General Assembly meetings are not open to the public, 
including stakeholders and media, who would be silent in these 
meetings. Solely shareholders and company employees can attend 
the General Assembly meetings.
1.5.2 Minority rights are not granted to those holding less than one 
twentieth of the capital in the Articles of Association, nor the scope 
of minority rights have been stipulated and expanded therein.
3.2.1 Employee participation in management has not been set out 
in the Articles of Association or in any internal guideline.
3.2.2 Questionnaires, probing or similar methods are not 
implemented to seek the opinions of stakeholders in relation to 
material decisions bearing a result for stakeholders.
4.3.9 Neither a target, nor a policy has been established setting a 
minimum target of 25% for women members on the Board of 
Directors.
4.5.5 Some of the Board of Directors members serve on several 
committees.
4.6.1 The Board of Directors does not conduct a self-assessment of 
its performance to evaluate whether it fulfils its responsibilities 
effectively.
4.6.5 Remunerations paid to the Board of Directors members and 

Four independent members serve on the Board of Directors 
and each has provided a written statement of independence. 
According to the Company’s Articles of Association, the 
Board of Directors executes the tasks given to it within the 
Turkish Commercial Code, the Articles of Association, and 
the decisions of the Company’s General Assembly. The 
Board can delegate some or all of its authority 
responsibilities, including its authority to represent the 
Company, to a committee made up of its own members or 
to managing director(s) or general manager(s), as well as 
directors who are not shareholders. At its first meeting, the 
Board of Directors chooses a chairman and a vice-
chairman from among its members. In addition, the Board 
of Directors may, provided it retains the inalienable and 
indispensable duties and authorities given to it in Article 
375 of the Turkish Commercial Code, transfer some or all 
of its administrative authority to one or more board 
members or to a third party, on the basis of internal 
guidelines to be prepared.

In this regard, our Member of the Board Mr. Zekeriya 
Yıldırım was appointed Chairman of the Board of 
Directors, Murat Gigin, M. Ercan Kumcu, and Esin Mete 
were appointed as Vice-Chairmen following the Annual 
Ordinary General Assembly held in 2021. To allow board 
members take positions in other Group Companies, it was 
decided in the Annual General Meeting that the board 
members would not be subject to the prohibitions and 
limitations outlined in articles 395 and 396 of the Turkish 
Commercial Code numbered 6102. 

In this regard, board members are not limited in any way 
from taking positions outside the Company for the period 
covered by the General Assembly’s decision. In this frame, 
information on other positions undertaken by the board 
members at Tekfen Group Companies and non-Group 
companies in 2021 is provided on the following page. 

Currently, none of the Board members is engaged in any 
activity that would constitute a conflict of interest or would 
be deemed as competing in the Company’s area of business. 
There are four women (36%) on our Company’s Board of 
Directors; however, there is no set target for the number of 
women to make up the board or specific timeframe that has 
to be met for any such target.

2.2. Principles of Activity of the Board of Directors

Issues related to the Board’s meeting frequency and 
quorum are defined in the Company’s Articles of 
Association. Accordingly, the Board of Directors must 
convene as often as business and operations necessitate, 
but at least four times a year.

The quorum required for a Board meeting to commence is 
half the membership plus one and all decisions require a 
majority. Board decisions may also be made by obtaining 
the written decision of each member provided that none of 
the members demands a discussion of the subject in a 
meeting.

The Legal Department acts as secretariat of the Board of 
Directors. The agenda of the meetings are determined by 
discussion of proposals between the Tekfen Group 
Companies President and the Chairman of the Board. The 
agenda and documents pertaining to it are prepared by the 
secretariat of the Board of Directors. The secretariat then 
submits them in a single dossier to each member of the 
board in sufficient time before the meeting so that they 
can examine and assess the subject matter contained 
therein.

In 2021, 15 meetings were held with physical 
participation, 68 decisions were taken throughout the 

executives with administrative responsibility are not disclosed on 
an individual basis in the annual report. 

The Group has achieved partial compliance with the following 
principles:
1.3.10 The amounts of all donations and grants and their 
beneficiaries are addressed under a dedicated item in the General 
Assembly agenda, and donations above TRY 5,000 are grouped 
according to recipient individuals and organisations and 
disclosed as such.
3.3.1 While the Company has espoused an employment policy 
providing equal opportunities and succession planning for all 
key managerial positions, efforts are underway for implementing 
this policy across all Tekfen Group companies.
3.3.4 From amongst various topics such as the Company’s 
financial position, remuneration, career planning, training and 
health, information meetings and training programs are carried 
out specifically in relation to health, training, and occupational 
health and safety.
4.4.7 There are no restrictions regarding external positions to be 
held by the members of the Board of Directors. External 
positions held by the Board members are presented for the 
information of shareholders in the annual report.
The Company’s Corporate Governance Compliance Report and 
Corporate Governance Information Form for 2021 have been 
accepted by the Board of Directors and are accessible on our 
Company’s page at the address www.kap.org.tr. 

Section II
Board of Directions

2.1. The Structure and Composition of the Board of Directors

The Company’s administration is undertaken by a Board of 
Directors of nine to eleven members chosen by the General 
Assembly.

A Board of Directors consisting of 11 members, each to serve 
for one year, was decided upon at the Annual Ordinary 
General Assembly held on 25 March 2021. 

Name Position

Zekeriya Yıldırım  Chairman 
Murat Gigin Vice Chairman  
Dr. M. Ercan Kumcu  Vice Chairman 
Esin Mete Vice Chairwoman 
Ali Nihat Gökyiğit  Board Member 
Cansevil Akçağlılar Board Member 
Sinan K. Uzan Board Member 
Neriman Ülsever Independent Member 
Gülsüm Azeri  Independent Member 
Şevki Acuner  Independent Member 
H. Sedat Eratalar  Independent Member

Zekeriya Yıldırım
Murat Gigin
M. Ercan Kumcu
Esin Mete1

Ali Nihat Gökyiğit
Cansevil Akçağlılar
Sinan K. Uzan
Neriman Ülsever
Gülsüm Azeri
Şevki Acuner
H. Sedat Eratalar2

Cansen Başaran Symes3

Osman C. Birgili4

Ahmet İpekçi5

Çağlar Gülveren6

••
••
••
••
••

13/13
14/15
15/15
13/13
14/15
15/15
15/15
15/15
15/15
15/15
13/13
1/1
2/2
2/2

1/1

6/6
5/5

6/6

6/6

6/6

2/2

 
2/2
2/2

6/6

6/6

Independent MembersIndependent Members
Board of Directors Board of Directors 

(15 meetings)(15 meetings)

Audit Committee  Audit Committee  

(4 meetings)(4 meetings)
Corporate Governance Corporate Governance 

(6 meetings)(6 meetings)

Risk Risk 
Committee Committee 
(6 meetings)(6 meetings)

RemunerationRemuneration
CommitteeCommittee
(2 meetings)(2 meetings)

Attendance of the Board Members and the Committee Members to the meetingsAttendance of the Board Members and the Committee Members to the meetings

NameName

1 She has been assigned on 16 March 2021 to replace Ahmet İpekçi who had resigned on the same date.
2 He has been elected on 25 February 2021 to replace Cansen Başaran-Symes who resigned on 19 February 2021.
3 She resigned on 19 February 2021.
4 He has served until the Ordinary General Assembly meeting of 25 March 2021.
5 He resigned on 16 March 2021. 
6 He is a member of the Corporate Governance Committee.

Compulsory
Discretionary
TotalTotal

24
61
8585

-
4
44

-
8
88

StatusStatus Fully CompliantFully Compliant Partially CompliantPartially Compliant Non-CompliantNon-Compliant
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Zekeriya Yıldırım 

Murat Gigin

Positions of Board Members in Group and Non-Group Companies

Name Group Companies Non-Group Companies 

Akmerkez Gayrimenkul Yatırım Ortaklığı 
Vice Chairman of the Board
ANG Yatırım Holding A.Ş.
Vice Chairman of the Board
Agromak Makine İmalat San. ve Tic. A.Ş.
Chairman of the Board of Directors & Executive Director
Ekozey Ekolojik ve Organik Tarım Gıda Hayvancılık ve 
Turizm Taşımacılık İth. İhr. İnş. San. Tic. A.Ş.
Chairman of the Board of Directors
İmbroz Tarım Hayvancılık Gıda San. Tur. ve Tic. Ltd. Şti.
Company Manager
ENAT Endüstriyel Ağaç Tarımı San. ve Tic. A.Ş. 
Chairman of the Board of Directors
Galipoli Gıda Ürünleri Sanayi ve Ticaret Ltd. Şti.
Company Manager
Macahel Arıcılık Turizm Nakliyat ve Ticaret A.Ş.
Member of the Board of Directors
Salda Enerji A.Ş. 
Chairman of the Board of Directors
Tekzen Ticaret ve Yatırım A.Ş.
Chairman of the Board of Directors & Executive Director
Viem Ticaret ve Sanayi Yatırımları Ltd. Şti. 
Company Manager
Viem İletişim Yayıncılık Reklam Tur. Hizmetleri Yat. Tic. 
A.Ş.
Chairman of the Board of Directors 
Zen Enerji A.Ş.
Chairman of the Board of Directors
KMD (Kategori Mağazacılığı Derneği) 
Vice Chairman of the Board
TAMPF - Türkiye Alışveriş Merkezleri ve Perakendeciler 
Federasyonu
Member of the Board of Directors
EDRA (European DIY - Retail Association)
Member of the Board of Directors 
GHIN (Global Home Improvement Network)
Member of the Board of Directors
TEMA Vakfı 
Member of the Board of Trustees
İKSV 
Member of the Board of Trustees

 Name Group Companies Non-Group Companies

Ali Nihat Gökyiğit Holding A.Ş.
Chairman of the Board of Directors

MT Tarımsal Danışmanlık Sanayi ve Ticaret Ltd. Şti. 
Manager

Tekfen Ventures LP 
Chairman of the Board of Directors
Tekfen Venture Management LLC
Chairman of the Board of Directors

Tekfen Mühendislik A.Ş. 
Member of the Board of Directors

Akmerkez Gayrimenkul Yatırım Ortaklığı
Member of the Board of Directors

Esin Mete

Ali Nihat Gökyiğit

Sinan K. Uzan

Eratalar Yeminli Mali Müşavirlik Ltd. Şti. 
Chairman of the Management Board
Deutsche Bank A.Ş.
Member of the Board of Directors

Hamit Sedat Eratalar

Toros Tarım Sanayi ve Ticaret A.Ş.
Member of the Board of Directors

Anadolu Efes Biracılık ve Malt Sanayii A.Ş.
Independent Member of the Board of Directors
Migros Ticaret A.Ş.
Independent Member of the Board of Directors

Kaleseramik Çanakkale Kalebodur Seramik Sanayi A.Ş.
Vice Chairwoman of the Board of Directors

Gülsüm Azeri

Şevki Acuner

Toros Tarım Sanayi ve Ticaret A.Ş.
Member of the Board of Directors
Tekfen Teknoloji Yatırım Ticaret A.Ş.
Member of the Board of Directors

Tekfen Holding A.Ş.
Consultant

Anadolu Grubu Holding A.Ş.
Independent Member of the Board of Directors
Adel Kalemcilik Ticaret ve San. A.Ş.
Independent Member of the Board of Directors

Mehmet Ercan KumcuYıldırım Danışmanlık Hizmetleri A.Ş.
Chairman of the Board of Directors
FU Gayrimenkul Yatırım Danışmanlık A.Ş.
Chairman of the Board of Directors
Ada Plant Fidanlık Üretim ve Ticaret A.Ş.
Chairman of the Board of Directors
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year, while the rate of participation in meetings and 
decisions was 99.7%. All decisions during the meetings 
were passed unanimously by the attendees. In cases where 
the Capital Markets legislation so requires, important 
Board decisions are publicly announced with a disclosure 
of material events. The board members do not have 
privileges such as weighted voting rights or a negative 
right of veto.

There is a “Directors’ and Officers’ Liability Policy” for 
our Company’s board members and senior executives.

2.3. Financial Rights Provided to the Members of the 
Board of Directors and Executives with Administrative 
Responsibility

Board members: TRY 4,133,583

Executives with Administrative Responsibility: TRY 
18,767,214

(Executives with Administrative Responsibility are the  
President and Vice Presidents of the Group Companies.)

The above mentioned total remuneration allocated to the 
Members of the Board consists only of their sessional 
allowances. Remuneration otherwise paid to some of the 
Board members for consultancy and/or Board membership 
in some Group companies amounts to TRY 7,102,118.

Financial benefits are not determined and granted in line 
with a performance-based system but, paying dividends out 
of profits can be accepted as a performance-based  
awarding system except for Independent Board Members, 
whose remuneration is governed by regulations. The 
Company does not lend money, extend credit, or extend 
loans under the name as personal loans through a third 
person to any board member or manager, nor does it make 
available guarantee in their favour such as suretyship.

Section III
Committees  
Committees have been set up at the Company to assist the 
Board of Directors with proper fulfilment of its duties and 
responsibilities.

Established as per the legislation, these committees are the 
Audit Committee, Corporate Governance Committee, 
Early Detection of Risk Committee and Remuneration 
Committee, and they report to the Board of Directors. On 
the other hand, the Nomination Committee required to be 
set up pursuant to Corporate Governance Principles has 

been organised within the Corporate Governance 
Committee that fulfils the duties incumbent upon the 
former by legislation.

The Duties and Working Principles of these committees 
designating the general procedures through which they act 
can be obtained from the company’s website. From amongst 
these committees, the Audit Committee and the Corporate 
Governance Committee meets at least four times a year no 
further apart than three months, the Risk Committee meets 
every two months, and the Remuneration Committee meets 
when necessary.

3.1. Audit Committee

Members of the Audit Committee consist of two of our 
independent board members. During 2021, Şevki Acuner 
served as the Head and H. Sedat Eratalar as the Member 
of the Committee.

In line with Capital Markets Legislation, the Audit 
Committee is responsible for supporting the Board of 
Directors by overseeing the Company’s accounting system, 
the public disclosure of financial information, the 
independent auditing, and by monitoring the effectiveness 
and performance of the internal audit mechanism, and for 
reporting on its evaluations to the Board of Directors. 

In 2021, the Tekfen Holding Audit Committee convened 
four times to deliberate recent internal auditing activities. 
During these meetings, information was provided about 
the findings and conclusions of both internal and 
independent auditing.

3.2. Corporate Governance Committee

During 2021, independent board member Neriman 
Ülsever served as the head of the committee, and board 
member Şevki Acuner and Tekfen Holding Investor 
Relations and Corporate Governance Director Çağlar 
Gülveren served as the committee members.

In line with Capital Markets Legislation, the Corporate 
Governance Committee is responsible for monitoring the 
Company’s compliance with the CMB’s Corporate 
Governance Principles, proposing improvements in 
compliance, and making recommendations on compliance 
issues to the Board of Directors. Moreover, in addition to 
these duties, because the Candidate Nominating 
Committee organised under the Corporate Governance 
Committee, this Committee duties are by extension 
performed by the Corporate Governance Committee. 

3.3. Early Detection of Risk Committee

Properly monitoring and managing the operational risks 
to which they are exposed has always been an element of 
both Tekfen Holding’s and all Tekfen Group Companies’ 
approach to prudent management. Since 1 July 2012, 
when Turkey’s new commercial law went into effect, 
Tekfen’s longstanding approach to dealing with such 
issues has also been informed by newly-introduced rules 
that mandate certain risk management functions in 
publicly-traded companies. 

In line with this, Tekfen Group companies acting under 
the coordination of Tekfen Holding have developed a 
common approach and method for managing and 
reporting the risks that are likely to confront them. This 
approach and method have been developed with a view to 
align it further with international standards in time.

Tekfen Holding and Group Companies have a written 
document governing, explaining and laying down the 
rules for managing their respective risks. The periodic 
reports for monitoring the risks are submitted for the 
information of the Early Detection of Risk Committee 
every two months. The organisational units tasked with 
the conduct and reporting of risk management activities 
have also been specified in every Tekfen Group company. 
Risk reports of every Group Company are submitted to 
the Holding after being approved by the respective 
company’s Board of Directors. 

Tekfen Holding Risk Committee reviews the risk 
documents received from the companies every two 
months, and refers the major risks and its own comments 
and assessments to the Tekfen Holding Board of Directors. 
Risks are considered by the Tekfen Holding Board of 
Directors, which may instruct Tekfen Group companies as 
to how particular risks are to be managed. In addition, a 
copy of each Tekfen Holding Consolidated Risk Report is 
regularly sent to the independent auditor.

During 2021, independent board member Gülsüm Azeri 
functioned as the head of the Risk Committee, while 
board member Ercan Kumcu served as the committee 
member.

3.4. Remuneration Committee

The Remuneration Committee determines the principles, 
criteria and practices to be employed in the remuneration 
of board members and executives with administrative 
responsibility in view of the Company’s long-term goals. 
The committee is charged with monitoring these 
principles, criteria and practices, and with presenting 

remuneration suggestions for board members and 
executives with administrative responsibility to the board 
of directors, taking into consideration the extent to which 
the criteria employed in remuneration have been achieved.

Neriman Ülsever served as the Head of the Committee, 
and Murat Gigin and Sinan Uzan served as the committee 
members.

Section IV
Sustainability Principles Compliance 
Framework 
 
For a sustainable future, Tekfen focuses its activities on 
people, social welfare and environmental wellbeing. In 
order to make sustainability a part of the corporate 
governance concept, the Sustainability Committee was 
founded in 2017 to serve under the Corporate Governance 
Committee. The Committee’s works and progress are 
reported to the Board of Directors annually. In regard to 
the fields of activity of the Group, data related to 
Occupational Health and Safety are addressed in every 
agenda of the Board of Directors and closely monitored. 
Environmental impacts and other sustainability issues are 
also addressed by the Board of Directors on a special 
agenda.

Our company fully adopts the Sustainability Principles 
published by the Capital Markets Board of Turkey, and 
the codes of practice of the principles are listed below. The 
principles partially complied with are also presented 
below.

• Although a Partnership Strategy in line with the 
Environmental, Social, Corporate Governance (ESG) 
policies, risks and opportunities and short- and long-term 
targets in line with the Environmental, Social, Corporate 
Governance (ESG) policies have been designated, not all 
of them are disclosed to the public. Information on how 
climate change is integrated into our business strategies is 
shared with the public in the Carbon Disclosure Project 
Report (CDP Report) we publish.

• There are no major lawsuits filed against our Company 
in the size which may affect the financial status and the 
operations of our Company including those on 
environmental, social, and corporate governance matters, 
and all suits filed against/concluded on environmental, 
social and corporate governance issues are presented on a 
consolidated basis without any category breakdown.

• Part of the financial and environmental data among 
sustainability performance measurements are verified by 
independent third parties, while plans are made for 
verification of other data in the upcoming periods.  

Corporate Governance
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4.1. General Principles 
  
4.1.1. Strategy, Policy and Goals 
A comprehensive prioritisation analysis was conducted in 
2018 in order to determine Tekfen Holding’s strategic 
priorities within the scope of Environmental, Social, 
Corporate Governance (ESG) activities, and a sustainability 
road map including short-, medium- and long-term goals was 
created. Prioritised topics fostering these goals are reviewed 
every year within the scope of external trends, risks and 
opportunities. The company has Sustainability, Human 
Rights, Supply Chain, Stakeholder, HSE, Water, Biodiversity, 
Information Security, Customer Loyalty, Ethics and 
Combating Domestic Violence Policies approved by the 
company’s Board of Directors and it publishes these policies 
on the website. ESG risks are regularly monitored by the 
Early Risk Detection Committee within the scope of 
Corporate Risk Management activities. Environmental risks 
and opportunities are reported within the scope of CDP since 
2017, and information on how climate change and water 
crisis are integrated into our business strategies is shared with 
the public both in the CDP reports and in the sustainability 
reports. 
 
4.1.2. Implementation / Monitoring  
An overarching “Sustainability Committee”, including those 
responsible for Group companies, was established in 2017 in 
order to carry out sustainability activities within Tekfen 
Group’s holistic structure, in line with a common strategy, 
and to ensure active participation of the companies in the 
processes. 

The Sustainability Committee serves under the Corporate 
Governance Committee. The Sustainability Committee is 
responsible for creating the necessary strategy, roadmap, 
targets, policy and reports to implement the sustainability 
vision, and integrating sustainability into business processes 
in line with priorities. In 2019, working groups for five 
different areas were established under the Sustainability 
Committee and roadmaps were drawn for each working 
group.

Tekfen Group’s Environmental, Social, Occupational Health 
and Safety, and Economic Performance Indicators for the last 
3 years are shared in the Sustainability Reports, which have 
been published annually since 2018, with the aim of 
monitoring the company’s performance. The performance 
values of the Group Companies are compared with equivalent 
international sectoral data when possible. For example, 
Tekfen Construction periodically compares the critical 
performance indicators of the Occupational Health and 
Safety Management System it implements with the 
International Association of Oil & Gas Producers (IOGP) and 
International Pipe Line & Offshore Contractors Association 
(IPLOCA), and shares this within the Sustainability Report.

In addition to ensuring the continuity of service quality and 
customer satisfaction and increasing its competitiveness, 
Tekfen invests in innovative technologies that create added 
value and benefit both society and the environment in all 
business lines, and creates structures and mechanisms that 
support innovation within the Group. Detailed information 
about R&D and innovation-oriented structures, investments 
and studies in this field are included in the Sustainability 
Report. 

4.1.3. Reporting 
Since 2018, Tekfen Holding has been publishing the 
Sustainability Reports, in which it comprehensively shares its 
sustainability performance and goals and actions, and shares 
it with all stakeholders, both in print and on its corporate 
website. In order to facilitate the online access to the report, 
digital stakeholder communication reports are prepared for 
different stakeholder groups. Information on sustainability 
activities is also included in the Annual Report.

The common priorities of Tekfen Holding and its 
stakeholders are identified through a comprehensive 
Prioritisation Analysis that includes stakeholder analysis, and 
common priorities for both Tekfen and its stakeholders are 
recognised as ‘very high priority’ in the Prioritization Matrix. 
Information on all of these subjects is included in the Annual 
Sustainability Reports. 

Tekfen’s vision is to develop a sustainable business model 
which covers the entire value chain, and which contributes to 
the Sustainability Development Goals (SDGs) of UNDP, 
which is the leading development agency of the United 
Nations. Tekfen Holding, which is among the signatories of 
the United Nations Global Compact, aims to create a 
common value by basing its sustainability vision on certain 
SDGs in line with its fields of activity. Tekfen Holding’s road 
map and practices towards this goal are discussed in detail in 
the relevant sections of the Sustainability Report.  

4.1.4. Verification 
In addition to its financial data, more than 70% of Scope 1 
and Scope 2 emissions in the environmental data of Tekfen 
Holding are verified by accredited organisations and shared 
in the CDP reports. Plans are made for the verification of the 
sustainability performance and other data in the report by 
independent third parties in the upcoming years. 

4.2. Environmental Principles 
The majority of Tekfen Group Companies, leading with those 
companies carrying out production activities, have the ISO 
14001 Environmental Management System, while the share 
of these companies in the total turnover is around 83%. The 
compliance of the companies with environmental policies is 
warranted through external audits, internal audits and 
Holding HSE audits. Compliance with the legal legislation is 

also observed within the scope of the audits carried out for 
the compliance of the Group Companies with the minimum 
requirements determined by the Holding, and HSE reports 
are issued for each facility and the audit findings are 
reported to the top management of the facility, the company 
and the Holding. In addition, the penalties for non-
compliance with the legal legislation are reported to the 
Holding through monthly reports.

The Sustainability Report is prepared in accordance with 
the “Core” option of the GRI Standards, which is the 
international sustainability reporting standard. Information 
regarding the scope, period, date, data collection process, 
and reporting conditions of the report are shared 
transparently. The report also contains information about 
the establishment of the Sustainability Committee, its 
duties, the formation of working groups, and their meeting 
frequency under a separate heading.

The Sustainability Committee is responsible for the 
integration of sustainability in line with the Holding’s 
priorities and ensuring the active participation of Group 
Companies in these practices. Group Companies are 
represented by their executives in the Committee. The 
progress towards the goals in the road map of the five 
working groups operating under the Sustainability 
Committee is followed and passed on to the Company 
Performance Report of the Holding. Topics such as 
ensuring compliance in ESG issues, OHS indicators, 
awareness studies, and establishment of committees are 
included in the annual targets of the Group Companies.

Tekfen Holding projects its approach to climate change and 
water management, which are the most important areas of 
impact on the environment, on its business strategies within 
the framework of sustainable business concept and risk 
management, and integrates it with its activities. Tekfen has 
officially enrolled in CDP’s Climate Change Program in 
2017 and Water Security Program in 2018. Being rated at 
level “A” both in the Climate Change and Water Security 
Programs of the CDP,  Tekfen succeeded in entering the 
“Global A List” in 2020 as one of the 63 companies in the 
world, Tekfen was rated at “A”- in CDP’s Climate Change 
Program in 2021, being listed among the Turkish Climate 
Leaders, and once again at level “A” in CDP’s Water 
Program, being listed among the “Global Water A List” for 
the second time successively, and among the Global Water 
Leaders. Reports posted on the company’s website, 
information about the integration of environmental issues 
into business objectives and strategies, the management of 
the partnership value chain, and into stakeholder relations 
is included. These reports also depict the standards and 
methodologies used to collect and calculate environmental 
data.

The Sustainability Committee monitors the determination 
of performance targets for climate change and water 
management and the realization of these targets on behalf 
of the Board of Directors. The HSE (Environment Health 
Safety) Working Group, operating under the Sustainability 
Committee, determines the priority issues, risks and 
opportunities related to climate change and develops 
improvement projects in these areas. The approach and 
actions on Climate Crisis and Energy, one of the three main 
headings of the Group’s sustainability strategy, are shared 
in detail in the Sustainability Reports. In addition, the data 
from the last three years regarding Scope 1, Scope 2 and 
Scope 3 greenhouse gas emissions, energy management, 
water and wastewater management, and environmental 
impacts from waste management are shared with the public 
in the Sustainability Reports published annually, with 
information on the increases or decreases seen in the 
environmental indicators. 

In 2020, the medium- and long-term targets for greenhouse 
gas emission reduction were set using the Science Based 
Targets Initiative (SBTI) tools. Information on the products 
and services offered, third-party greenhouse gas emission 
calculations, and the actions taken to reduce such emissions 
can be accessed via the CDP Reports. Likewise, 
information regarding the projects carried out by the Group 
Companies to reduce their environmental impacts, the 
environmental benefits and gains these projects provide, 
circular economy and lean production practices, energy 
production and consumption data and renewable energy 
investments, energy efficiency projects, water consumption, 
water recycling and protection of water resources, and 
carbon credit and pricing are included in the CDP Climate 
Change, CDP Water Security and Sustainability Reports.

By joining non-governmental organisations such as the 
Business World and Sustainable Development Association 
Turkey (SKD), the Environment-Friendly Green Buildings 
Association (ÇEDBİK), The Turkish Foundation for 
Combating Soil Erosion (TEMA), Turkish Industry and 
Business Association (TÜSİAD), United Nations Global 
Compact (UNGC), and CDP Turkey and participating in 
various working groups, Tekfen Holding participates in 
sectoral, regional, national and international policymaking 
processes regarding environmental issues. The Group 
transparently shares its environmental information through 
a broad range of sources including its website, Annual 
Report, Sustainability Report, the CDP Climate Change 
Report, the CDP Water Security Report, and the UN 
Global Compact Progress Report.  
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4.3. Social Principles 
 
4.3.1. Human Rights and Employee Rights 
A culture that respects human rights, offers its employees a 
healthy, safe and efficient work environment, and aims to 
be an overarching company shapes the working mentality 
of Tekfen, a large family of approximately 16,500 people 
including the group companies and its subcontractors. 
Tekfen Holding respects fundamental human rights in all 
its business processes, does not employ child labor or forced 
labor, provides equal opportunities to all its employees, 
stands against all kinds of discrimination against religion, 
language, age, color, ethnic origin, sexual orientation, 
disability, and marital status, and is committed to equal 
opportunity in recruitment processes. The company’s 
Human Rights Policy is published on the website. The 
Supply Chain Policy ensures that suppliers and 
subcontractors of the Group Companies act in parallel with 
human and employee rights.

Tekfen Group Companies support the employment of 
women at all levels of business life and realize various 
projects targeting women’s employment. Tekfen Foundation 
also provides microfinance support to women in 
cooperation with Turkey Waste Prevention Foundation 
(TİSVA) in order to create alternative income opportunities 
for women. Considering domestic violence as the most 
fundamental violation of human rights, Tekfen published 
its Policy for Combating Domestic Violence in 2020 and in 
line with this policy, started providing 24/7 Domestic 
Violence Combatting Line services for its employees in 
2021.

The way of doing business at Tekfen are set by ethical rules. 
The Group organizes trainings for its employees on business 
ethics rules, anti-bribery and anti-corruption. In order to 
manage the risks that may arise from behaviors that do not 
comply with national and international legislation, internal 
procedures and ethical rules, activities are carried out with 
the coordination of the Legal and Compliance units in the 
Holding and Group Companies. There is an Ethics 
Committee within Tekfen Holding in charge of the 
implementation and the monitoring of the rules of work 
ethics. In 2018, the “Ethics Hotline” was put into service 
for the employees’ notifications regarding the violation of 
ethical rules. The notifications received via this line are 
collected by an independent company, and following the 
evaluation of these notifications, corrective and preventive 
actions that should be taken are followed by the Holding’s 
Compliance Coordination Office.

Under the heading of “employees and society,” one of the 
fundamental strategic value areas within the scope of the 
sustainability vision, “talent management” is among the 
very high priorities of the Group in terms of sustainability. 

Together with its employees, contractors, and 
subcontractors, the Group acts with the goal of “zero 
accident” in all sectors in which it operates. The OHS 
Management System within the Tekfen Group has been 
established and implemented in accordance with 
international standards. The activities and OHS 
performances of the Group Companies carried out within 
the scope of the HSE Policy are constantly monitored and 
improved by the HSE & Quality Coordination Office 
within the Holding. OHS measures and accident statistics 
are shared transparently on the Sustainability and Annual 
Reports.

Occupational Health and Safety is the highest priority topic 
as far as the sustainability of the Holding is concerned since 
Group Companies operate in the sectors that are risky in 
terms of occupational safety. In Tekfen Group Companies, 
the employees’ current and future needs for development 
are planned according to the requirements of the job and 
different positions. Employee efficiency and internal 
customer surveys on employee satisfaction and loyalty, 
training and development programs, communication with 
employees, and complaint management mechanisms are 
comprehensively discussed in the Sustainability Report. The 
right to join a union is evaluated within the scope of the 
Human Rights Policy. Issues such as vested benefits for 
employees, flexible working, and business ethics are 
managed by regulations. Regarding the protection of 
personal data, Information Security Policy and Personal 
Data Protection and Privacy Policy are available and 
announced on the website. Employees are supported 
through meetings and online trainings on topics such as 
OHS, environment, ethics, and information security. In 
addition to website and e-mail announcements, mechanisms 
such as digital in-house magazine (T Bulletin) and intranet 
portal (TekNokta) have been created to keep employees 
regularly informed about current developments, practices 
and events.

The social, cultural and environment protection activities 
Tekfen has carried out since its establishment are an 
integral part of its corporate culture. Tekfen considers it a 
natural part of its management approach to transfer some 
of its values it creates as a corporate citizen to society 
through projects that will contribute to education, social 
development, and social and cultural life. In line with the 
principle of creating common values in 2021, the social 
investment areas were associated with the main strategic 
value areas in its vision for sustainability, and a Tekfen 
Holding and Group Companies Social Investment 
Approach was created and shared in its website. While 
Tekfen directly supports corporate responsibility projects 
through Tekfen Holding or the Tekfen Foundation, Group 
Companies also allocate funds for social investment 
projects that comply with their goals and strategies. 

groups on this issue were taken, and these results were used 
in determining the sustainability strategy.

Building its culture of doing business on the axis of social 
benefit and environment, and maintaining its operational 
activities with a sustainable future vision with its 
sustainability vision “Bridging Prosperity” since 2018, 
Tekfen Holding holds sustainability workshops to spread its 
sustainability strategy and understanding to a wider base, 
carries out awareness activities in line with company 
policies on issues such as environment, occupational health 
and safety, fight against bribery and corruption, business 
ethics, human rights, and domestic violence, and develops 
its social responsibility and social investment-oriented 
activities within the framework of the Creating Shared 
Value (CSV) Approach, Tekfen conducts activities to raise 
awareness of its employees and stakeholders toward 
sustainability and its importance.

Within the scope of Corporate Governance practices, 
compliance with international standards is ensured in line 
with the principles of sustainability. The international 
standards followed and the organisations joined and/or 
supported are shared in the Sustainability Reports. 

Section V
Internal Audit 
 
While internal auditing functions in the Contracting Group 
and Agri-industry Group divisions of Tekfen Holding are 
carried out by the individual groups’ internal audit teams, 
the Tekfen Holding Group Internal Audit Department has 
overall responsibility for the internal auditing of all 
companies in the Tekfen Group, which includes the auditing 
of all of their units. 

It is also responsible for ensuring that all internal auditing 
activities are conducted uniformly and in accordance with 
international standards. In order to be certain that internal 
auditing functions are performed independently and 
impartially, internal audit units report directly to their 
individual company’s board of directors through that 
company’s audit committee. The Tekfen Holding Group 
Internal Audit Directorate is responsible for coordinating 
efforts to improve internal control systems. Every internal 
audit team’s responsibilities include assessing and reporting 
on the effectiveness and efficiency of their respective system.

Every internal audit unit in the Tekfen Group is responsible 
for examining internal audit, risk management, and 
corporate governance processes as a cohesive whole and for 
reporting its findings and conclusions to members of its 
own audit committee.

Information on the social investment and social 
responsibility activities of the Group Companies is shared 
with the public through Sustainability and Annual Reports, 
as well as through internal communication channels.

4.3.2. Stakeholders, International Standards and 
Initiatives  
At Tekfen Holding, stakeholder priorities have been 
determined through Stakeholder and External Trend 
analyses. In the Stakeholder Analysis process, a large-scale 
survey was conducted referring to the international 
stakeholder engagement standard AA1000SE, and 
stakeholders’ priorities and expectations from Tekfen in the 
field of sustainability were collected. With the External 
Trend Analysis, global and sectoral risks and trends were 
included in the analysis and important topics for the sectors 
were determined. Priority issues are reviewed annually 
within the scope of external trends, risks, and 
opportunities. 

Customer loyalty is one of the top sustainability priorities of 
the Group and is reviewed under a separate heading in the 
Sustainability Report. Tekfen sees its customers as strategic 
partners with which it has established long-term 
relationships, and regards the principle of wholly fulfilling 
its commitments and the continuity of quality as the basis 
of the bridge between it and its customers. Although there is 
no standard customer complaint management policy that 
covers all Group Companies, targets to increase customer 
loyalty are included in the sustainability road map and 
measurable customer satisfaction rates are included in the 
Sustainability Report. Information on the methods used to 
maintain continuous communication with stakeholders is 
also available in the annex of the Sustainability Report.

Tekfen Holding has been reporting in accordance with the 
CDP and GRI standards in the field of sustainability and 
has been included in the Borsa Istanbul (BIST) 
Sustainability Index since 2016. The assessment criteria of 
international standards as well as other global indices were 
taken as the reference when preparing the Road Map which 
includes the action steps in line with the Sustainability 
vision of the Company. Tekfen Holding is a signatory of the 
United Nations Global Compact, and a member of the 
Business World and Sustainable Development Association 
(SKD Turkey), which is the regional Turkish network of the 
World Sustainable Development Business Council 
(WBCSD). All other memberships are publicly disclosed in 
the Sustainability Report. 

4.4. Corporate Governance Principles  
In the Prioritization Analysis conducted in 2018 in order to 
determine the sustainability strategy, the opinions and 
expectations of stakeholders as well as other stakeholder 
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When preparing annual internal audit plans, internal audit 
units include the audit areas that are identified as risky in 
the risk assessments in these plans. Internal audit units also 
make use of the results of enterprise risk management 
activities when revising the internal audit plans in light of 
issues that are identified as being risky during the year.

Internal audit activities are carried out taking into account 
both international auditing standards and the requirements 
of applicable laws and regulations. Tekfen Holding and 
group company audit committees are also responsible for 
ensuring that the conduct of internal auditing functions 
complies with International Standards for the Professional 
Practice of Internal Auditing.

The Tekfen Holding Group Internal Audit Directorate 
compiles the internal audit reports submitted to it by 
individual Tekfen Group companies and submits its 
findings and conclusions to the Tekfen Holding Audit 
Committee. Internal auditing results are reported to this 
committee at three-month intervals.  
 

Section VI
Legal Disclosures 
 

6.1. Shareholder Structure 
 
At the General Assembly Meetings, each share with a 
nominal value of TRY 1 entitles its holder to one vote. 
There are no privileged shares in the Company’s capital.

6.2. Cases Brought against the Company with a Potential 
Impact on the Company’s Financial Position and 
Activities, and Information about their Possible Outcomes 
 
There are no lawsuits filed against our Company in the size 
which may affect the financial status and the operations of 
our Company including those on environmental, social, 
and corporate governance matters.

Other

Economic, financial and social policy changes in the 
countries of operation and the price fluctuations in the 
national and international commodity markets may also 
affect the operating profitability of the Group. 

6.3. Changes in legislation with a potential material 
impact on the Company’s activities 
 
None.

6.4. Changes in Management and/or Operations of the 
Company and Subsidiaries with a Potential Material 
Impact on the Company’s Activities 
 
None. Material event disclosures made by the Company 
under the applicable legislation can be reached at 
http://www.kap.org.tr/. 

6.5. Information on the Changes Made in the Articles of 
Association within the Term  
 
No changes have been made in the Articles of Association 
in 2021.

6.6. Conflicts of Interest between the Company and 
Providers of Consultancy, Rating or Similar Services 

The Company is not in a relationship that might lead to a 
conflict of interest between the organisations from which it 
procures consultancy services. 

6.7. Information about Shareholders’ Requests to Add 
Items to the Meeting Agenda 

In cases where requests for adding agenda items that have 
been submitted in writing by the Company’s shareholders 
to the Investor Relations Department are refused by the 
Board of Directors, suggested agenda items by shareholders 
are presented within the information about declined 
suggestions and the reasons for their refusal. No such 
requests were presented for the Ordinary General Assembly 
Meeting where 2021 activities would be discussed.

Section VII
Tekfen Holding A.Ş. 
Dividend Policy 
 
The Company’s dividend policy is determined according to 
the Turkish Law of Commerce, the CMB’s legislation and 
its regulations and decisions, the tax laws, other relevant 
legislation, and the Company’s Articles of Association. 

1. Article 27 of the Holding’s Articles of Association reads 
as follows:

Profit will be distributed as outlined below from the net 
profit stated in the Holding’s balance sheet and reached after 
deducting the general expenditure of the Company, various 
amortisation costs, and mandatory taxes. The relevant 
provisions of the Capital Markets Law and notifications of 
the Capital Markets Board will be followed during the 
process of profit distribution.

General Legal Reserves: 

a) Legal reserves at a rate of 5% will be allocated.

First Dividend:

b) To the remaining amount, grants delivered during the 
year, if any, are added, from this total. At least 30% first 
dividends are allocated provided the rate or the amount is 
not below those set by the Capital Markets Law.

c) A maximum of 3% of the remaining amount will be 
allocated to the Tekfen Foundation for Education, Health, 
Culture, Art and Protection of Natural Habitat.

d) After the above mentioned deductions, the General 
Assembly has the right to decide on an allocation of 
dividends that does not exceed 2% of the remaining profit to 
members of the Board (in line with the limits and principles 
set by the Board).

Second Dividend: 

e) The General Assembly is entitled to distribute the amount 
remaining (after the deduction of the items outlined in a, b, 
c, and d, above) from the net profit as second dividends or 
allocate it as extraordinary legal reserves.

General Legal Reserves:  
 
f) Subparagraph (c), subject 3 of paragraph 2 of Article 519 
of the Turkish Law of Commerce and the provisions of 
paragraph 3 of the same article do not apply to the Holding.

g) No decision may be made to set aside profits or other 
reserves to transfer profits to the following year, or to 
distribute dividends to the founders or dividend right 
certificate holders, board members unless the first dividend is 
paid as provided and unless the reserves required to be set 
aside as required by law have been so set aside.

h) Dividends shall be distributed to all the existing shares as 
of the distribution date without regard to the date of issue or 
acquisition of such shares. The decision as to how and when 
the annual profit will be distributed to the shareholders will 

be decided by the General Assembly upon the 
recommendation of the Board and in accordance with the 
provisions of the Turkish Tax Laws and the Capital 
Markets Law. Profit distributed according to the provisions 
of the Articles of Association cannot be recovered.

2. The place and date of dividend payments are set in 
accordance with Capital Market Board Regulations.

3. Within the framework of Article 28 of the Company’s 
Articles of Association, if the Company General Assembly 
so authorises the Board, advance dividend payments may 
be made (for that specific year only). The Capital Markets 
Law is taken into account during this process. 

Information about the Company’s profit distributions 
within the most recent five years is presented in the table 
below.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
*No dividend distribution was made due to a “Consolidated Net Term Loss of 

the Main Partnership” in the sum of TRY 60,125 thousand as per our financial 

statements for the 2020 statement period.

Alev Berker
Meltem Berker
Şebnem Berker
Berker - TotalBerker - Total
Cansevil Akçağlılar
Akçağlılar - TotalAkçağlılar - Total

Ali Nihat Gökyiğit
Ali Nihat Gökyiğit
Yatırım Holding

ANG Vakfı

Gökyiğit - TotalGökyiğit - Total

OthersOthers
Publicly heldPublicly held
GRAND TOTALGRAND TOTAL

1,824,086.92
40,799,177.98
40,799,078.45
83,422,343.3583,422,343.35
24,611,073.57
24,611,073.5724,611,073.57
30,137,489.17

18,843,829.73
82,595,198.3682,595,198.36
1,799,445.681,799,445.68

177,571,939.04177,571,939.04
370,000,000.00370,000,000.00

5.09
22.3222.32
0.490.49

47.9947.99
100.00100.00

33,613,879.45 9.08

0.49
11.03
11.03
22.5522.55
6.65
6.656.65
8.15

ShareholderShareholder Number of SharesNumber of Shares Share Ratio (%)Share Ratio (%)

Profifit DistributionProfifit Distribution

Consolidated NetConsolidated Net
Profifit (TRY Profifit (TRY 
thousand)thousand)

Total DividendsTotal Dividends
Distributed toDistributed to
Shareholders (TRYShareholders (TRY
thousand) thousand) 

Earnings per ShareEarnings per Share
(TRY)(TRY)

Dividend RatioDividend Ratio

Paid onPaid on

20172017
(2016 for)(2016 for)

324,411 771,299 1,403,061 1,420,750 (60,125)

113,545 232,530 421,526 426,492

35% 30% 30% 30%

0.3069 0.6285 1.1392 1.1527

29.03.2017 04.04.2018 02.04.2019 27.04.2020 (15%). 

24.09.2020 (10%). 

05.01.2021 (5%).

20182018
(2017 for)(2017 for)

20192019
(2018 for)(2018 for)

20202020
(2019 for)(2019 for)

2021*2021*
(2020 for)(2020 for)
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Section VIII 
Board of Directors Annual Report 
 
Distinguished Partners, 

Following 2020, a year where we gravely lived through the 
effects of the pandemic, the year 2021 was marked a year of 
recovery both due to the introduction of vaccines and 
thanks to the wheels of global economy starting to turn 
again despite the disruptions in the supply chain. The fast 
recovery observed in economies overall following the first 
shock being overcome, ensured that scenarios for 
“returning to normal” started to be discussed. However 
this optimistic atmosphere was replaced with uncertainty 
and concerns once again with the fast spread of the 
Omicron variant during the last months of the year. 

Falling behind in terms of the vaccination targets across the 
world, and the challenges faced by in particular low income 
societies in accessing vaccines made the virus a “global 
risk” again, as stated by the World Health Organization. 
While this reduced the pace of economies, the uncertainties 
surrounding the post-pandemic stage, and the return to 
monetary and fiscal policies of the pre-pandemic also 
increased. 

On the other hand, increasing energy and commodity prices 
along with the disruptions encountered in the production 
chain caused a higher-than expected, and a wider-based 
inflation throughout the world. As inflationist pressures 
challenged all economies, the inflation figures in the US and 
in the Eurozone reached historical highs in the last months 
of the year. This in turn caused the central banks which 
maintained until recently that the price hikes were 
temporary to diverge from this opinion, and start to voice 
their concerns that the inflation could be permanent.

Focusing on our current areas of business in 2021, a year 
marked by declining investments, we, as Tekfen Holding, 
successfully responded to an agenda that changed swiftly 
both at a global and a local scale. In 2021, our group 
adapted to the fluctuating domestic and international 
market conditions, and thus it was able to maintain its 
continuity of employment under the prevailing conditions 
and demonstrated a positive performance albeit financially 
at a modest scale. Accordingly, while there was a 38.3% 
increase in sales revenues compared to the previous year 
with TRY 16,222,968 thousand, EBITDA was TRY 
728,110 thousand, and profit was at TRY 829,390 
thousand. By the end of 2021, Tekfen Group’s total assets 
reached TRY 21,913,573 thousand, and its equities reached 

TRY 7,595,637 thousand. This result constitutes a starting 
point for 2022, whereby we expect to leave the pandemic 
behind and see the economic recovery gaining momentum. 

Our Engineering and Contracting Group faced a rather 
challenging phase due to the fact the pandemic caused a 
postponement of new investments worldwide while 
disrupting our ongoing projects. Having primarily focused 
on business development and proposal preparation efforts 
during this period, the Group has bolstered its portfolio 
with new projects along with normalization. I believe our 
ongoing intense process improvement, digital 
transformation, operational efficiency, and cost 
optimization efforts throughout 2021 will bring about 
significant benefits in terms of resource efficiency during 
the new term where profitability targets will be more 
prominent instead of the backlog. 

Our Chemicals Group, specialized in fertiliser production, 
one of the most significant elements of agriculture along 
with our Agriculture Group, operating directly in 
agricultural production, have both been exposed to the 
adverse effects of the pandemic while witnessing the rising 
importance of agricultural activities throughout the world 
again due to the pandemic. The fact that both of our groups 
have agriculture as the common denominator despite 
operating in different areas means working closely for the 
sake of correct scaling and efficiency is paramount. Our 
organisational design processes are ongoing utilizing a 
synergetic approach to bring both these groups together to 
work towards common goals.

With 13 venture companies operating in various fields 
currently in its portfolio, Tekfen Ventures has clearly 
demonstrated a series of successful investment preferences 
in its mere five-year journey. Proving how profitable taking 
the right steps in the venture capital world is, our company 
provided a beacon, so to speak, for our Group of 
Companies as well, through its investments in technologies 
that will shape the future of our areas of activity.  

Gathering our port operations, free zone operations, 
property management and insurance brokerage activities 
under one roof, our Services Group has managed to 
increase its sales revenues and net profit in 2021 in 
comparison to the previous year. 

I would like to extend my eternal gratitude to all our 
employees and investors who share the same goals as we do 
on our journey. 

Respectfully,  

Zekeriya Yıldırım  - Chairman of the Board of Directors

Section IX
Proposal for Profit Distribution 
 
In 2021, according to the Capital Markets Board of Turkey 
legislation and standards, a net profit of TRY 839,228,000 
(distributable net profit of TRY 586,650,341.22 for the 
period according to legal records) was realized excluding 
the amount corresponding to non-controlling interests.

Since the legal reserves have reached 20% of the paid-in 
capital, we propose;

To not hold any primary reserves, 
 
Allocating TRY 256,687,500 based on the First Dividend 
Base of TRY 855,613,616 calculated in line with the 
provisions of the Capital Markets Board’s Communiqué 
No. II-19.1 in such a way as to meet the minimum 30% 
distribution rate requirement set forth in Article 27 of our 
Articles of Association,

Allocating a dividend of TRY 17,476,215 for the Tekfen 
Education Health, Culture, Art and Natural Heritage 
Conservation Foundation, the holder of dividend rights 
certificates, which corresponds to 3% of the remaining part 
of the calculated base, 

Following the allocation of the 2021 net term profit in this 
way, allocating the TRY 312,486,626.22, which is the 
resultant figure in line with the provisions of the Turkish 
Commercial Code and the Tax Laws, the remainder 
following the distribution above as extraordinary reserves, 

Distributing the dividend allocated as indicated above to 
our partners and the holders of the dividend rights 
certificates, and setting the dividend distribution date as 26 
April 2022 and seek the approval of the General Assembly.

Having submitted the foregoing for the information of all of 
our shareholders, we extend our best wishes for a 
prosperous year for our company and our country.
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